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Abstract

The IT (Information Technology) infrastructure power consumption constitutes a
large portion of global electricity consumption and a large proportion of this energy
is to maintain an acceptable thermal environment for the IT equipment. Therefore,
it is important to understand and improve the thermal and energy management of
data centres for lower cost and higher sustainability. Toward this goal, Direct
Contact Liquid Cooled (DCLC) servers, where liquid loop heat exchangers are
attached to the CPU, were proposed to study the use of chiller-less energy efficient
data centre. Thirty Sun Fire V20z servers in a data centre rack have their CPUs
water cooled with the remaining components air cooled, together with a rear door
heat exchanger to capture this air heat flow. The heat generated by the servers is
ultimately transferred to the environment using an Air Handling Unit (AHU). The
AHU was fitted with a water spray system to increase the heat transfer capacity.

The designed DCLC system was tested and characterised in terms of power
consumption and thermal performance. The design successfully provided stable
inlet coolant temperature (±1℃) to the IT despite the variation in the IT workload
and environmental conditions. Activating the spray reduced the thermal resistance
of the AHU heat exchanger (HE) by 50%. However, the power consumption and
pressure drop across the HE was increased.

The flow distribution and the coolant pumping configurations of centralised (where
the coolant is pumped by two central pumps connected in series) and distributed
(where small pumps inside the servers are activated) was investigated. The
EPANET software was used to analyse the flow and showed that the servers in
the top of the rack receive a higher flow rate (by approximately 30%) than the
servers in the bottom of the rack. This resulted in a variation in the CPU
temperatures of different servers. Optimisation analysis proposed increasing the
manifolds size to improve the flow rate and reduce the flow maldistribution. In the
distributed pumping case, the CPUs temperature showed to be 2℃ higher
compared with the central pumping case for the high IT workload.

The rack inlet temperature was tested in the range of the ASHRAE W4 envelope
in terms of CPU temperatures, power consumption and computational efficiency.
Increasing the coolant inlet temperature resulted in high energy saving in the AHU,
while the rack energy consumption increases marginally in idle operation and
considerably more in high IT workloads. This results in an improvement in the
energy effectiveness of 17% but a deterioration in the computational efficiency of
4%.

Finally, a parallel study was carried out to investigate the droplet evaporation over
heated surfaces which ultimately be used in studying sprays in the AHU or in direct
on chip cooling via evaporation. A novel experimental design was proposed to
track the lifetime of any droplet size that span the surface tension to gravity-
dominated regimes. A theoretical model was also proposed to predict the droplet
lifetime based on the initial contact angle, contact radius and the receding contact
angle. The model predicted the droplet evaporation over hydrophobic surfaces
with good accuracy of an error less than 4% while under estimated the evaporation
with hydrophilic surfaces.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 General overview

Data centres are computing infrastructures that contain information and

communications technology (ICT or IT) equipment as shown in figure 1.1. The

IT equipment (the function of the data centre) is used for storing and

processing data and transmitting and receiving across the data centre

boundary. Besides the IT equipment, data centres also house network routers,

network connections, power supplies, data storages, switches, fire

suppressions, high level security systems and cooling facilities [1, 2].

Many of our daily activities rely on data centres, this includes banks,

government installations, educational institutions, online searching,

communications and transportation. Hence, many applications worldwide are

adversely affected if any malfunction happens in data centres; proving very

costly to end-users and data centre enterprises. Therefore, it is vital to keep

the data centres operating with no downtime at all. To achieve this, it is

required to provide sufficient power to operate the data centre equipment and

provide an effective cooling method to maintain its temperature within the safe

limits [1-3].

The continuous developments in the processing power of data centres, and

particularly the increased heat dissipation requirements from the chips can

have a negative impact on the operational performance and the reliability of

the IT equipment [4, 5]. The greater requirement for heat dissipation has

increased the cooling demand which in turn increases the energy

consumption of the cooling system. A number of studies have been

undertaken to reduce the power consumption of data centres and improve the

operational performance by focussing on four interconnected aspects which

are: IT devices and software, power supplies, cooling techniques and general

design of data centres [6]. Therefore, thermal management and energy

performance enhancements of data centres is an ongoing research problem
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to reduce energy consumption in data centre cooling and provide the required

thermal environment for efficient and reliable operation.

Figure 1.1 Typical data centre infrastructure layout [2].

1.2 Power consumption and energy efficiency of data

centres

The revolutionary technologies of data storage and processing applications

and the steadily increasing demand from online websites, have been

continuously contributing in increasing the power consumption of data centres

for more than a decade [7]. For example, the worldwide power consumption

of data centres in the year 2005 was twice that of the consumption in the year

2000. By 2010 this increased by a further 56% to constitute 1.3% of the global

power consumption [8]. The power consumption of data centres is expected

to grow up 15 to 20% every year [9].

In a breakdown of energy consumption in data centres, the energy consumed

in the actual IT equipment of racks and its contents is only about half of the

power supplied to the whole data centre [8, 10]. However, the remaining
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power is considered as the overhead losses which is spent on cooling,

electrical power delivery losses, lighting, and other facilities. The electrical

delivery losses include the voltage losses due to conversions, uninterrupted

power supply units (UPS) losses and power transportation losses within the

data centre [11]. Among these overhead losses, the power spent on cooling

systems of a typical data centre constitute the largest portion of power

consumption which is reported by many publications to be 35% of the total

power consumption of a data centre [8, 11, 12]. Figure 1.2 shows the power

distribution for the different parts of a typical data centre.

Figure 1.2 Distribution of power into the three main components of a
typical data centre (computing, cooling and power losses) [11].

The demand for improved energy efficiency in data centres has raised the

necessity to optimise existing technologies and innovate new methods on both

the IT side and the supporting infrastructure. A focus of this has been the

cooling infrastructure, which represents the largest service requirement.
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1.3 Multi-level thermal management data centres

The operation of the IT equipment in data centres results in converting almost

all the electrical power into heat. This heat is generally transported through

multiscale subsystems from the heat generation to the environment as shown

in figure 1.3 [1]. It is mainly generated at the chip level of nanometre scale

from the transistors and the interconnects, to the server level of the metre

scale, to the rack level of metres in scale to the data centre level at hundreds

of metres before been transferred to the environment at the facility level [13].

This series of multiscale subsystems of transferring the heat has made the

thermal management of data centres challenging for the designers and

engineers as the cooling is initiated at the facility level and then conducted

back to take the heat away from the chip level.

Figure 1.3 Thermal management of data centres through multiscale
systems [14].
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The microsystems packaging have focused mainly at the chip, server and rack

levels while the data centres and facility levels have been the focus of heating

ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) engineers [1]. Therefore, holistically

studying the cooling system from the chip to the environment is necessary to

minimise the power consumption of cooling especially with the high increase

in the IT equipment density.

Datacom systems use different approaches to remove the heat and the most

common is to use air, this can be done in numerous ways such as underfloor

plenums, overhead ducts, containment and side fed [2]. However, by the year

2020, it is expected that the heat generated by the general purpose

processors will increase to 190W [15]. Moreover, the generated heat by the

high-performance computer processors (HPC) is already as high as it was

recorded to be 300W in 2012 [15]. It is clearly shown that the air cooling has

reached its limitations of heat transfer as the effective convection coefficient

of air ranges between 0.04 to 0.07
ௐ

 మ.
with the difference between the inlet

and outlet temperatures across the rack of 15℃ [16]. Therefore, it is

necessarily to reintroduce liquid cooling as an efficient heat transfer medium

to cool the IT as it had been already used in electronics cooling prior to

introducing the Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor transistor

(CMOS) in the 1990s as shown in figure 1.4 [17].

The increasing heat dissipation within data centres and the projected

development trend has seen a reconsideration of liquid cooling technologies.

Concerns raised with using liquid cooling over traditional air cooling include

leakage and complicated infrastructure requirements possibly increasing

costs [18]. The principle of the design of liquid cooling systems is to bring the

liquid medium closer to the IT enclosure. This can be achieved using different

ways such as rear door heat exchanger (RDHx), or bringing the liquid in direct

contact with the chip such as the cold plate direct liquid cooling or it can go

even beyond that by immersing all the electronics in a dielectric liquid [2].
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Figure 1.4 History of the module heat flux in the Bipolar and CMOS
transistors [17].

The facility environment tiers and the combined boundaries of liquid cooling

in data centres define the IT equipment operation limits. ASHRAE [19]

described the thermal guidelines of liquid cooling and categorised them into

five classes depending on the type of facility cooling equipment. These

classes are ranging from W1 to W5 and each class has its own temperature

boundaries as shown in table 1.1. Classes W1 and W2, use chiller and cooling

tower (depending on the geographical area whether it uses economiser for

energy improvements or not). Class W3, typically uses the cooling tower for

most of the time and uses chiller under certain conditions. Class W4, uses

Start of water
cooling

End of Bipolar
water cooling
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only a dry cooler or cooling tower to improve the energy performance of the

data centre. The supply water temperature in the W4 class ranges from 2 to

45℃ (which will be utilised in the current study). Finally, W5, completely based

on the heat reuse where the data centre dissipates its heat to cool buildings

or to be used in any other facilities. The operation environmental class should

be chosen based on non-failure conditions with full operation of the IT under

the specific environmental conditions.

Table 1.1 ASHRAE liquid cooled thermal guidelines [20].

1.4 Aim and objectives of the current study

To improve the energy consumption and optimise the computational

performance in Direct Contact Liquid Cooled (DCLC) data centres, it is

required to holistically integrate the workload of the IT servers with a

systematic thermal management from the chip through the multilevel systems

to the environment by the external heat rejection system. For that, the main

aim of this research is to gain an in-depth understanding of thermal and energy

management of a DCLC data centre. In addition, explore and investigate the

novel design of a chiller-less spray evaporative assisted cooled DCLC data

centre. Figure 1.5 shows the holistic management of the integration of four

different factors on a DCLC data centre. The aims were pursued via a three

level approach: server level, rack level and facility level as shown in figure 1.6
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Figure 1.5 The holistic management strategy followed in this study

Figure 1.6 The three levels approach to study the holistic management

Holistic
management

Cooling

Energy
consumption

Workload
level

Efficiency
performance
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The following work plan has been adopted in this thesis to achieve the aims

of the present study:

1. Design, build and commission a full-scale system of direct contact

liquid cooled servers as shown in figure 1.7. This includes 30 Sun Fire

V20z servers arranged in a rack level. The servers are hybrid

(water/air) cooled using DCLC cold pates and Rear Door Heat

Exchanger (RDHx). The design also consists of Air Handling Unit

(AHU) that utilise spray evaporation to increase the performance to

reject the generated heat by the rack to the environment.

2. Based on the design, consider characterisation of each component in

the loop from the server level to the facility level regarding power

consumption and thermal performance. This also includes

characterising the operational performance of the design for different

ambient conditions and workload levels regarding its impact on the

servers’ component temperatures, power consumption and IT

performance.

3. Investigate the impact of rack flow rate, pumping configuration (central

and distributed pumping) and flow distribution to the servers on the IT

performance, power consumption and servers’ component

temperatures for different IT workloads.

4. Explore the effect of rack inlet temperature in terms of electronic

component temperatures, IT performance and power consumption for

a wide range of IT workloads.

5. Finally, carry out a comprehensive investigation on droplet evaporation

over heated surfaces of different wettability. This study can help to

understand the evaporation mechanism on surfaces that have the

potential to be applied in cold plate heads at the server level or in the

AHU heat exchangers that use evaporation to increase the heat

transfer capacity.
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Figure 1.7 Diagram of the DCLC system design configuration

1.5 Thesis outline

To achieve the aims and objectives of this work, the thesis is divided into 9

chapters. These chapters are briefly outlined as follows:

Chapter 1 gives a general overview of data centres and concepts, thermal

management challenges in data centres, the aims and objectives of the study

and thesis outline structure.

Outdoor EnvironmentIT Environment
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Chapter 2 contains the literature review, which starts by giving a general

introduction to data centres and the efficiency metrics, together with an

overview of the available cooling technologies. The related studies regarding

liquid cooling are reviewed and divided into three categories: server level, rack

level and facility level. Finally, the liquid cooling designs overview is given

before the summarising section of the chapter.

Chapter 3 describes the design and construction process of the chiller-less

liquid cooled data centre starting from the chip to the environment, including

extensive commissioning of the unit.

Chapter 4 gives a description of the experimental setup and measurements

methodology.

Chapter 5 investigates the operation performance of the design, as well as

presenting the characterisation of the system both holistically and for each

component.

Chapter 6 investigates the flow distribution inside the rack, pumping

configuration and the effect of flow rates. In addition, the impact of these

factores on the power usage effectiveness, IT efficiency and thermal

performance of the rack are assessed.

Chapter 7 investigates the effect of inlet coolant temperature to the rack on

the holistic performance.

Chapter 8 stands alone in investigating the droplet evaporation on different

surfaces of heat exchangers. This chapter presents an introduction, literature

review, study methodology and the results.

Chapter 9 concludes the finding of the thesis and provides recommendations

for future studies.
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Chapter 2 Literature review

2.1 Introduction

Thermal management and energy efficiency of data centres have been

discussed widely in the literature. However, information relating to direct liquid

cooled data centres, particularly the holistic management, still remains sparse.

In light of this, the following literature review covers the related topics which

are concerned with the operational performance of direct liquid cooled data

centres. The chapter will start by reviewing data centre performance metrics,

give a general overview for data centre cooling techniques (with attention on

direct liquid cooling) and finally an insight into data centre cooling designs will

be reviewed.

The published literature that relates to direct liquid cooling will be reviewed in

three broad categories: “server level”, which focuses mostly on the part of data

centre that services the IT load, “rack level” which is the configuration of

multiple servers and “facility level” which includes the other facilities of the

data centre and more specifically the external heat rejection system (e.g dry

cooler or air handling unit).

2.2 Data centre performance metrics

The performance metrics are vital to operating the data centres with low cost

of ownership and high operational efficiency and reliability for the purpose of

producing the highest computational output as a function of the energy input.

In response to these aims, the industry and academia have worked to

establish many different performance metrics. Among these metrics,

Jamalzadeh and Behravan [21] presented a review of more than 30 metrics

proposed by different organisations to evaluate different aspects of data

centre energy efficiency. However, organisations have converged on some for

measurement and comparison purposes. In this section, the most widely used

key performance metrics are discussed. These include thermal management
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metrics, energy effectiveness metrics, efficiency metrics, comprehensive

metrics, and carbon emissions and water usage metrics.

2.2.1 Thermal effectiveness metrics

To assess the efficiency of individual components in data centres in terms of

their ability to deliver the required service, it is necessary to use thermal

management metrics. Particularly, the cooling system needs to be thermally

assessed as it is a vital part of data centres where an efficient cooling system

means less total power consumption and more reliable computational

operation.

To evaluate the performance of the cooling system in terms of the efficiency

of power input, the Coefficient Of Performance (ܱܲܥ) is a commonly used

metric [22]. It is defined as the ratio of the cooling capacity (ܳ) to the power

input (ܹ ) of the cooling system:

ܱܲܥ =
ொ

ௐ
2.1

Sharma et al (2002) [23] proposed two dimensionless metrics to evaluate the

performance of the cooling system based on the fluid flow and energy balance

from rack level to data centre level. The first metric is called Supply Heat Index

( (ܫܵܪ which is defined as the indication of the recirculation effect due to mixing

between the cold air and hot air inside the IT room. The ܫܵܪ defines the

convection heat transfer inside the data centre building. The ideal value of the

ܫܵܪ is zero, with no air mixing between the hot and cold aisles. However,

higher ܫܵܪ means there is an over mixing or higher supply air than the

required. The second metric is called the Return Heat Index (ܫܪܴ) which is

defined as the ratio of the total heat extracted by the computer air conditioning

unit (CRAC) to the enthalpy change at the rack exhaust. The change in the

enthalpy at the exhaust of the rack is due to infiltration (air mixing) which

results in the algebraic summation of the andܫܵܪ metricsܫܪܴ being equal to

unity.

Herrlin (2005) [24], developed a metric called rack cooling index (ܫܥܴ) which

gives an indication of how effective is the data centre cooling system to
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maintain the inlet temperatures to the racks within the recommended values.

The RCI factor is defined as follow:

=ܫܥܴ ቂ1 −
்௧�ை௩�்  

ெ ௫�௪�ை௩�்  
ቃ100% 2.2

Where ܽݐܶ �݈ܱ ݁ݒ ܶ�ݎ ݁݉  is the number of servers in a data centre which have

temperatures higher than the recommended and ݈ܾܽݓ݈݈ܣ�ݔܽܯ �ܱ݁ ݁ݒ ܶ�ݎ ݁݉ 

is the number of servers which have temperatures higher than the maximum

allowable.

Another metric was also developed by Herrlin in 2007 [25], and is called the

return temperature index .(ܫܴܶ) The ܫܴܶ is a measure of the infiltration that

may occur in the IT room between the cold air and hot air through the cold

and hot aisles. The isܫܴܶ defined as follows:

=ܫܴܶ 
்ೃೠି்ೄೠ

∆்ಶೠ
൨100% 2.3

The ܫܴܶ is an important metric, since it assesses how effective the air

distribution is inside the data centre. The ideal value of the isܫܴܶ 100%, where

lower than this means there is air bypassing the servers and waste energy

while higher values means that air is mixing and a deficiency in air separation

occurs.

Vangilder et al (2007) [26] developed a new metric to calculate how effective

the racks are arranged with respect to the CRAC/CRAH units in the room. The

metric is called capture index (ܫܥ) and has two versions. One version for the

cold aisle and defined as the fraction of air which is captured by the racks to

that supplied by the cold air sources. The second version is for the hot aisle,

which is defined as the fraction of air received by the local extracts to that

exhausted from the racks.

Exergy analysis is one of the powerful metrics that can be used to evaluate

the performance of data centres by calculating the ability to produce useful

work. The exergy metric is based on the second law of thermodynamics,

unlike other metrics which are based on the first law. The first law metric deals

with the efficiency of the used energy. However, the second law of
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thermodynamics metric considers how the energy is transferred. Lettieri et al

[27] compared between using the exergy metric with the first law metrics. They

found that the benefits of using the second law metric overweighed the first

law metrics as it takes the environmental impacts into consideration. Brady

[28] highlighted that the exergy metric is a very useful way to evaluate the

performance of data centres, particularly when it comes to heat reuse studies

as it provides a case for heat reuse. However, there is complexity associated

with the process of measurements and calculations compared with the first

law metrics, making it challenging to apply.

2.2.2 Energy effectiveness metrics

The most commonly used metric to describe the energy effectiveness and

usage in data centres is the Power Usage Effectiveness .(ܧܷܲ) This metric

was first proposed by Malone and Belady in 2006 [29] and further popularised

in 2007 by the Green Grid group [30]. ܧܷܲ is defined as the ratio between the

total power required to operate the data centre and the power required to

operate the IT equipment. Another form of ܧܷܲ was also developed by the

Green Grid organisation and is called Data Centre Infrastructure Efficiency

ܥܦ) (݅ܧ which is the reciprocal of the .ܧܷܲ

ܧܷܲ =
ଵ

ா
=

்௧�௪�௦௨ௗ�௧�௧�ௗ௧�௧�

௪�௦௨ௗ�௧�௧�ூ் �௨ ௧
2.4

The ܧܷܲ shows the proportion of energy which is actually used to operate the

IT to the total power drawn by the data centre facility. Thus, a data centre of

lower ܧܷܲ value has better effectiveness and the ideal effectiveness of being

1. A data centre with a ܧܷܲ of 1 indicates the ideal case that all the power

supplied to the data centre is consumed by the IT equipment [31].

The concept and mathematical simplicity of ܧܷܲ have made it widely

applicable to assess the effectiveness associated with the overheads for data

centres. However, a number of studies have raised a concern of using it by its

own to represent the performance of data centres. Brady et al (2013) [32]

critically assessed calculating the ܧܷܲ in data centres by conducting a case

study to analyse the effectiveness of the social network company Facebook

data centre at Prineville. The study highlighted the level of detailed
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engineering data which is required to calculate proper ܧܷܲ values of a data

centre. Their investigations showed that the ܧܷܲ is crucial to encourage

energy usage reduction. However, it cannot be considered a clear metric for

energy efficiency. Garimella et al. (2013) [11] reported that the ܧܷܲ is

restricted in covering the cooling components inside the servers (e.g servers

small fans) as it considers all the power consumed to the IT at the rack input

as the IT component power consumption. They also argued that the ܧܷܲ does

not include the operational expenditure that supports the data centre’s

operations such as water treatment used for cooling. Horner and Azevedo

(2016) [33] highlighted three main issues associated ܧܷܲ which make it an

incomplete metric even though its usefulness in measuring the data centre

facility overhead. The first issue is associated with energy efficient viewpoint,

where it is unable to capture the hardware efficiency of the IT. The second

issue is that the ܧܷܲ cannot evaluate the productivity of the data centre which

is associated with the business point of view. The third shortcoming of the

ܧܷܲ comes from its limitations in measuring the carbon emission with respect

to the energy performance from the environmental considerations. Despite

these shortcomings, the PUE metric has provided the sector with

improvements and recently the PUE metric has become an ISO standard with

clear guidelines on how the metric should be obtained [34].

Another metric found in the literature is based on the ratio of power

consumption to floor surface area which is called Power Density. This metric

is used to assess the space usage of a data centre mostly for the economic

considerations [28]. However, this metric has limitations on its applications

and cannot be used to compare different data centres as it is based on the

surface area that is measured so it is different locally inside one data centre

as depicted by Sun and Lee (2006) [35].

Sun and Lee (2006) [35] developed a metric based on a case study on data

centre energy performance called ݁ݒ݅ݐ݈ܴܽ݁ ݊ܧ� ݃݁ݎ ݂݂ܧ�ݕ ݁ܿ ݁ݒ݅ݐ ݊ .ݏ݁ݏ This

metric has two terms, the first one is for the IT which is similar to the ,ܧܷܲ and

the other one is for the heat ventilation and air conditioning system (HVAC) as

follows:
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ܶܫ ௧௩௦௦ =
ூ் �௪�௦௨ ௧�

்௧�௪�௦௨ ௧�
2.5

௧௩௦௦ܥܣܸܪ =
ு�௪�௦௨ ௧

ூ் �௪�௦௨ ௧�
2.6

Tschudi et al. (2010) [36] proposed a modified metric of ܧܷܲ to accommodate

the heat reuse energy. The metric is called energy reuse effectiveness (ܧܴܧ)

which is similar to ܧܷܲ apart from the power consumption that is subtracted

from the numerator as follows:

ܧܴܧ =
ೌ ି ೠೞ


2.7

On the modifications of the ܥܦ ݅ܧ metric, Shash et al. (2011) [37] modified the

definition of the effectiveness by considering the power consumed inside the

server by the leakage, fans, and idle power part of the total power in the ܥܦ ݅ܧ

equation. The idea of the metric is to include the computation power

consumption in the metric as it is considered as the useful output of the data

centre. This metric is called the grand coefficient of performance(ீܱܲܥ ):

ீܱܲܥ =
ି,ೌೖೌି,ೌೞି ,

ೌ ା,ೌೖೌା,ೌೞା,
2.8

The boundary between the servers’ infrastructure and facility infrastructures

has been a subject of debate in ܧܷܲ calculations. For example, it is not clear

on which side the power consumption of the servers’ fans and power supply

losses should be accounted for. For this, Patterson et al. [38] proposed a new

metric of effectiveness for the IT equipment which is called IT-power usage

effectiveness ܶܫ) .(ܧܷ The ܶܫ ܧܷ is described as the total power consumed by

the IT equipment to the power consumed by the IT to perform the

computations. The proposed ܶܫ ܧܷ metric is the analogy of the ܧܷܲ but for the

IT equipment and not the data centre. In another words, the ܧܷܲ focuses on

the infrastructure of the data centre while the ܶܫ ܧܷ focuses on the

infrastructure of the IT equipment. Figure 2.1 shows the schematic of the data

centre and IT equipment. From this figure the ܧܷܲ and ܶܫ ܧܷ can be calculated

from equations 2.9 and 2.10, respectively, as follows:

ܧܷܲ =
ା

ௗ
2.9
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ܶܫ ܧܷ =



2.10

The combination of ܧܷܲ and ܶܫ ܧܷ give a new metric called the total usage

effectiveness :(ܧܷܶ)

ܧܷܶ = ܧܷܲ × ܶܫ ܧܷ =
ା


2.11

The same authors also carried out case study calculation to assess the ܶܫ ܧܷ

and ܧܷܶ metrics on the ORNL’s Jaguar data centre. The study stands for

comparisons between two types of servers in a data centre one with higher

efficiency and the other one with lower efficiency. The results showed that the

low-efficiency servers have lower ܧܷܲ compared to the high-efficiency

servers. However, the ܶܫ ܧܷ and ܧܷܶ are shown to be lower for the high-

efficiency server. These results showed that the low-efficiency data centre has

a higher power consumption even though they have the lower�ܲ .ܧܷ They

concluded that the ܧܷܲ may give a false indication if it is used to compare the

effectiveness of two data centres. This means that a data centre of lower ܧܷܲ

value does not necessarily mean that it is more energy efficient. However, the

ܶܫ ܧܷ and ܧܷܶ give more reliable results for the comparison.

Figure 2.1 Schematic explanation of data centre and IT equipment to
show the points where the ,  and  are taken [38].
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2.2.3 IT efficiency metrics

The efficiency of the IT equipment in terms of power consumption and data

processing is vital to be captured to draw a complete picture of data centre

efficiency performance. To achieve this, it is necessary to look closer inside

the servers and analyse the operation under different circumstances.

The most prominent metric that is used to assess the compute efficiency of

the server is the ܱܮܨ ܲ /ܹܵ . this metric is the most ranked of energy efficient

HPC in the Green500 list [39]. It is also called a ܲ ݂݁ݎ ݉ݎ ܽ݊ܿ݁ /ܹ �metric which

is the ratio between the server floating point operation per second and the

power consumption of the server as shown in equation 2.12. The higher

efficiency of the servers comes with the higher ܱܮܨ ܲ /ܹܵ the system can

deliver.

ிைௌ

ௐ
=

௩�௩ௗ� 

௩�ூ் �௪�௦௨ ௧
=

ி௧�௧�௧��௦ௗ

ௐ
2.12

Minartz et al. (2010) [40] defined a new metric to evaluate the energy

efficiency of HPC servers termed Energy-to-Solution ܶܧ) )ܵ. The givesܵܶܧ an

indication of the energy consumption of HPC servers to carry out a specific

computation using a specific software application.

Newcombe et al. (2012) [41] introduced a metric to target the wasted energy

during the idling operation of the servers where there is no useful work

produced. This metric is called Fixed to Variable Energy Ratio (ܴܧܸܨ) and it

is defined as follows:

ܴܧܸܨ = 1 +
ி௫ௗ�ா௬�

�ா௬�
2.13

The ܨ ݁݅ݔ ݊ܧ�݀ ݃݁ݎ ݕ represents the power consumption of the servers when it

is idle and the ݈ܾܽ݅ݎܸܽ ݊ܧ݁� ݃݁ݎ ݕ represents the power consumption when the

servers perform useful computational operations. The range of ܴܧܸܨ is

between 1 and 10. The ideal ܴܧܸܨ with being 1 which means that the servers

consumed no power when they are not producing any useful work which is

practically not possible.
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Subramaniam and Feng (2012) [42] proposed a metric called The Green

Index (ܫܩܶ) to capture the energy efficiency of supercomputers. The metric

uses different benchmark tests to combine different performance outputs and

provides a unique number to represent the energy efficiency. The authors

presented a methodology of calculating the whichܫܩܶ can be achieved in

three steps. The steps start with calculating the performance to power ratio

then obtaining the relative energy efficiency (ܧܧܴ) from the benchmark and

calculating the weighing factor (ܹ ) which is based on all the benchmarks.

Finally, the isܫܩܶ calculated by summing all the andݏܧܧܴ their corresponding

ܹ �as follows:

=ܫܩܶ ∑ ܹ × ܧܧܴ 2.14

Beitelmal and Fabris (2014) [43] developed two metrics for efficiency

measurements at the server level and data centre level based on the

thermodynamic approach. The metric for the server level is called server

energy performance productivity ( ܯܲܵܧ ) and the one for the data centre level

is called data centre energy performance productivity ܯܲܧܥܦ) ). The metrics

are defined as the ratio of the dynamic power consumed due to the utilisation

of the server (or servers for the ܯܲܧܥܦ ) and the total system power

consumption.

2.2.4 Comprehensive efficiency and effectiveness metrics

Assessment of the data centre infrastructure effectiveness and IT

performance efficiency are key steps towards the efficient operation of data

centres. However, it is important to integrate between these two metrics to

obtain a more generic relationship that can link between the infrastructure

effectiveness of a data centre and its output computational performance. The

gap between the data centre overhead effectiveness (ܧܷܲ) and the servers’

performance ܱܮܨ) ܲ /ܹܵ ) make it possible to improve one of them, but the

other will deteriorate. For example, increasing the temperature inlet to the rack

will have a positive effect on the ܧܷܲ of a data centre as the overhead

decreases which reduces the power consumption required for cooling.

However, this may have a negative impact on the internal components of the
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IT equipment where the componenet temperatures increase is associated with

an increase in the current leakage and in turn increases the power

consumption of the servers and decreases the performance.

For this, Wilde et al. (2014) [44] proposed a new metric called data centre

workload power efficiency ܹܦ) (ܧܲ to bridge the gap between the data centre

infrastructure effectiveness and efficiency. They divided the data centre into

four pillars as shown in figure 2.2. The figure shows the clear gap between the

ܧܷܲ and the ܲ ݂݁ݎ ݉ݎ ܽ݊ܿ݁ /ܹ metrics. They introduced two new metrics to

drive the ܹܦ ܧܲ from them. The first metric is called system ܧܷܲ ܲݏ) (ܧܷ which

is similar to the normal .ܧܷܲ The second metric is called workload power

efficiency (ܹ (ܧܲ which is similar to the FLOPS/W metric. It should be

mentioned that the ܹ ܧܲ in their study include the power consumption of the

complete system. Hence, they came up with the new metric which can be

used to calculate the efficiency performance of a data centre for a specific

computational load which is defined as the ratio between the ܹ ܧܲ and the

ܲݏ ,ܧܷ as follows:

ܹܦ =�ܧܲ
ௐ ா

௦ா
2.15

Figure 2.2 Schematic explaining the proposed metrics by Wilde et al.
and the covered areas in the data centre [44].
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2.2.5 Environmental concerns and water usage effectiveness

The environmental impact of data centres in terms of carbon emissions and

water consumption is necessary to be assessed as important as the other

metrics of energy and performance. A study by Beitelmal and Fabris (2014)

[43], stated that 1kWh of power consumed of electricity generates about

0.87Kg of CO2. They also stated that data centres’ carbon emissions

constitute about 2% of the global carbon emissions. In line with the carbon

emissions, data centres consume a large amount of water. For power, water

consumption is not specific to data centres, however in warm and dry climates,

water is commonly used in evaporative and adiabatic cooling and so water

usage in these situations where water scarcity may be a problem itself. The

water consumption in data centres is highly dependent on the means of power

generation and cooling technology.

These indicators drive effectiveness metrics to measure the usage of carbon

and water usage in data centres. Water usage energy (߱) is also another form

of effectiveness metrics to calculate the sustainability of data centres which

was introduced by Sharma et al. (2009) [45]. They developed this metric to

capture the water energy which is defined as the ratio of the energy embedded

in the water (footprint) to the power consumed by the IT ூ்ܧ) ). The power

embedded in water is defined as the energy required to distribute and treat

the water to the demand location which is divided into two sections: direct

usage which is the water used for cooling of data centres (ௗܧ) and indirect

usage which is used in the power generation plants .(ܧ)

߱ =
[ாାா]

ா
× 10ଷ 2.16

Azevedo et al. (2010) [46] proposed a metric called the carbon usage

effectiveness (ܧܷܥ) which uses the IT energy consumption as a reference in

the same way of calculating the .ܧܷܲ The ܧܷܥ is defined as the ratio of the

carbon emission in a data centre to the IT power consumption as follows:

ܧܷܥ =
்௧�ைమ� ௦௦௦�௨௦ௗ�௬�௧�௧௧�ௗ௧�௧�௬

ூ் �௨ ௧�௬�
2.17
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2.3 Thermal management of data centres

The heat generated by servers is due to the operation of the electronics

including central processing units (CPUs), memory modules (RAMs), power

supply units, voltage regulators, and chipsets. In terms of thermal

management, the CPUs are generating the largest portion of the total heat

generated by the servers in relatively small areas compared with the

remaining components of the server [16]. Consequently, several studies have

been found in the literature that focuses on the CPUs from the geometry and

heat loads perspectives.

The cooling solutions of servers can be categorised into three main groups

based on the cooling mediums: air cooling, direct liquid cooling and total liquid

cooling. Figure 2.3 summarises the cooling techniques which were found in

the literature.
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Figure 2.3 Data centres cooling solution methods

2.3.1 Air cooling

Air cooling techniques are the most commonly used and well-established

methods in the data centre industry. Typically, the racks housing the servers

are arranged in rows which are divided by aisles. These aisles are either for

air intake which are called cold aisles or for the air exhaust which are called

hot aisles [2, 47]. Figure 2.4 shows the air cooled rack configurations placed

over a raised floor to allow for the cold air passages. Chilled air passes in the

air passages under the raised floor to pass through perforated tiles in the cold

aisle to cool the servers. This air passes through the servers to cool the
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electronic components with the help of small fans inside the servers then

exhausted from the back of the racks to the hot aisle side [2, 16, 47].

The exhausted hot air from the hot aisle is cooled by Computer Room Air

Handling Unit (CRAH) or by Computer Room Air Conditioning (CRAC) [48].

The CRAH utilises water/air heat exchanger to cool the air while CRAC utilises

the refrigerant evaporators to cool the air [48].

Figure 2.4 Air cooled data centre arrangements [47].

The air cooled data centre facility consists mainly of three parts: the external

heat rejection system which is the refrigeration chiller plant, building water

pumps, and rooms CRAH or CRAC units. For this, the cooling system consists

of about half of the data centre power consumption including 33% for the

compressor of the external heat rejection system and about 9% for the room

air conditioning unit which is responsible for the air movement inside the data

centre as shown in figure 2.5 [47, 49].

The operational nature of data centres is usually dynamic and unpredictable

which makes the thermal management a challenging issue for the designers.

As a result of that, the air cooled data centre are thermally managed and

designed largely by acquired experience and intuition. However, providing

proper flow rate at proper temperature inlet for different operating conditions

of data centre are the two aims of successful thermal management of air

cooled data centres [2]. Several negative effects on the operation of the data
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centre result from poor thermal management. For example, low reliability and

air maldistribution, increases the shutdown which are all results of the early

failure of the servers and increases in the operating cost [50].

A number of shortcomings associated with air cooling in data centres have

been found in the literature [2, 13, 47]. These drawbacks are summarised in

the following points:

Figure 2.5 Energy consumption by the main components of a typical air
cooled data centre [49].

1. Low heat transfer convection coefficient due to the low thermal

properties of air requires low supply temperature and high air flow rate

which increases the operating costs. The low thermal properties of air

are coupled with a high temperature difference of 20 to 30℃ within the

servers [2, 16, 48, 51, 52]. For this, a numerical study by Xu et al [53]

found that the maximum heat transfer of air cooled heat sink is 340W

for a heat sink area of 100cm2 and CPU die temperature of 90℃. This

coupled with the highest heat flux in the heat sink obtained

experimentally to be 4W/cm2 by Katoh et al [54].
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2. Due to the high rates of heat generation of some components of the

servers, temperature hot spots can be generated. The hot spots can

also be generated outside the rack due to the poor air distribution. This

necessitates the provision of chilled air with unnecessarily low

temperatures to cool the hot spots in the data centre which results in

high energy cost required for cooling as well as servers room to be

overcooled. This can also result in uncomfortable temperature to the

operator [2, 47].

3. The compressor in the refrigerant system needs to be in operation all

the times of the year even in the cold environment of the cold regions

[2, 47]. This is because of the ambient temperature needs to be

sufficiently lower than the required inlet temperature to the servers

room to be able to rely on the free cooling [55].

4. High power consumption due to the fans’ operations, pumps, and

compressors [2, 9, 47].

5. Difficult to harvest and reuse the heat to be utilised for different useful

applications as the heat is indirectly collected from the heat generation

sources in the servers by air [47].

6. One of the main contributors to air cooled data centre inefficiency is the

air mixing. The cold and hot aisles arrangements help to reduce the air

mixing but it does not prevent it completely due to cold air bypass and

hot air recirculation [23, 56, 57].

The drawbacks of air cooled data centres can be reduced by improving the

design of the heat sink over the CPUs. For example, increasing the fin area

and heat sink base which both have a positive effect on the heat transfer

although it conflicts with the spatial requirements [58]. Using raised floor with

ceiling return ducts was investigated by Srinarayana et al. [59] for the 310 kW

data centre and found an improvement of 5℃ in the data centre temperature

over the traditional design. Improving the operational strategies can also have

an improvement on the operational performance of data centres, for example,
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Breen et al. [60] found that increasing the inlet air temperature by 5℃ can

improve the coefficient of performance (ܱܲܥ) by 8%. However, this has a

negative impact by increasing the hot spots within the data centre. Moreover,

using rear door heat exchanger (RDHx) techniques is a prominent method to

improve air cooled data centres which will be explained in detail in section 2.5

of this chapter.

2.3.2 Total liquid cooling

In the total liquid cooling technique, the servers are brought in direct contact

with the heat transfer fluid where part or all the electronics are covered. This

can be achieved in three ways: (i) immerse the electronics in a dielectric liquid,

(ii) spray the electronic components; (iii) jet impingement on the hot spots of

the servers [16]. Total liquid cooling benefits of keeping the temperature

uniform across the whole servers by eliminating the hot spot points. In

addition, it offers a versatile cooling solution where no sealed enclosure and

piping are a needed [61].

Although total liquid cooling improves the cooling performance of data centres,

a number of issues are found to associate with the operation. The thermal

properties of water are notably superior compared with dielectric fluids [16].

Therefore, there is a limited heat transfer enhancement compared to the

cooling techniques that use water as the heat transfer medium. Using total

liquid cooling is also associated with additional required maintenance to

prevent dielectric liquid losses due to evaporation [62, 63]. Another difficulty

lies in the maintenance and services particularly when swapping electrical

components [61].

2.3.3 Direct liquid cooling

Direct liquid cooling is based on removing the heat from electronics by using

liquid cold plates or evaporator to replace the conventional air cooled heat

sinks [48]. The traditional direct liquid cooling methods are based on using

water blocks and cold plates, however, recent studies have focused on

enhancing the heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics of microchannel
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heat sinks as they have superior features compared with the traditional cooling

methods of direct liquid cooling [2, 16, 64-66].

The typical configuration of direct liquid cooling is to use a Coolant Distributed

Unit (CDU) to exchange the heat between an external loop and an internal

loop. The external loop is connected to a heat rejection system to transfer the

heat to the environment while the internal loop is thermally attached to the

heat source inside the electronics as shown in figure 2.6 [16, 67]. The liquid

coolant is delivered to the racks then the servers and finally to the chip level

depending on the used technique of cooling. In most cases, the coolant is only

delivered to the microprocessors due to the simple geometry and high heat

generation in these components compared with the remaining servers’

components which are usually cooled by air [61]. However, some researchers

extended the design to cool the other components of the servers with the

indirect liquid cooling techniques as will be explained more in section 2.5 [67].

Using liquid cooling extends the bounds of heat transfer and reduces power

consumption of data centres due to the high thermal properties of liquids

compared to air [58]. The accommodation of direct liquid cooling in data

centres is a reduction in versatility because of the requirement of installing

piping networks and sealed enclosures required to deliver the liquid coolant

to the chip level inside the servers [62]. For this, the cooling system of the data

centre needs to be tailored to the servers’ position and cooling facility layout

to utilise the direct cooling system. On top of that, using direct liquid cooling

restricts the easy access to servers which commonly exist in air cooled data

centres [62]. However, quick disconnected fluidic connectors (such as stäubli

valves) can solve the problem of hot swap access but there exists increases

the potential for risk of leakage over the electronics [58, 62].

The direct liquid cooling can be categorised based on the method of cooling

at the chip level. The main methods are single phase cooling, two phase

cooling and heat pipes [16, 58]. However, the single phase technique will be

accommodated in this study through the CoolIT systems server modules or

what is called “Direct Contact Liquid Cooling (DCLC)”. Therefore, the single
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phase of direct cooling technique will be explained in details in the following

sections.

Figure 2.6 Schematic of typical indirect liquid cooling [2].

2.4 DCLC data centres

The generated heat by the IT equipment is removed through the data centre

medium. The heat is first generated at a chip level. This heat is then

transferred to the liquid cooling loops to be transported to the environment.

The process of removing the heat from the IT equipment is generally achieved

through three main subsystems, starting with the chip and servers levels, the

rack level and the facility level. However, cooling of data centres is started at

a facility level and is then conducted back through the three multiscale

systems to cool the chip by taking the heat away.

Several thermal management methodologies have been found in the literature

in order to save energy and increase the performance of direct liquid cooled

data centres. These methodologies are considered in the following sections

by categorising them into three groups of studies: chip and server level

studies, rack level studies and facility level studies.

2.4.1 Chip and server level studies

Thermal management at the chip level is generally based on two methods:

reducing the dynamic power consumption and cooling of the chip. The
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dynamic power is based on the dynamic voltage and frequency scaling. This

method is utilised in CPUs which results in high power reduction by reducing

the operational frequency [68]. Many studies were found in the literature that

already applied this technique to control and efficiently maintain the core

temperature of the CPUs to obtain significant energy saving [69-71]. The

cooling of the chip can be achieved through different methods and techniques

as mentioned previously. However, studies on improving the performance of

direct liquid cooled electronics at the chip level are basically based on

enhancing the microchannel cold plates, flow rates, and inlet temperatures of

the coolant.

2.4.1.1 Cold plate heat sink

A high heat transfer coefficient between the cold plate and the CPU surface

reduces the temperature difference between the coolant and the cold plate

[47]. For this, incorporating microchannels and minichannels in cold plates

and on-chip cooling applications have shown a significant improvement in the

energy efficiency of these devices [72]. Kandlikar and Hayner [73] provided a

detailed description of the different types of cold plate heat sinks and the

manufacturing issues. They identified the main factors in the cold plate design

as the coolant type, pressure, coolant flow rate, temperature inlet, and type of

the material. They also classified the cold plate types by the required power

dissipation into four categories (all technical details from [73]):

1. Formed Tube Cold Plate (FTCP).

In this design, the coolant tubes are soldered to the substrate as shown in

figure 2.7a. These tubes are either made of copper or aluminium. This design

is usually used for low power applications as it provides a simplicity in the

manufacturing although it has the lowest thermal performance.

2. Deep Drilled Cold Plate (DDCP)

To reduce the thermal resistance between the coolant and the substrate in the

FTCP design to increase the performance, the flow paths of the coolant inside

the substrate are created by drilling holes in the substrate itself. The coolant
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passage layout is affected by the design of the electronic device. However, it

is common to use more than one path of the flow to achieve the required

pressure drop, flow distribution and temperature difference as shown in figure

2.7b.

3. Machined Channel Cold Plate (MCCP)

To increase the thermal performance of the cold plate design, the flow paths

are machine-cut into the substrate and a lid is placed to form the flow paths

for the coolant as shown in figure 2.7c. The flow passage size is varied from

200µm to several millimetres depending on the required heat capacity for

different applications.

4. Pocketed Folded Fin Cold Plate (PFCP)

For high heat flux electronic applications, fins are implemented in the cooling

passages to increase the heat transfer surface area and increase the local

heat transfer coefficient. In this type, the substrate is machined in a way to

insert the required type of fins as shown in figure 2.7d. The fins are usually

soldered in the place to form the flow channels. A cover lid is also used in this

design to form the flow passage. Different fins have been used to improve the

heat transfer performance such as straight, herringbone, wavy and perforated.
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Figure 2.7 Different type of cold plate designs used in DCLC
electronics [73].

The CPU temperature is a function of thermal resistance between the active

semiconductors of the CPU and the water coolant that passing through the

cold plate to take the heat away. The thermal resistance is formed of four

layers as shown in figure 2.8: thermal interface material (TIM) between the

semiconductors and the CPU lid, the lid material, the TIM between the lid and

the cold plate, and the cold plate material. The thermal resistance of the TIM

depends on the thermal conductivity, thickness, and the surface area. Ouchi

et al. [74] investigated the effect of using three different TIM types which are

silver based paste, Taica λgel DP-100, and SCID sheet. They found that the 

CPU’s temperature is higher for the case of using silver based paste

compared with the other two TIM for four CPU stress levels 25%, 50%, 75%

and 100% as shown in figure 2.9. Schultz et al. [6] modified the traditional

designs by attaching the cold plate directly over the semiconductors using

(a) FTCP (b) DDCP

(c) MCCP (d) PFCP
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liquid metal thermal interface material (LMTIM). Hence in this design, they

reduced the thermal resistance formed by the CPU lid and one of the TIMs.

The results showed a reduction in temperature of about 6℃ compared to the

traditional design of the same type of the CPU under the same IT stress level.

Figure 2.8 Assembly of the chip and the cold plate [75].

Cold plate

TIM between
CPU lid and
cold plate

CPU Lid

TIM between the
semiconductors
and the lid

Chip module

Support frame
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Figure 2.9 CPU temperature comparison for three different types of TIM
[74].

The studies of enhancing the cooling performance at the server level are also

extended beyond the limits of enhancing the cold plates and the thermal

resistance between the chip and the coolant. Ouchi et al. [74] developed a

plug-in connector cold plate as shown in figure 2.10. The design aimed to

standardise the cold plates and simplify retrofitting new servers and changing

the rack configuration. The design evolves attaching a heat spreader to the

CPU where the cold plate can be inserted into the slot of the heat spreader

secured by a latching mechanism. Kheirabadi and Groulx [76] introduced a

new design, where the conventional liquid cooling arrangement is replaced

with a liquid/liquid thermal contact heat exchanger as shown in figure 2.11.

The main purpose of the design is to increase the reliability by removing the

leakage risks. However, using an extra heat exchanger in the loop added an

additional thermal interface resistance and reduced the thermal performance.

They have also investigated different types of heat exchangers in the design

and concluded that using parallel plate types offers less pumping power

consumption and acceptable thermal performance.
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Figure 2.10 Plug-in cold plate connector [74].

Figure 2.11 Schematic of the thermal contact water cooling system
proposed by Kheirabadi and Groulx [76].

Ramakrishnan et al. [77] designed and built a bench level experimental set up

to characterise the CoolIT System [78] cold plate. The characterisation study

was obtained by calculating the thermal resistance of the cold plate for

different flow rates and applied power. The results showed that increasing the

flow rate gives lower thermal resistance at the expense of higher pressure

drop and pumping power. The input power was found to not have any effect

on the thermal resistance of the cold plate.

2.4.1.2 Coolant inlet temperature

The impact of liquid coolant temperature on the thermal and power

consumption management of electronics have been studied in the literature

at the server level. Exposing the servers’ hardware to higher inlet liquid

Before insertion After insertion
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temperatures leads to improvement in economiser efficiency and reduces the

overall cooling power consumption. On the other hand, increasing the inlet

water temperature is accompanied with a greater operating temperature of the

processor and potential reliability reduction of the operation. Moreover,

increasing the processor temperature increases the subthreshold leakage

which increases the static power consumption and weakens the performance

of the processor [79].

Zimmermann et al. [80, 81] investigated the energy and exergy efficiencies

of the Aquasar supercomputer for air and water cooled prototypes. The

comparison results between the water cooled and air cooled servers showed

that the server can be efficiently cooled with water due to the low thermal

resistance of water compared to air. The server can be cooled with water

temperatures as high as 60℃ with the temperature difference between the

inlet and the outlet of 15℃ whereas a temperature difference of 35℃ is

required for the server when it is cooled by air with inlet air temperatures of

23℃. They found that switching to liquid cooled servers increases the exergy

efficiency by up to 34% where about 80% of the recaptured heat can be used

when the inlet temperature to the server is 60℃.

Addagatla et al. [82] carried out several experiments on a novel design of

hybrid liquid/air cooled 2OU (OpenU) web server to investigate the effect of

inlet water temperature on the thermal performance and power consumption.

In this design, the CPUs are cooled by direct liquid cooling while the remaining

components of the server are cooled by air guided by special ducts and driven

by the server’s fans and a heat exchanger inside the server. The studied range

of temperatures was between 27.5 to 45℃ (2.5℃ increments). The study was

extended to cover different CPU stress levels: idle, 40%, 60%, 80%,100% and

a single experiment includes memory exercise with full CPUs load. The server

is cooled by air dry cooler which is controlled by fan speed. The results

showed that it is possible to operate the server at the higher inlet temperature

range of 45℃. The cooling power consumption of the servers depends on the

set inlet temperature and ranges from between 4.92 to 7.86W which results

on ܧܷܲ of 1.54 to 2.4. The fan speeds increased based on the power level of
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the server and the water inlet temperature while the water flow rate is kept

constant for all the experiments.

Druzhinin et al. [83, 84] studied the impact of inlet water temperature on the

power consumption and computational performance of a RSC Tornado

supercomputer. The range of the inlet water temperature studied is between

19 and 65℃. They found that the computation efficiency reduced from 2.72

ܱܮܨܩ ܲ /ܹܵ at 19℃ to ܱܮܨܩ�2.44 ܲ /ܹܵ at 65℃. However, the power

consumption of the server increased from 365 to 398W for this increase in the

inlet coolant temperature. The study showed that the operating inlet

temperature of the coolant at 55℃ gives the best operational conditions as it

is estimated that the heat captured can be reused if it is in the range between

40 and 60℃ which also offers free cooling in most of the climate conditions.

Garraghan et al. [85] predicted a unified power consumption model for a Sun

Fire V20z server. The novelty of the model falls into its holistic characteristics

of capturing the effect of software, hardware, and cooling techniques. The

model provides sub-systems power consumption for various utilisation levels.

The model was validated with numerous experiments on air cooled and liquid

cooled servers. Their results showed that the power profiles are different for

variable utilisation levels, server architecture and cooling approach. For this,

the relationship between the server power, performance of the application,

CPUs temperature and fan speed is not always linear and is also a function

of load level and cooling technique.

Sahini et al. [79] studied the impact of high inlet coolant temperature on the

static power losses at the server level. The study was achieved experimentally

on an Enterprise-class server which offers the opportunity to be fully air or

liquid CPU cooled. They found that the CPUs temperature in direct liquid

cooling are lower by 20℃ compared to air cooled server. Their results showed

that increasing the inlet water temperature from 25 to 50℃ increases the

CPUs average temperature by about 21℃ and the power consumption of the

server by about 4%.
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2.4.2 Rack level studies

Direct liquid cooling systems, with their high thermal and energy performance,

are of growing interest to the data centre industry. The primary intention and

application of existing studies is to obtain maximum advantage of the

predominant liquid coolant. Common solutions to optimise the thermal

performance of the rack is to supply higher inlet coolant temperature for the

purpose of maximising the economisation by reducing the cooling power

consumption and increasing the heat reuse.

Zeighami et al [86] used a simplified model to calculate the heat recovery of

hybrid liquid/air cooled rack level. The servers used are Cisco C220 M3 CPU

liquid cooled and the remaining of the components are cooled by air. The cold

plates are provided by Asetek RackCDU D2CTM which have a fixed speed

liquid pump. The model is based on the conservation of energy equation with

the assumption that the coolant water temperature is the same as the

components temperature. The recovered heat was found to depend on the

input power, water temperature, and air temperatures provided to the rack as

shown in equation 2.18. Three simple parameters were found to dominate the

behaviour of the hybrid cooled rack which are: the effectiveness of the

captured heat, static power losses due to the current leakage, and the loss of

conductance power extended over a wide range of stress levels and inlet

water temperatures.

ܲ௩ௗ = )ுோܭ ௦ܲ௩− °ܲ) − )ܥ തܶ௪௧− ܶ) 2.18

Where, ܲ௩ௗ is the recovered energy, ௦ܲ௩ is the measured server

power, °ܲ is the static base power loss, തܶ
௪௧ is the average water

temperature between the inlet and the outlet, ܶ is the measured inlet air

temperature, ܥ is the power loss conductance constant and ுோܭ is the power

recovery effectivness.

Li et al. [87] proposed an algorithm, which is called SmartPlace, that arranges

liquid cooling servers based on the workload distribution to reduce the total

power consumption of the data centre. The proposed model is also taking into

account the optimum distribution of the load by putting some servers into idle
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operation for the goal of minimising the total power consumed by the IT and

cooling. The SmartPlace algorithm was applied on two data centres of 1280

and 10240 servers capacity and the results showed more than 26.7% power

saving was achieved a high dynamic response performance.

Ovaska et al. [88, 89] compared the effect of inlet temperature on the

Norwegian Stallo supercomputer under fully air cooled and CPUs liquid

servers. The LINPACK benchmark exercise was run on the servers during the

experiments. Three inlet temperatures of 20, 25 and 30℃ were chosen for the

air and liquid cooled servers and the results were presented in terms of rack

power consumption and computational performance. They found that the

power required to perform 1 Gigaflop/s of computing is about 1.04 to 1.11W

for the air cooled rack, while it is only 0.93 to 0.94W for the water cold rack.

2.4.2.1 Flow distribution and pumping configuration

The coolant flow rate is also a potential subject of investigation since higher

flow rates mean higher pressure drop and pumping power and lower flow rates

reduces the reliability and risk of shutting down due to the increase in CPU

temperatures resulting from insufficient flows. However, the design objectives

of the rack systems fall into two aims: providing sufficient flow and distributing

the flow evenly in the servers to maintain the temperatures inside the

electronics at the designed level.

Kelkar and Patankar [90] introduced the technique of Flow Network Modelling

(FNM) using MacroFlow software to analyse the flow in a distributed manifold

as shown in figure 2.12. The flow results showed to be non-uniform due to the

major and minor losses in the manifolds. They found that increasing the cross-

sectional area from 7/16 inch to 7/8 inch have reduced the flow rate difference

between cross-1 and cross-7 from 0.6gal/min to 0.08gal/min, respectively.
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Figure 2.12 Network model of the manifold distribution [90]

Ellsworth et al [91] carried out a flow analysis on a rack of IBM 775

Supercomputer servers. The rack contains 12 servers, disassembles, 2 bulk

power assemblies, and a rear door heat exchanger as shown in figure 2.13.

Four pumps and liquid/liquid heat exchangers are positioned in the bottom of

the rack and connected in parallel to increase the redundancy. The study was

aimed to assure provision of minimum flow rate required for all the

components in the rack and minimise the pumping power consumption for a

different range of rack configurations. For this, the MacroFlow software was

used to analyse the flow and model the flow network. The model was validated

against the experimental data with an accuracy of 5%. The results showed

that the flow in each branch is higher than its minimum requirements for their

design. However, there is a maldistribution in the flow of the identical branches

which theoretically have the same pressure drop as shown in figure 2.14.

Alkharabsheh et al [92] presented an experimental and numerical pressure

drop analysis study of a rack level containing servers which are cooled by

DCLC cold plates from CoolIT Systems. The pressure drop in the direct liquid

cooled system is directly linked to the power consumption in the rack due to

pumping. The main aim of their study is to evaluate the pressure losses and

flow distributions in the whole rack and through the individual servers. In

addition to that, they evaluated the accuracy of FNM in modelling the flow
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network in the direct liquid cooling system. The rack design contains mainly

three components: Coolant Distribution Module (CDM), supply and return

manifold module, and server cold plate module. The experiments showed a

flow maldistribution through the identical server modules and they attributed

this to the manufacturing limitations of the microchannel cold plates. The

results revealed that the server modules have the highest portion of the

pressure drop in the rack of about 59% among the CDM and the manifolds.

However, 69% of the pressure drop in the server’s module is caused by the

corrugated tubes, fitting, and the stäubli valves. The reason for that is that the

server’s modules are designed to be flexible and provide a reliable quick

connection which results in higher pressure drop. The FNM mode is validated

with the experimental data for 15 servers in the rack and the CDM module,

which resulted in an average accuracy of 2.5% and 3.8%, respectively.
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Figure 2.13 Flow network representation of 775 IBM rack system [91].

Sahini et al. [93] studied the effect of inlet water temperature on the power

consumption and component temperatures in a mini rack of OpenU (2OU)

web servers as shown in figure 2.15. The study also provided a comparison

between the pumping system of central and distribution. The centralised

pumping is where the flow is driven by external pumps while the distributed

pumping is where the flow is driven by the small pumps which are integrated

on the cold plates. The pump types in both configurations are of constant

pumping speed. The range of studied water temperature inlet is between 25

and 45℃ following ASHRAE liquid cooling envelope W4. Their results showed

that the CPUs temperature is lower for centralised pumping compared to the

distributed pumping.
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Figure 2.14 Flow rate distribution of the 775 IBM rack predicted using
MacroFlow software [91].

Figure 2.15 Rack system studied by [93]. (1) Power shelf, (2) network
switch, and (3) 2OU servers.
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2.4.3 Facility level studies

The increasing amount of heat rejected by data centres has increased the

need for implementing and enhancing the performance of different heat

rejection systems. The heat rejection systems of data centres vary depending

on the geographical location, size of the data centre and available resources.

However, the number of studies that detail the facility level is limited compared

with studies for other data centre level components.

A chiller-less data centre based on ambient air cooling that utilises both air

and liquid cooling at the rack was patented by Chu et al. in 2010 [94]. In this

patent, they presented the design of IBM servers in a rack which are cooled

using a combination of direct liquid cooling and air cooling. Iyengar et al [95]

and David et al [96] presented more details about the IBM chiller-less design

termed as “dual enclosure liquid cooling” which is shown in figure 2.16. The

dual enclosure liquid cooling means that the cooling system consists of two

liquid loops (internal and external loops) connected thermally through a

liquid/liquid heat exchanger which is called the buffer unit. The internal loop is

carrying the heat indirectly and directly from the servers. In the indirect way,

part of the heat is transferred to the internal loop through an air/liquid heat

exchanger within the rack enclosure which they named it “sidecar heat

exchanger”. The water of the internal loop then enters the servers through the

liquid cooled components to be in direct contact with the heat generation

sources which are mainly the CPUs and the RAM. The internal loop then

exchanges the heat to the external loop through the buffer unit. The external

loop then carries the heat to a dry cooler outside of the building which uses

air/liquid heat exchangers assisted by fans.
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Figure 2.16 Dual enclosure liquid cooling system of IBM [96].

A number of studies were carried out by the IBM Systems and Technology

research group on the previous design to improve the performance and

characterise the heat exchange points and the operation under different

ambient conditions. David et al. [96] investigated the impact of the operation

conditions of flow rates, heat exchangers arrangements, the addition of glycol,

and weather conditions on the thermal performance of the design. They found

that adding propylene glycol to the loop with a mass ratio of 20% increases

the temperature inlet to the servers by about 7 to 10°C due to the poorer

thermal conductivity compared to water. This indicates that using propylene

glycol requires increasing the loop flow rate to compensate for the

deterioration in the heat transfer which increases the pumping power as the

viscosity is also increasing with adding the glycol. Iyengar et al. [97] proposed

a simple thermodynamic model for the design validated by long run

experiments. The model was then used to investigate the feasibility of using

the design for different cities in the US. The results showed a significant

energy saving using chiller-less data centre cooling design which could reduce

the cooling energy consumption to about 3.5% of the IT power at the data

centre level. Parida et al. [98] highlighted the possibility of using a single loop

in the design instead of a dual loop. They found that the power consumption

for the single loop is higher than the one for the dual loop under the same
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ambient and operation conditions due to the low performance of the

antifreeze. They concluded that using single loop could have a significant

saving in the areas of high ambient temperatures where adding antifreeze is

unnecessary. However, the raised concerns of water quality (e.g corrosion

inhibitors) make it necessary to use dual loop cooling system where high water

quality can be used in the internal loop and lower water quality can be used in

the external water loop.

Based on the previous design, Parida et al. [99] developed an energy efficient

servo algorithm to control the power consumption of the cooling system to a

minimum based on the targeted supplied temperature to the rack and the

ambient conditions. The algorithm was designed into three zones depending

on the inlet temperature to the rack and the targeted set temperature as shown

in figure 2.17. They defined zone 1 when the inlet temperature to the rack is

below the targeted minimum temperature where the recirculation valve is used

to control the temperature while zone 2 when the inlet temperature to the rack

is between the minimum and maximum temperature set value. Zone 3 is

defined as the situation where the inlet temperature to the rack becomes

higher than the targeted set temperature. Zone 1 and 2 offer high energy

saving where no work is required by the pump and fans. While at zone 3, the

dry cooler fans and pump speeds need to be increased based on the

difference between the inlet temperatures to the rack and the target

temperature. The proposed algorithm offered more than 25% energy saving

at the data centre level and more than 90% saving compared with the

refrigerant based data centre cooled system.

Meyer et al. [100] presented the feasibility of using hot water cooling for energy

reuse in the iDataCool HPC system, which was jointly developed by the

University of Regensburg and the IBM Research and Development Lab

Böblingen. The racks are based on IBM’s iDataPlex platform which was

customised to be hot water cooled at an inlet temperature of 70℃. To

investigate the energy reuse, an adsorption chiller was coupled with the

system which operates at high performance at these temperatures as shown

in figure 2.18. In the absorption chiller, the refrigerant is thermally compressed
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using liquid refrigerant/sorbent solution and the harvested heat from the data

centre instead of using the mechanical compressor as in the conventional

chillers. The cooling effect is initiated in the evaporator due to the evaporation

of the refrigerant at a very low pressure then to the absorber where the

vaporized refrigerant is absorbed to dilute the solution (usually LiBr or

ammonia/water). The solution is then pumped to the generator where the

solution is regenerated using the driving heat that collected from the data

centre. The generated chilled water from the absorption chiller can be supplied

to cool the other parts of the data centre. The results showed that about 50%

of the energy can be recovered to provide chilled water. This is particularly

useful in the cases where the hot water is not needed for heating where it can

be used to provide chilled water. They also indicated that there was no

negative effect on the IT after leaving the servers working at this range of

temperatures for more than one year.

Figure 2.17 graphical representation of the servo control algorithm
proposed by Parida et al [99].
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Figure 2.18 liquid cooled data centre proposed by Meyer et al.[100]. (1)
central cooling system, (2) primary cooling loop, (3) cooling loop

of the racks, (4) driving loop (5) re-cooling loop.

2.5 Overview of data centre liquid cooled designs

As described previously, the heat generated in data centres is due to the

operation of the microscale components inside the servers. The larger portion

of this heat is generated mainly by the CPUs. However, depending on the

server type, the other portion of the heat is generated by RAM, Hard disks,

power supply units, and the other auxiliary hardware components of the

server. Some of these components are easily cooled by direct water contact

and others are difficult and add more complexity to the design. Therefore,

cooling these servers by direct liquid contact techniques can be achieved for

some components of the server. However, in all cases, air cooling is still

required to cool some parts of the servers which are difficult/impossible to be

cooled by the direct contact liquid cooling technique.

As the CPUs are the highest heat generation part of the server, these

components are generally cooled using cold plate techniques while the other

components of the server are air cooled as shown in figure 2.19 [79, 88, 89].

Although in some designs the RAM is also included with the direct liquid

cooled technique as shown in figure 2.20 [6, 86, 101]. However, other designs
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have been extended to cover more components of the server by the direct

liquid cooling technologies such as the IBM 775 supercomputer water cooled

design as shown in figure 2.21 [67, 75, 80].

Using water to cool the components of the server directly improves the thermal

performance of the components and helps to increase the economisation

efficiency. However, there are many challenges associated with using the

direct liquid cooling technique to cool the other elements of the server apart

from the CPUs and RAM. Goth et al. [75] mentioned that several issues raised

with attaching cold plates to the most of the server components shown in

figure 2.21. These challenges are first associated with the high weight and

cost of the server, secondly, the issue of the complex serviceability of these

servers, thirdly, the difficulties associated with replacing or upgrading any item

inside the server and finally, the issue of thermal protection in this type of

design is more crucial compared with air cooled server where special design

is necessarily taken into account to keep the server safe in case the flow is

clogged in one of the components.

Figure 2.19 1U Enterprise class server retrofitted with a direct liquid
cooled technique from AsetekTM [79].

In all the design cases of the direct liquid cooled server, part of the heat

generated by the servers will be transferred by air. However, the amount of

this heat depends on the type of the server and which components are
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covered by the direct liquid cooled design. For this, it is necessary to capture

this heat and take it away from the IT enclosure and the IT room. This can be

achieved in two ways: using CRAC/CRAH unit in the IT room or utilising the

rear door heat exchanger technique (RDHx) or sidecar heat exchanger

(SCHx). While the CRAC/CRAH is a very well-known technique to data centre

air cooling, RDHx and SCHx are the key development steps in data centre

cooling that brought the water closer to the rack before invading the IT itself

by the direct liquid cooling.

The RDHx technique has been under extensive investigations by many

researchers to reduce the power consumption in air cooled data centres [102-

109]. The RDHx is fin and tubes liquid/air heat exchanger type that mounted

in the back of the rack where chilled water passes through the tubes of the

heat exchanger to cool the air that passes through the fin surfaces as shown

in figure 2.22 [102]. The concept of the SCHx is very similar to the RDHx apart

from the position where the SCHx is positioned to the side of the rack and

contained with an enclosure inside the rack to guide the air flow through the

fins surfaces as shown in figure 2.23.

Figure 2.20 IBM system volume server uses direct liquid cooling for the
CPUs and RAMs, (a) schematic of the server and (b) is the server

picture [6].
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The RDHx can work in two different scenarios of air flow: passive and active.

In the passive operation, the air flow is generated by the small fans inside the

servers of the rack. Under the active mode, the air flow is also generated by

the servers fans but with the assistance of a number of big fans mounted on

the RDHx. Almoli et al [109] carried out a three dimensional CFD analysis to

compare the performance of the RDHx in the active and passive operation

and found that the active RDHx offers 2% improvement in the thermal

performance compared to the passive RDHx.

The RDHx is originally designed for fully air cooled racks to take 40 to 90% of

the heat away while the remaining heat is removed by the CRAC/CRAH of the

room [109]. Therefore, a large energy saving is accomplished by reducing the

number of CRAC/CRAH units in the room. However, in the direct liquid cooled

designs, the RDHx and SCHx work on taking the generated heat of the

remaining components of the servers which are still air cooled [110].
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Figure 2.21 Power CEC server, (a) isometric view and (b) server flow
diagram [75].

(a)

(b)
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Figure 2.22 Rear door heat exchanger configuration, (a) schematic side
view, (b) single rack mounted and (c) data centre configuration

[107].

Figure 2.23 Sidecar heat exchanger, (a) schematic top view and (b)
single rack design (shown without the cover) [103].

(a)

(b)

Air to liquid
heat exchanger
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2.6 Summary

This chapter presented a general overview of data centres, energy

effectiveness, efficiency metrics and the available cooling techniques. Among

the cooling techniques, an emphasis was placed upon the available studies

of direct liquid cooling of data centres. These studies were categorised based

on the scale that covered by the study into three levels: server level, rack level

and facility level. The general aim of these studies was to give a

comprehensive picture of energy and thermal management in data centres.

The findings of these reviews are summarised as follows:

1. At the server level, studies have focused mainly on two aspects to improve

the energy and thermal performance:

a. Reducing the thermal resistance between the electronic

components and the coolant. This was accomplished by either

enhancing the available solution (e.g optimising the fin shape and

spacing) or proposing a new technology (e.g reducing the thermal

resistance layers by using a new thermal paste).

b. Supplying higher inlet coolant temperature to the server aiming to

increase the efficiency of the economiser for lower cooling power

consumption, with the potential for higher energy reuse. However,

this is accompanied with an increase in the component

temperatures (e.g CPUs) which in turn results in lower

computational performance, higher power consumption and

reduced service life of the server.

2. At the rack level, the literature focuses on three aspects:

a. Supplying higher temperature to the rack to increase the heat reuse

capacity and decrease the cooling power consumption and predict

models to capture the recovered heat.
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b. Distribute the workload between the servers in the rack and across

the data centre.

c. Coolant flow distribution and the flow design within the rack.

3. At the facility level, several studies were carried out on the IBM liquid

cooled chiller-less design. These studies have focused on the design of

the system, the impact of ambient temperature and different configurations

of the design.

Collectively, these studies demonstrated a wide knowledge of energy

efficiency and thermal management in a specific level of the data centre

infrastructure. There is however, a lack of complete understanding of the

holistic management in direct liquid cooled data centre. Moreover, the

complexity of the integrated interaction between cooling, workload, power

consumption and efficiency has raised many questions for the optimum

operational strategy of liquid cooled data centres. Therefore, this thesis will

address direct liquid cooled data centres by integrating all the interactions at

all levels from chip to facility.

The following points distinguish the present work from those within the wider

literature:

1. Only a single study was found to present a design for direct liquid cooled

data centres [94]. However, little attention was given to the heat rejection

system (dry cooler) and hence a lack of designing detail is available for the

complete design methodology. Therefore, this study will propose a novel

design of a dry cooler that utilises spray evaporation to increase the heat

transfer capacity. Full details will be given from the heat exchanger

selection to the control methodology and commissioning to propose full

design guidelines for an energy and thermal efficient direct liquid cooled

data centre.

2. There is only small guidance about the effect of flow rate in the rack on the

component temperatures and a single study was found to investigate the

pumping configuration (central and distributed) on the component thermal
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performance of a mini web server’s rack [93]. The current study will

address the effect of rack flow rate for different pumping configurations on

the thermal components performance, efficiency and effectiveness of the

data centre.

3. While Ellsworth et al [91] and Alkharabsheh et al [92] have highlighted the

rack flow maldistribution due to the losses in the manifolds and pressure

drop losses in the cold plates, there has been no details about the effect

of this issue on the CPU temperature. For that reason, this study will look

at the flow distribution in the rack and the resulted CPUs temperature. In

addition, this study will extend the study of the flow distribution in the rack

to both types of pumping: central and distributed pumping.

4. Existing studies on supplying higher rack temperature inlet were mainly

concentrated on the heat reuse and energy saving in the cooling system

while few studies have focused on the effect of rack inlet temperature on

the holistic performance of the data centre. Hence, this study will

holistically investigate the effect of rack inlet temperature for different

workloads and calculate the power usage effectiveness and the compute

efficiency as well as the comprehensive metric between the two to account

for the feasibility.
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Chapter 3 Design and construction of hybrid heat rejection

system for data centre cooling

3.1 Introduction

The use of direct liquid cooling at the rack coupled with economization could

potentially yield significant energy savings and improve the operational

performance of the electronics. To investigate the thermal and energy

advantages of this concept, a chiller-less, ambient air-cooled data centre with

cooling at the rack through a combination of liquid and recirculated air is

proposed. The heat dissipated from the IT is rejected to the environment

through the use of a closed loop liquid to air (or to sprayed air) heat exchanger

(HE). A detailed review and justification of the experimental arrangement has

been designed and implemented.

The proposed design of a data centre in this study consists of several levels

of systems and subsystems compromising the IT equipment as the primary

source of heat and cooling equipment as the heat extraction system. Hence

the experimental setup consists of two sides; IT environment side and heat

rejection environment side as depicted in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 simplified sketch of the design.
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The water cooled by the air handling unit (AHU) enters the rear door HE and

gains some heat from the recirculated air to cool the RAM and PSUs of the

servers. After flowing through the rear door, the partially heated water enters

the CHx40 HE and circulates back to the AHU HE. The coolant passing

through this loop will be called the process water loop or the primary loop. The

hot water coming out of the servers is cooled by exchanging its heat to the

primary water loop through the CHx40 HE before being pumped back to the

servers. The coolant passing through this loop will be called the secondary

water loop. The servers’ cooling design in the present study accommodates

for both, air-cooled and liquid-cooled devices at the server level.

This chapter will describe in details the whole experimental design, starting

from the server level to the rack level and finally to the AHU heat rejection

system level.

3.2 Servers configuration

Sun Fire V20z servers from circa 2005 [111] are used to represent the IT.

Each server consists of 2 CPUs (Central Processing Unit) which are AMD

(Advanced Micro devices) Operton 64-bit processors running Debian Ubuntu,

a hard disk drive, and 8 DIMMs of installable memory. The first CPU is called

the primary (master) CPU and the second is called secondary (slave) CPU

which are also called CPU0 and CPU1 respectively. The CPU is a dual core

type, 2 GHz frequency and data width of 64-bit and has its own random access

memory (RAM). Each RAM bank has four slots of a capacity ranging from

256MB to 8GB. A perspective view of the components, features, and physical

specifications are shown in figure 3.2, table 3.1 and table 3.2, respectively.

The thermal design power (TDP) is 85.3 W per CPU, not exceeding a critical

die temperature of 71°C. The thermal energy is dissipated through a copper

heat sink that sits on the CPU with a thin layer of thermal conductive paste

which is spread between the CPU and the heat sinks to reduce the thermal

resistance.
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Figure 3.2 Components illustrations of Sun Fire V20z server [111].

Table 3.1 Features of Sun Fire V20z server (2005).

Component Description

CPU 2 AMD Opteron processors, 64-bit x86 architecture.

RAM 8 slots, 512 MB to 16 GB ECC, registered DDR.

Hard disk drive(s) 1 or 2 U320 SCSI HDD(s).

Network I/O Dual embedded Gigabit Ethernet.

Other I/O
Internal CD-ROM (or DVD-ROM), Diskette drive,

Embedded SVGA Video, Keyboard and Mouse.

Table 3.2 physical specifications of Sun Fire V20z server (2005).

Parameter Value

Mass 15.88kg

Height 1U (rack unit = 44.45mm)

Width 10U

Depth 16U
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To provide the management tool, the service processer (SP) is embedded in

the server which is a Linux based operating system that uses Secure Sockets

Layer (SSL) encryption to provide the required connection security. The

servers are connected to all lab machines via two dedicated 10/100/1000

Mbits/s connections.

The intelligent platform management interface (IPMI) is used to manage and

monitor the operational conditions of the server [112]. Through connecting the

IPMI to an external server (the head node), it is possible to access the local

host of any server in the rack to monitor and log the data of the sensors in the

server. The sensors are embedded inside different components of the server

which are reporting the operational conditions of these components during the

server operation. This includes temperature sensors which measures the

ambient temperature inside the server, RAM 0, RAM1, CPU0, CPU1, HDD,

Ethernet and SP. In addition, there is a set of tachometer sensors to measure

and control the servers fan speeds and a set of voltage sensors. The sensor

readings are also compared to the design limit of each component and a signal

is sent to the head node server in case of reaching the threshold limit.

3.3 Server level cooling components

Traditionally, the Sun Fire V20z servers were designed to be fully air cooled

However, in the current configuration, all heat sinks and CPU fans are

replaced by direct contact liquid-cooled technology heads manufactured by

CoolIT Systems [113]. This will be explained in detail in the following two

sections.

3.3.1 Air cooled Sun Fire Servers and servers fans

The Sun Fire V20z servers were cooled using 4 sets of 2 fans distributed

inside the server as shown in figure 3.3. The fans used in these servers have

casing dimensions of 40 × 40 × 28�݉ ݉ ଷ and the specification is listed in table

3.3. The server fans are the key component in temperature dependent power

variation as they have variable speeds driven by the platform cooling demand.

Thus, the fans can operate over a range of power draws depending on the
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thermal load. The fan speed control (FSC) algorithm is fairly complex in the

server power design, but in general, a number of different temperatures are

measured in the server platform and used to adjusts the server fans

accordingly to ensure all components are at or below their upper thermal

threshold limits. The FSC generally attempts to run the fans at the lowest

possible speed to minimise fan power consumption and noise. Increasing the

platform stress load will generally increase the fan speed to reach a required

cooling target.

Figure 3.3 The Sun Fire V20z fully air cooled server.

Table 3.3 Specifications of the fans used in Sun Fire V20z servers
[114].

Model Rated

voltage

Operating

voltage

range

Input

current

Input

power

Speed Max

airflow

Max air

pressure

Noise

Part number VDC VDC Amp Watt R.P.M. ݉ ଷ

݉ ݅݊

݉ ݉ ଶܱܪ dB-A

FFB0412SHN 12 4.5 to

13.8

0.5 6 13000 0.68 27.3 54.5
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The first set of these fans are attached to cool the power supply unit (PSU)

and RAM0 which are associated with the master CPU (CPU0). These fans

are constantly running with the pre-operation status at a fan speed of 4150

rpm fan speed and increased up to 11600 rpm during the normal operation of

the server. Thus, the air passes through RAM0 carrying their heat before

passing through the PSU of the server. The second set of fans is used

primarily to cool RAM1 which are associated with the slave CPU (CPU1).

These fans generate a negative pressure to supply an air flow passing around

and through the HDD disk and then through RAM1 to manage their

temperature.

The third and fourth set of fans are used to cool the two AMD CPUs of the

server. These fans generate an air flow to pass through the fins of the heat

sinks which are sitting directly on the top of the CPU as shown schematically

in figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4 sketch of the aircooled CPU.

3.3.2 Direct liquid cooled servers and head pumps

The CoolIT System heads (will be referenced in this thesis as Direct Contact

Liquid Cooling (DCLC) heads or servers’ modules) were retrofitted to high

performance computers (HPC) based Sun Fire V20z air cooled servers. Each

CoolIT System head has a small internal pump integrated into it, which can

be configured to operate using power from the server or alternatively to

centrally pump the coolant around the secondary loop using the pumps in the

CHx40 at the top of the rack. With the DCLC heads, microprocessors conduct

Motherboard

CPU

Heat sink

Conductive thermal paste

layer

Air flow
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heat from the die through thin thermal conductive interface layers to the liquid

cooled-cold plates as shown in figure 3.5, replacing the air-cooled heat sinks.

The liquid cooling loop accommodates the thermal management of the CPUs

although heat generating components like RAM, PSU, hard disk drive (HDD)

and other auxiliary components on the printed circuit board are air cooled. Al-

Anii’s [115] work showed that with the retrofitted CoolIT system heads, there

is about 75% of the server heat is transferred into the liquid while the

remaining heat is transferred by air. For this, the two sets of fans used to cool

the RAM and the PSU are kept in the current configuration and thus the

servers are hybrid liquid-air cooled as shown in figure 3.6. Also, the yellow

arrow marks shown in figure 3.6 indicate the direction of air flow within the

server that is responsible for cooling the auxiliary components.

The DCLC system, shown schematically in figure 3.7, consists mainly of micro

fin cold plates, two small pumps, head casing, magnetic mounting kits, flexible

corrugated tubes, quick valves connectors (Stäubli type) [113]. These

components will be explained in the following points:

Figure 3.5 Sketch of the DCLC cooled CPU.
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Figure 3.6 Retrofitted Sun Fire V20z server with DCLC units.

Figure 3.7 Schematic of the DCLC head pumps [113].

RAM and power
supply fans

DCLC heads

CPU
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1. Head pumps and the casing

The DCLC head pumps use brushless electronically commutated motors

which uses an integrated inverter power supply to convert the direct currents

(DC) into alternative current (AC). The components of the pumps are made of

semi-crystalline engineering thermoplastic and Poly Butylene Terephthalate.

The case is made of Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene where the pump

assembly is encapsulated inside. The material selection of the pumps is based

on the low flammability rating, high toughness, easy formation, and structural

reliability [78]. The nominal rated power consumption and flow rate of the

DCLC pump are 1.44W and 0.57 l/min, respectively. The acoustic noise of the

pump is relatively small which is about 23dbA at the nominal pump speed of

2200 rpm. Figure 3.8 shows the DCLC pumps and the casing, and figure 3.9

shows the nominal operational curve of the pump.

Figure 3.8 DCLC head pumps and the casing.

1cm
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Figure 3.9 Nominal operational curve of the DCLC head pumps [113].

2. V-groove micro-channel cold plate

The cold plate is patented technology of CoolIT Systems and consists of a

solid copper component that maximise the performance for high thermal

density applications. The cold plate sits on the top of the CPU and is separated

by a thin layer of thermal conductive paste. Figure 3.10 (a and b) shows the

cold plate heat exchanger and the bottom side of the casing. A rubber gasket

is used to direct the coolant to the warmest region of the processor first which

is at the core of the CPU as shown in figure 3.10a.
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Figure 3.10 (a) DCLC casing from the CPU side showing the cold plate

and the attached rubber gasket flow guide and (b) is the V-groove

micro-channel cold plate.

3. FEP tubing

The connecting tubes are made of Fluorinated Ethylene Propylene (FEP).

FEP is ultra-high reliable, compact, durable, non-flammable, and chemically

stable. The FEP tubes connect the CPU head pumps with the intake and

discharge manifolds and they have both flexible corrugated and straight

(a)

(b)
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sections. The thickness of the tubes is 2 mm and the external diameter is 8

mm which have strong and durable properties.

4. Quick connector Stäubli valves

Stäubli quick connector valves are used to connect the tubes to the manifold

or the heat rejection system as sown in figure 3.11. These valves are

especially constructed of durable treated surface metal alloys which gives an

extremely robust mechanism with high reliability [113].

Figure 3.11 stäubli valves configuration to connect the heat pumps to
the manifold [113].

5. Server loop coolant

The coolant in the servers’ loop (the secondary loop of the CHx40) is OAT 25

which is a mixture of 74% deionised water, 25% propylene glycol, and 1%

inhibitors. The 1% inhibitors is mainly a mixture of biocide, azule, and anti-

corrosion inhibitors. The mixture gives a freezing point of -6℃ and specific

heat capacity of 4.075 kJ/kgK.

3.4 Direct liquid cooled rack level design

The rack design includes one rack frame, cloud computing servers, network

switch, power shelf, rack power supply unit (PSU), coolant manifold, CHx40

liquid/liquid HE, and a rear door air/liquid HE as shown in figure 3.12. Each

item will be discussed in detail in the following sections.
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Figure 3.12 Cloud computing rack level.
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3.4.1 Cloud computing servers

Thirty Sun Fire V20z servers are retrofitted into a single rack, as shown in

figure 3.12. The rack is placed in the lab in the first floor of the Energy building

of the University of Leeds. The OS software (version 13.10 of Ubuntu) was

installed in the servers by Al-Anii [115].

The top server in the rack was assigned to be the master server to control the

remaining servers of the rack and it is called the head node server. All the

thirty servers are served up network addresses through Dynamic Host

Configuration Protocol (DHCP) over a network switch as shown in figure 3.12.

The head node server runs a script which takes Media Access Control (MAC)

addresses that gives a unique identifier address to all of the servers and

generates names and IP addresses. Thus, the head node server is called

eng01, and the second server from the top is called eng02 and so on for all

the thirty servers. The IPMI is accessed for all the servers via daisy chain data

cables connected in series to the management ports of the servers and to the

top of rack switch. The servers are all connected to the network switch for

local hosting networking and internet.

3.4.2 Network switch

The network switch from 3C0M [116] includes 48 10BASE-T/100BASE-

TX/1000BASE-T network ports and 4 SEP ports for management access and

various system status indicators. The switch has a standard AC power socket

(100-240 VAC) in the rear panel and is directly connected to the PSU of the

rack. It is mounted on the top of the servers using two brackets to keep the

switch in a horizontal position. All the servers are connected to the switch for

networking and internet. It also allows to control the rack remotely, for running

stress testing, downloading the data and monitoring the operation.

3.4.3 Power shelf and rack PSU

Two power shelf switches are used to power the servers as shown in figure

3.12. These switches are connected to two PSUs. So the servers, network

switch, and the CHx40 heat exchanger are powered by two PSUs. The two
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power shelf switches are located over the network switch to allow easy access

from the front of the rack.

3.4.4 Distribution and collection Manifolds

After all the servers have been placed in the rack, the DCLC cooling loops of

all the servers are connected using the quick connections manufactured by

Stäubli at the rear of the rack to two plenums that work as the manifolds. The

cooling loops are joined together through two passages: one for the cold side

(coloured blue) which represents the inlet to the servers and the other one for

the hot side (coloured red) which represents the rejected water from the

servers. These manifolds are connected to the secondary loop of the CHx40

HE. The manifolds are six feet long each with square cross section (25×25mm

internal dimensions) made of stainless steel. The manifolds employ dry-break

quick connection technology and can accommodate 42 servers modules

connected in parallel as shown in figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13 Back of the rack showing the manifolds and DCLC stäubli
valves connections.

3.4.5 CHx40 heat exchanger

The CHx40 heat exchanger module is designed by CoolIT Systems [113] with

a height of 2U (88.9mm), for distributing the coolant through a series of DCLC

cold plates situated inside servers within a rack. The thermal load is

exchanged in the CHx40 module from the secondary fluid to the primary fluid

using a liquid to liquid heat exchanger. The CHx40 module is installed in the
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very top point of the rack and connected with the manifolds in the rack and the

AHU using the stäubli quick connectors SPT12 and SPT10, respectively.

Essentially, there are two cooling liquids which operate the cooling cycle in

the CHx40; the liquid that flows through the DCLC cold plates into the server

which is called as the secondary liquid and the liquid with which secondary

coolant exhausts its heat across the heat exchanger is called as primary liquid

(process water in the AHU). The filtration requirement in the primary loop is

300 microns, for this, a filter is designed and fitted in the loop in the AHU

configuration design which will be discussed in details later in this chapter.

The CHx40 consists mainly of plate to plate heat exchanger, two pumps,

valves, fittings, reservoir, temperature sensors, pressure sensors on both

loops, flow sensor on the secondary loop, and humidity sensor, as shown in

figure 3.14. The two pumps are connected in series on the secondary loop to

increase the pumping head and for n+1 redundancy.

Figure 3.14 CHx40 liquid to liquid heat exchanger [113].

A proportional valve is equipped on the primary water loop circuit to control

the process water flow rate through the CHx40 module. The proportional valve

setting can be controlled from the LCD screen on the CHx40 and it can be
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adjusted to operate automatically to keep the process water temperature

higher than the dew point temperature of the IT room to reduce the risk of

condensation inside the servers.

The designed cooling capacity of the CHx40 at 30℃ inlet temperature and

35l/min flow rate of the primary coolant is 40kW. The cooling capacity of the

CHx40 as a function of the inlet primary water flow rate for different inlet

temperatures is shown in figure 3.15.

Figure 3.15 Operation curves of the CHx40 for various process water
flow rate and inlet temperature [78].

The CHx40 operates in the voltage range of 100 – 240 V AC and the maximum

power consumption is 160 W. It is also powered from one of the rack PSUs.

The CHx40 is also connected to the head node server eng01 in the rack

through the network switch for data logging. The control system module is a

Linux barebone based computer running Angstrom distribution. Hence, the

control system can be connected to the head node via an SSH client with the

assigned IP address and data can be read that appears on the status screen

on the LCD of the CHx40.
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3.5 Rear door heat exchanger design

To collect the heat generated by RAM and the PSUs of the servers, a passive

rear door heat exchanger (RDHx) was installed. This device consists of a

wavy fin and tube heat exchanger which is mounted in the rear door of the

rack. Chilled water supplied from the AHU flowing through the heat exchanger

tubes is used to cool the exhaust hot air which is expelled from the rear of the

rack. The RDHx offers many features including eliminating local hot spots

occurring in the data centre, low total cost of ownership, high reliability, ease

of installation.

The original rear door of the rack was replaced by a copper wavy fin and tube

heat exchanger (16 × 61 × 200�ܿ݉ ଷ) which is fitted into the rear section of the

rack as shown in figure 3.16 and then customised to fit the rack dimensions

to guide all the air generated by the server fans to pass through the RDHx

fins.

The RDHx design was designed to function without any added air moving

devices or controlling devices and relying on server fans only (passive way of

cooling). Hence, the design of the tube size, fin shape and spacing, had been

chosen to minimise the air impedance through the heat exchanger. The inlet

process chilled water to the RDHx was designed to be maintained above the

dew point temperature at all times to eliminate the chance of condensation

and the need for a complicated design to drain the condensed water. This was

achieved by connecting the RDHx in series with the primary loop of the CHx40

which contains a solenoid valve to shut the flow when the flow temperature

drops below the room ambient temperature.

The process chilled water is delivered to the RDHx using flexible (25.4mm

inner diameter) braided type hoses. The hoses are brought close to the bottom

hinge axis of the RDHx and designed to rotate around each other to allow the

RDHx to be opened and closed with minimal movement to the braided hoses

to allow normal access to the rack interior.
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Figure 3.16 Rear door heat exchanger design (RDHx); (a) shows the
back view of the rack where the RDHx is attached to the rack, (b)
shows a section view of the rack and (c) shows the wavy fins of

the RDHx.

RDHx
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(b)

RDHx

(c)
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3.6 Air Handling Unit (AHU) design

The AHU was designed as part of the present work and manufactured in

collaboration with Airedale International Air Conditioning Ltd [117]. The main

purpose of the design is to investigate the chiller-less and innovative design

of AHU that utilise evaporative cooling in direct liquid cooled data centres. The

designed AHU is placed in the plant room of the Energy building of the

University of Leeds. The AHU has exhaust heat ducted into a large ducting

system for the Energy building. The AHU operation is based on the ambient

air conditions in the plant room, which can be in excess of 25℃ in the summer

and sub-zero in the winter. Figure 3.17 shows a full picture of the AHU which

consists mainly of three loops:

Figure 3.17 The designed bespoke air handling unit.
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1. Processing water loop: the water coming from the CHx40 enters in hot

condition to the AHU HE where it rejects the heat before being pumped back

to the CHx40. A pump, filter, bypasses loops, pressure vessel, and different

sensors are all included in the loop.

2. Airside loop: The rejected heat is carried by the passing air through

ventilation ducting to the external environment. The AHU was designed as an

open circuit wind tunnel of 1103 X 1197 mm2. This loop consists of Inlet air

section, heat exchanger section, visualization section (perspex panels are

used to view into the HE section), axial fan, and different sensors.

3. Spray water loop: To enhance the cooling capability, a spray system has

been bolted onto the AHU HE giving more than 15kW cooling capability. This

loop includes spray pump skid, filter, control system, valves, different sensors

and nozzles.

The system is remote monitored (over ethernet) and controlled using a

pCOweb card (essentially a linux based ARM system).

The design characteristics of all the components, the full experimental setup,

instrumentation and control will be related in details in the following sections.

3.6.1 Heat exchanger design and selection

Compact round tube heat exchangers are typically used as condensers for

many industrial and commercial applications. However, the performance of a

dry cooled heat exchanger (HE) degrades considerably with increase in

ambient air temperature and in some applications the typical HEs are not

capable to carry the required cooling load. To overcome this issue, it is

necessary to explore the methods to improve the cooling performance and

select critically the main parameters which are involved in the HE operation.

The enhancement can be achieved by utilising extended surfaces, geometry

modifications, and surface wettability and in wet conditions by utilising water

evaporation in the air side of the HE.

A number of experimental studies have published performance data of dry

cooler HE and also found correlations for predicting air side heat transfer and

pressure drop performance in terms of Colburn j and friction ݂�factors as a
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function of HE geometry and Reynolds number [118-127]. In comparison to

round tube HE performance data in dry conditions, published experimental

work in wet conditions in the open literature are limited in scope [128-131].

Thus, researching the impact of fin geometry on the dry and spray evaporative

HE from the literature will be informative for developing design guidelines and

to help realize the full potential of using spray droplet with the fin surface in

HE industry, specifically in data centres.

The literature has revealed that there are many different parameters that

affecting the performance of round tube HEs. However, the main parameters

are summarised in table 3.4 to help in selecting the proper heat exchanger for

the AHU.

Based on table 3.4, the heat exchanger is selected to be round tube plain fin

(RTPF) type. It has tubes running end to end, through aluminium fins which

increase the surface area. The fins are epoxy coated to protect them from

corrosion. The copper tube diameter is 9.52mm (outer diameter) and the

thickness is 0.28mm. The fin pitch is 1.8 mm and the thickness is 0.11mm.
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Table 3.4 Heat exchanger selection parameters

Parameter Reference Critical finding Present study HE design selection
Fin Shape

Plain,
Herringbone

wavy,
Sinusoidal
wavy, and

Louvre

[121, 132,
133]

In dry conditions:
 ℎ௪௩௬ > ℎ [55%-70%]

௪݂ ௩௬ > ݂ [66%-140%]

 ℎ௨௩ > ℎ [99%-180%]

݂௨௩ > ݂

In wet (spray & deluge) conditions:
Very limited number of studies regarding this and
even though the available literature data refer that
there is no much heat transfer improvement over the
pressure drop penalty.

(ℎ is the heat transfer coefficient)

Improving the shape of the fins in fin and tube HEs
generally show better heat transfer characteristics.
However, this improvement is usually
accompanied with higher manufacturing costs and
pressure drops (friction losses) which in turn
increases the power consumption in the fan. On
top of that, in the wet case where the spray cooling
is utilised, the friction losses will dramatically
increase with using complicated fins such as the
louver and wavy fins which will increase the power
required by the fan to achieve the targeted air flow
rate.
In conclusion, plain find round tube HE will be
chosen to be fitted in the AHU to achieve lower cost
of ownership and operational cost.

Fin Pitch &
Number of

Rows

[120-122,
125]

In dry conditions, the effect of fin pitch is negligible
for the number of rows 1 & 2. However, decreasing
fin pitch has a notable increase in the pressure drop
and heat transfer performance when the number of
rows more than 3. (ℎிୀଵ.  > ℎிୀଵ.ଶ  [42 %])

In condensation wet conditions, changing fin pitch
has a high effect on both heat transfer and pressure
drop characteristics even for small number of rows
(2&3).

According to the literature, choosing the correct
number of rows in HEs is very crucial especially in
the wet case, higher number of rows is higher
friction losses and in turn higher power
consumption of the fan. For this, the number of
rows of the HE exchanger is chosen to be two for
better performance and lower power consumption.
The idea of decreasing the fin pitch is to obtain
higher surface area of HT and thus small HE size.
However, this is usually accompanied with higher
pressure drop especially in the wet cases where the
effect is very high as shown in the literature. For
this, the fin pitch is chosen to be 1.8 mm and
surface area of 1105 × 870 mm2.

Effect of
Inclination

[129, 131] In dry conditions, the effect of inclination is negligible.
In wet deluge cooling,
ℎఏୀଶଵ > ℎఏୀ [8.3 %] ߠ) is the HE inclination angle)

ఏ݂ୀଶଵ > ఏ݂ୀ [2.2%]
Angle 20° is found to be the most practical which is
needed in applications for space and performance
constrains.

The AHU design of the present study allows
inclining the HE between 0° and 20°. However, this
aspect will not be used in the present configuration
of the study and will be suggested for future work.
Hence, the HE will be kept vertical.

Effect of
Coating

[126, 128,
131, 134,

135]

In dry conditions, no change in h and ݂ with coating
the HE.
In wet condensation conditions,
 ℎ௨௧ௗ > ℎ௧ௗ,௬ௗ [10%]

 ௨݂௧ௗ > ݂௧ௗ,௬ௗ [40%]

Types hydrophilic treatments:
 Sodium hydroxide and potassium persulphate
 Plasma
In evaporation conditions,
For deluge cooling
 ℎ௨௧ௗ < ℎ௧ௗ,௬ௗ [40%]

 ௨݂௧ௗ < ݂௧ௗ,௬ௗ [15%]

For spray cooling
 ℎ௨௧ௗ < ℎ௧ௗ,௬ௗ [14%]

 ௨݂௧ௗ ≈ ݂௧ௗ,௬ௗ

As the effect of the type of coating is not fully
established in fin and tube HE and it is very costly
in our experiment due to the practical large scale
system we use which requires coating large scale
HEs. However, the HE used in the present study
will not be coated and will be used with the typical
epoxy coating.
However, a small scale study of the effect of
coating is achieved for different type of coating for
a single droplet. The study could not mimic the real
characteristics of the HE but will show the effect of
the type of coating on the droplet evaporation for
the same temperature.

Way of
utilising

evaporative
cooling

[131] A single study was found regarding Herringbone
wavy fin in round tube HE under two different types
of water distribution: deluge and spray types. It is
found that spraying the HE gives better
characteristics regarding pressure drop and less
water usage.

Based on the results of [131] for Herringbone wavy
fin type under adiabatic cooling, the spray
technique is chosen rather than deluge in the
present design of the AHU.
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3.6.2 The EC axial fan

An axial fan from ebm-papst [136] is chosen to be used to cool the dry cooler

heat exchanger with air passing through it. The design of the axial fan blades

and its rotor motor allow compact dimensions, high air performance at minimal

noise. The fan blades use a support structure made of aluminium alloy of high

robust and corrosion resistance. The blades are coated with special fibre

reinforced plastics. These properties of the blades help to use the EC axial

fan in the present design of the AHU where an adiabatic cooling is utilised.

The type of the fan used in the AHU is W3G630-GN37-23 and the nominal

voltage and power consumption is 230V and 730W respectively at 960rpm

which is equivalent to 8100 m3/h. The external frame dimensions of the fan

are 805 × 750 mm2 which fits the frame of the AHU. The fan operation curve

is shown in figure 3.18.

Figure 3.18 Fan operation curve of the AHU (the numbers representing
different measurement points to obtain the operation curve) [137].
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3.6.3 Spray system

To increase the AHU performance and maintain a reliable operation of the unit

at challenging environmental and data centre operational conditions, an

adiabatic spray evaporative cooling is employed. For this, an evaporative

spray cooling system called optiMist from CAREL [138] is installed in the AHU

to cool the air before passing through the heat exchanger or to spray the heat

exchanger directly. The spray system atomises water into fine droplets which

then evaporate in the air or on the heat exchanger surfaces, removing heat

from the heat exchanger. The spraying system is activated under certain

conditions of weather and data centre operational load and the spray water

flow rate is measured to define the performance.

The optiMist system uses a vane pump to pressurise the water, subsequently

atomising it through special nozzles. The sophisticated control system of the

optimist combines the job of the inverter, which regulates the pump speed and

consequently the spray flow rate, with two solenoid valves, ensuring the

system always works at the optimum pressure to atomise the water, across a

wide range of spray flow rates. Figure 3.19 shows the pumping station and

the electronic controller of the optiMist. The pumping station pressurises the

spray water to 4-15 bar and manages the spray flow rate for maximum

precision, minimum water consumption and minimum energy use. As detailed

in figure 3.19, the pump station contains the hydraulic components and the

electrical components both in one cabinet. The hydraulic section contains a

water treatment system, which is a reverse osmosis demineraliser (to supply

low mineral salt water), pressure transducers, manometers, solenoid valves,

and pump. The electrical section, contains the power terminals, pCOWeb

controller, and the inverter which is the main components to regulate the

pressure and the flow rate.
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Figure 3.19 Spray pump station.

The nozzles spray system is installed upstream of the heat exchanger, which

is formed from six spray nozzles in a rack formation as shown in figure 3.20.

Each nozzle has circular orifices and spin inserts to aid with atomisation and

formation of a 60° even cone of spray. The nozzles atomise the water to

droplet diameter in the region of 15-30 microns. An automatic drain valve was

installed on the nozzles rack in order to empty the droplet collection tray when

the spray system is not in use.

A rail was specifically designed in the AHU frame to carry the nozzles rack so

that the position of the nozzles rack system can be adjusted relative to the

heat exchanger position. This gives the flexibility of the spray adiabatic cooling

scenarios which involves either spraying the passing air to drop the

temperature down before passing through the heat exchanger or spraying the

heat exchanger directly. In both cases, the effect of the cooling is due to the

evaporation of the droplets of water: the change in state from liquid to vapour

occurs by subtracting the energy from the air or the heat exchanger surface

that (depends on the spraying scenario), as a consequence, is cooled.

Electrical components:
1. Electrical power terminals
2. Main switch and screen
3. PCO Controller
4. Electrical power terminator
5. Transformer
6. Inverter
7. Fan to cool the inverter

Hydraulic components:
a. Filter
b. Pressure transducer
c. Fill solenoid valve.
d. Pressure switch
e. Filter drain
f. Manometer 1
g. Solenoid valve 1
h. Manometer 2
i. Solenoid valve 2
j. Pump
k. Motor
l. Drain hose
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Figure 3.20 spray nozzles in the rack configuration.

3.6.4 Process water recirculation pump

A Grundfos (CME 1-2 A-R-I-E-AQQE) [139] inverter pump was selected to

recirculate the process water with the CHx40. The selected pump has to be

able to overcome the pressure losses and pump the coolant between the AHU

heat exchanger in the plant room (third floor) and the lab where the IT

equipment is installed (first floor) which required horizontal pipe lines of 50݉

and 8݉ of pipe line risers. The Grundfos pump is a reliable multistage

centrifugal pump with axial suction port and radial discharge port and the

pump materials in contact with the coolant are stainless steel which gives a

high corrosion resistance.

The pump includes a frequency converter and PI controller in the motor

terminal box to enable continuously variable control of the motor speed, which

enables adaptation for different required flow rates. The pump is able to work

in the data centre temperature range and the nominal calculated flow rate is

18.3 l/min which results in a 21.62m head. Figure 3.21 shows the technical

operational curve of the pump.

The pump is installed over a steel frame as shown in figure 3.22 and

connected in the output side of the AHU heat exchanger which has the lowest

coolant temperature of the loop for longer pump life time. Two bypass loops
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were designed to be fitted before and after the pumps, which are used to assist

in regulating the temperature supplied to the IT. These bypass loops are

remotely controlled and will be discussed later in the section on control design.

A filter of 300 microns is installed in the loop after the pump to keep the

process water clean and within the required specification of the water loop

especially for the CHx40.

Figure 3.21 Operation curve of the recirculation pump; the dark blue
area represent the recommended duty range for best efficiency [139].
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Figure 3.22 Recirculation process water pump.

3.6.5 Control unit and data logging

To perform the study, instrumentation was provided at various locations in the

AHU. All sensors of temperature, flow rate, pressure drop, humidity, and

power are collected through the pCOweb controller unit, as shown in figure

3.23. The location of the various measurement points will be presented in the

next chapter. The AHU can be manually controlled using the customised

programme in the pCOweb software: the process water pump (primary loop

flow rate), the recirculation valves, the spray system and the AHU fan speed.

The software programme also provides a platform for various automated

algorithm implementations. The pCOweb is connected to the headnode server

(eng01) in the rack via the Ethernet cable which is in turn connected to the

university network via a SSH (secure shell) protocol to enable remote control

and monitoring.

Bypass loops

GRUNDFOS
pump

Pump skid

300 micron
filter
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Figure 3.23 Photo of the pCOweb control unit used to control and
monitor the AHU.

3.7 Control design of the AHU

3.7.1 Operation information

The AHU is isolated at the main skid control panel. All system components

are sub-fused from the control panel. The AHU fan also includes an isolator

box on the frame. To electrically isolate the system, the isolator on the main

skid control panel can be used.

The system can be disabled temporarily using on/off menu from the control

panel screen. This is also possible using the ‘Supervisor System Control

Status’ from the Adjustment screen of the web page remotely. The set points

can be adjusted using the pCOweb display. These parameters can also be

altered remotely using the adjustments screen on the web page.

3.7.2 Flow control

1. Recirculation pump control

The flow is maintained regardless of cooling demand. The pump is controlled

remotely by the pCOweb. The default set point of the flow rate is 0.3 l/s and

Ethernet
board

Breaker
switches

Voltage
converter

pCOweb
controller

pCOweb
display

Main switch
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can be adjusted. The process variable of the flow rate (l/s), is derived from a

differential pressure transducer (kPa), and can be calculated from equation

3.1:

ܳ =
�√∆

ଷ
(3.1)

Where: Q is the flow rate (l/s)

kV is the flow coefficient (2.15 m3/hr at 1 bar differential)

  and ∆P is the head loss (kPa) 

The flow is PI (Proportional Integrated) controlled at the pCOweb, using 0-10v

as an external control signal to the inverter. The control system monitors the

status of a normally open contact on the pump contactor. An alarm is

generated if the pump status input does not close within 2 seconds of the

pump output switching on.

2. IT side Bypass loop control

A proportional valve which bypasses the IT HEs to provide lower flow rates

can be manually operated from the display. Opening this bypass allows the

AHU HE supply water back onto the AHU HE return and will influence the

cooling control. As such an alarm will be generated to warn the operator when

the bypass valve is not closed.

3. Permissives

The recirculation pump is permitted to start when the differential pressure

transducer is healthy and no inverter alarm exist.

4. Interlocks

The pump is interrupted in the event of:

a. Differential pressure transducer not healthy

b. An inverter alarm is on

c. Loss of pump contactor status
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3.7.3 Temperature Control

1. Temperature control strategy

The loop is controlled using one of two temperature sensors; at the inlet to the

IT HEs or the inlet to the AHU HE. The Process Variable (PV) is selected at

the display in the control panel, the temperature is monitored and is PI

controlled, maintaining the required set point. It should be noted that when

choosing the temperature at the inlet to the AHU HE as the PV of the

controller, the AHU HE bypass will no longer be used to reduce the efficiency

of the AHU HE and will remain closed all the times.

While the AHU HE provides the bulk of the cooling for the loop, the spray

system will assist the AHU HE with adiabatic evaporative cooling toward the

upper limits of the PI control band. Also, to avoid the AHU HE over cooling, a

proportional bypass valve will begin to open at the lower limits of the PI

demand. Figure 3.24 shows the control design based on the chosen PV and

demands.

Figure 3.24 Temperature control scheme.
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2. AHU fan

The AHU HE operates at all times and when there is no cooling demand there

will be a minimum fan speed of 25%. The AHU fan will be forced to its

minimum speed when the chosen PV inlet temperature sensor is not healthy.

3. Spray system

The default of the spray system is to operate automatically; however a

Hand/Off/Auto switch is present in the controller display in the control panel.

In the Hand mode, the spray can be forced to 0-100% of the output. In the Off

mode, the modulated output and start commands are disabled. In the Auto

mode, the spray will control to the same PV as the AHU fan and the bypass

valve. The drain valve is energised in order to empty the droplet collection tray

when the spray is not in use to prevent Legionella bacteria and prevent scaling

and corrosion on the nozzles. The spray is commanded to run when the IT

inlet temperature sensor is healthy and no spray alarm is presented.

4. AHU HE bypass

When the PV system is chosen to controlling the IT inlet temperature, a

bypass valve will modulate open when cooling demand is low. This is to

reduce the cooling effect of the AHU HE. Again, the bypass valve controls to

the same PV as the AHU fan and spray. As with the IT bypass valve, an alarm

will be generated to warn when the AHU HE bypass valve is open. As

mentioned earlier, the bypass valve is commanded to open when the IT inlet

temperature sensor is healthy and the PV system is selected to control the IT

inlet temperature.

3.8 Legionella considerations

The bacteria in general and specifically the bacterium Legionella can growth

in some equipment that hosts wet environments such as cooling towers and

condensers [140]. The Legionella’s disease can be contracted by inhaling

aerosols containing the bacteria. The risk of growing the bacteria increases if

the host temperature is between 25℃ and 45℃ and the water is stored or
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recirculated for a long time. Thus, the environment of the designed AHU can

grow the bacteria and cause potential risks for users and public.

To eliminate the risk of growing the bacteria, some points and procedures are

addressed and followed in the design of the AHU:

1. Design the spray system perfectly to ensure that the release of water

droplet from the nozzles is properly controlled. The design involves a

technique to flush the spray tray automatically every time the spray

system is not in use.

2. Ensure that the water cannot stagnate anywhere in the AHU. This is

achieved by properly designing the sumps of the AHU and make drain

holes in each part of the unit.

3. Avoid using materials that harbour bacteria and other microorganisms

in the AHU design such as the wetted media and using direct spray

instead.

3.9 Commissioning and start-up of the experimental rig

Commissioning and start-up is the final step before running the experiments.

With the AHU, rear door, and the CHx40 installed, it is necessary to start up,

test, and commission the facility to ensure that the system performs per the

intent and design of the present study to achieve the cooling requirement in

this study and for more general data centre cooling applications.

After installing of the AHU and connecting it with the loop of the rear door and

the CHx40, the unit is connected to the mains in the control panel of the

building, the equipment was started up. The start-up process involved filling

the loop with the coolant (which is a mixture of potable water and propylene

glycol), check all the valves are opened including the supply water valve of

the spray, check the piping loop is leak free especially in the joint points, and

verifying that the fan is rotating in the proper direction.

The test procedure of the AHU involved running the fan with variable speed

and adjust the damper in the exhaust duct to adjust the air flow. This also
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included running the circulation pump and make sure the air is fully purged

from the loop to avoid cavitation on the pump and to obtain stable flow rate in

the loop.

Commissioning the designed system is the last step before running the

system. It includes verifying that the designed cooling system satisfies the

cooling requirement of the IT, and the system installed properly to perform per

the intent of the design. The commissioning process also includes calibrating

the sensors and measurements points as it will be explained in detail in the

next chapter.

3.10 Flow issues and designing reconsiderations

In this section, the problems encountered during the operation of the system

as well as the solution procedures are identified. The investigations showed

some shortcomings in the design and identified some weaknesses that cause

the problems in the cooling loops therefore future designs and optimisation

procedures should focus on these elements.

3.10.1 Secondary loop problems

The flow in the secondary loop of the system encountered a series of problems

which caused the flow to deteriorate and in turn decrease the cooling

efficiency of the loop. The secondary loop flow rate history over a period of 16

months of operation is shown in figure 3.25. After commissioning and starting

up the system, the flow rate was recorded at about 14 l/min (at maximum

pumps speed) which is the designed flow rate of the CHx40 in the current

configuration of the servers’ modules. However, three months later, the flow

rates started dropping as shown in figure 3.25. The flow deterioration

continued for over a year until it reached a flow rate of 4 l/min where some of

the servers encountered overheating and in some cases reaching the critical

temperature for the CPUs and servers shutdown in many cases.
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Figure 3.25 History of the deterioration of the secondary loop flow rate.

The issue became very critical and the flow rate diminished further when the

module servers’ pumps were powered for the first time. At that stage, some of

the servers encountered shutdown even when the rack was in an idle load.

Thus, a deep investigation of the problem was necessarily to fix the issue and

put the system back into operation.

3.10.2 Servers’ modules (DCLC heads) issues

The investigations have passed through a series of steps included testing

every element in the loop which will be explained in the following points:

1. The first investigation was to check the servers’ modules by replacing

a selection of them with new ones. This step has shown some

improvement in the CPUs temperature of the replaced module’s

servers which gives an indication that there is deterioration in the

servers’ modules. However, this was not the only problem as there is

no flow in the loop.
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2. Before dismounting all the servers’ modules from the servers, which is

a very delicate process as it can damage the CPUs’ pins, there was

also a debate that there is air in the loop which could cause the

problem. So the loop was pumped with water and the air was released

from the pressure relief valve in the top of the loop. However, no

improvement was observed and the flow was still very low (less than 1

l/min).

3. The third step included taking one of the servers that encountered

overheating out of the rack and dismounting the module server and

draining the coolant for investigation. The coolant showed a murky

colour and filtration of the sample showed a mixture of particles

including oxide products as shown in figure 3.26.

Figure 3.26 Photo of the coolant sample and debris appearing after
filtration.

4. The acidity of the coolant was measured and showed a pH of 5. The

pH of pure glycol or glycol water solution is approximately in the range

between 7 and 8 [141, 142]. The drop in pH has been associated with

degradation of the glycol to a mix of, oxalic, lactic, formic and acetic

acids. The decrease of pH in the coolant, which is glycol/water mixture,

causes the formation of organic acids during thermal oxidation which

accelerates the corrosion of metallic components in the loop. As the

cold plates are made of copper and the presence of organic acids is
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resulted in etching the copper which is likely responsible for the build-

up of sludge and potentially failure of other components.

5. Disassembling the server module was necessary at this stage for

further investigation of the problem. So the components of the server

module were removed and showed build-up of sludge within the unit as

shown in figure 3.27. After cleaning the cold plate with water, the plate

appeared etched indicating corrosion of copper and the corrosion was

also observed in the pipe fixtures.

Figure 3.27 photos showing the degradation in the server module head;
(a) Shows the casing of the pump, (b) shows the cold plate with
the rubber distributer guide, (c) shows the cold plate with the
rubber guide removed from its position, and (d) shows stäubli

valve degradation.

(c)

(a) (b)

(d)
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6. Based on the results of the investigations on the single server module,

all the servers had to be taken out of the rack to dismount the servers’

modules. Then, each server module was connected separately to a

flow loop to check the flow resistance and pressure drop of the module.

The results showed that 20 of 30 servers’ modules have very high

resistance to the flow. These modules were disassembled to be

cleaned. The electronic circuits of the pumps were dismantled to keep

them away from the water in the cleaning processes.

7. All the cold plates were cleaned in a multistep process. The first step

including washing them with water to remove the debris and particles.

The second step was to leave them in a weak phosphoric acid in a

sonication bath of 90℃ in five stages and each stage includes one hour

in the sonication pool. The last step was to wash them with deionised

water and leave them to dry. Figure 3.28 shows a photo of a cold plate

after cleaning. The pumps casing, gaskets, and the rubber distributer

guides were also cleaned with water and left to dry.

Figure 3.28 Cold plate after cleaning in the sonication path.

8. The final stage before mounting the servers’ modules was to assemble

all of the components and fill all the servers’ modules with the coolant.

The process included filling every server module separately using a
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small positive displacement pump. The coolant is a mixture of 25%

ethylene glycol and 75% deionised water.

9. The manifold and the CHx40 were also dismounted from the rack,

drained and cleaned. After that, they were primed by filling them with

the coolant mixture to purge the air.

10.The final step at this point was to connect the servers’ modules in the

manifolds and connect the CHx40 with the loop to start up the loop

before mounting the servers’ modules in the servers. However, running

the system showed a flow rate of 2 l/min which is still far below the

required flow rate to keep the servers in a safe thermal environment.

Thus further investigation was required to improve the flow rate and

solve the remaining problems in the loop.

3.10.3 The CHx40 issues

The CHx40 is the next stage that need investigation to solve the flow problem

in the secondary loop. Analysing every components in the CHx40 is necessary

to eliminate the number of variables that cause the problem. Before starting

the disassembly of the CHx40 components, it is useful to have a general

overview on the system by looking at the more obvious items that have the

potential to cause the problem such as filters or flow meters (which if broken

can cause restriction to the flow). A general inspection showed that the flow

meter is spinning freely and does not cause any restrictions. Also no obvious

filters were found within the system. Thus, at this stage, an inspection of every

item in the CHx40 is required to find the source of the problem. For this, the

following steps were followed:

1. To eliminate the interference with the other components and to make

sure that the problem is in the CHx40 and not the manifold, the CHx40

was connected in a direct loop to itself as shown in figure 3.29. After

priming the loop, the CHx40 was switched on and the flowmeter

recorded a flow rate of 2l/min initially and then dropped to 0.5l/min. This
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results proved that the problem is in the CHx40 as it recorded very high

pressure drop.

2. To eliminate the possibility of the heat exchanger blockage, the heat

exchanger was taken off from the loop and the CHx40 showed the

same flow rate which means that the problem is either in the pumps or

the reservoir.

Figure 3.29 A photo showing the CHx40 where the reservoir is placed
in a higher level than the pumps and CHx40 is connected via a

hose to itself.

3. The next step was to replace the pumps. The two pumps were replaced

with new pumps of the same type as the original ones (D5vario-

38/700BM) but with the ability of changing the pump speed to allow

studying the effect of the secondary loop flow rates on the cooling

performance. However, even when the pumps were replaced, the flow

rate stayed low of initially 2l/min and then dropped to about 0.5 l/min as

previously.

4. The last component that needed investigation was the reservoir. The

reservoir is a sealed container that stores the coolant before being

sucked by the pumps as it also works as a pressure vessel to regulate

the increase of the pressure resulting from the thermal expansion of
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the coolant as well as it has a pressure relief valve that purges air from

the loop. However, it was out of the suspicion as it is not expected that

a sealed reservoir can contain any restrictions for the flow. By using an

industrial laproscope, a blocked filter was found inside the sealed

(welded) reservoir as shown in figure 3.30. For this, a hole of 45mm is

drilled in the top surface to remove the filter. A loop was formed

between the reservoir and pumps to check the flow rate as shown in

figure 3.31 and the flow rate was reported to be 23 l/min for the

maximum speed of the pumps which are connected in series.

Figure 3.30 The blocked hidden filter in the sealed reservoir after
making the hole.
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5. The reservoir and the HE were washed with acetic acid solutions and then

with water before mounted on the CHx40 chassis. It is worth mentioning

that the reservoir was lifted from its original position to be higher than the

pumps so that any accumulative air will be in the top of the reservoir as

shown in figure 3.32. Then the CHx40 and the manifold were refilled with

the coolant mixture. The server modules were mounted on the CPUs of

the servers which are separated by a thin layer of thermal paste for better

thermal conduction. The servers, manifolds, and the CHx40 were mounted

back in the rack, and commissioned to be in operation again with a flow

rate of 14 l/min when the CHx40 pumps are only in operation and 16l/min

when assisted with the servers’ modules pumps. The manifolds were

positioned in a lower level than the CHx40 in the new configuration to force

the air to be accumulated in the highest point in the loop which is the

reservoirs now.

Figure 3.31 The reservoir and pumps loop after removing the hidden
filter.
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Figure 3.32 The CHx40 design after modification.

3.11Summary

In this chapter, the design methodology of the direct liquid cooled data centre

from the chip level to the facility level has been discussed. This included a full

description of each item in the system and the selection of the different

components for efficient chiller-less liquid cooled data centres. The control

methodology was also presented and discussed as well as the commissioning

of the system. Design considerations and shortcomings were highlighted

particularly in the secondary loop of the servers where a drop in the flow rate

was observed over a lengthy operation time resulted in servers overheating.

Therefore, a full systematic investigation methodology to find the source (or

sources) of the problem was developed and proposed. Based on this, design

modifications were suggested and applied in the current design.
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Chapter 4 Experimental setup and test procedures

4.1 Introduction

To reiterate, a dual loop DCLC chiller-less data centre test facility, as shown

schematically in figure 4.1, was designed and constructed in the present study

to cool a rack of thirty Sun Fire V20z servers consuming approximately 6.5kW

of power. The server rack, CHx40, and the rear door HE are located inside

the lab and the AHU is located in the plant room which is open to the

environment.

The cooling facility consists of two main loops: the primary loop and the

secondary loop, as shown in figure 4.1. The purpose of the primary loop is to

carry the heat from the IT and to reject it to the external environment outside

the data centre room. The heat taken by the primary loop, is mainly transferred

by one of two means: the rear door HE and the CHx40. The purpose of the

secondary loop is to carry the heat generated by the CPUs inside the servers

via the DCLC plates and transfer it to the primary loop across the CHx40. As

mentioned earlier, the heat generated by the remaining components of the

servers are transferred by the circulated air, driven by server fans only, within

the rack which is cooled by the primary water loop using the air-to-liquid rear

door HE mounted on the back of the rack enclosure. The designed cooling

facility reduces the need for specialised CRAH units for room cooling since a

large fraction of the heat generated at the IT is absorbed directly by the

secondary loop via the cold plates and indirectly via the rear door HE by the

recirculated air.

The coolant in the primary loop does not need to meet the same coolant

quality standards desired for use in the secondary loop. The coolant in the

secondary loop is ethylene glycol (25%) and deionised water (75%) mixture,

while the primary loop is filled with propylene glycol (25%) and potable water

(75%). The closed primary and secondary loops require no additional make-

up water. The current design also provides easier control of the local rack

environment as it uses the two coolant loops and physical isolation of the IT

from the external environment.
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4.2 Sensors and measurement points

Temperature, flow, pressure, and humidity sensors are located at various

locations including the inlet and outlet of every component from the servers to

the AHU, including the DCLC cold plates, server CPUs, RAM, rear door HE,

CHx40 and the AHU, as shown in figure 4.1. In the present test facility, the

location of some of the temperature sensors measure the outlet of a

component which also represent the inlet of another component.

For the server level, each server has five temperature measurement points.

This includes the two CPUs, RAM, and ambient temperature inside the server.

The servers also have tachometers for measuring server fan speed.

The CHx40 connects the secondary loop of the servers and the primary loop

with the rear door HE and the AHU. In the secondary loop there are two

temperature sensors in the inlet (WT1) and the outlet (WT2), pressure sensors

in the inlet (WP1) and the outlet (WP2), and flow meter (M1). The primary loop

section of the CHx40 contains two temperature measurement points in the

inlet (WT3), and outlet (WT4). The CHx40 also contains relative humidity

sensors (RH1), and ambient temperature sensor (AT1).

The rear door HE is connected in the water loop between the AHU and the

CHx40 (primary loop of the CHx40). Four temperature measurement points

are located for the rear door HE. Two in the water loop at the outlet from the

AHU which is considered as the inlet to the rear door HE (WT5) and the inlet

temperature to the CHx40 which is considered as the outlet temperature of

the rear door HE (WT3). In the air side loop of the rear door HE there are two

temperature measurements points one in the inlet (AT2) (which is the exhaust

section of the servers) and the other point after the rear door HE (AT3). Each

measurement point is an average of multi thermocouple sensors located

equally at various sections from the bottom to the top of the rear door.

In the AHU there are three loops as described above, the sensors in the air

loop consist of ambient temperature (AT4) and humidity sensors (RH2), post

spray temperature sensors (AT5), post HE sensors of temperature (AT6) and

relative humidity (RH3), pressure drop sensors across the HE (∆p3) and the 

fan section (∆p4).  
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The sensors in the process water loop consist of inlet (WT5) and outlet (WT6)

temperature sensors to the IT, inlet (WT7) and outlet (WT8) temperature

sensors to the HE, flow meter (M2), and pressure sensors in the inlet (WP5)

and outlet (WP6) of the HE.

In the spray water loop, two temperature sensors are installed; a temperature

sensor in the spray water (WT9) and temperature sensor in the drain section

(WT10). Two flow meters are installed, one in the supply side (M3) and the

other one is located in the drain side (M4).

Power measurement sensors are used at various points to measure the

energy consumption of the designed facility. At the rack level, power

measurements are allocated to measure the power consumption of the

servers (PW_Servers). The CHx40 power consumption is measured using a

built-in sensor which measures cross power consumption of the CHx40 unit

(PW_CHx40). The AHU is powered from the control panel and a power

measurement sensor is used to measure the power consumption of the whole

unit (PW_AHU).
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Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup.
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4.3 Sensors calibration and uncertainty analysis

4.3.1 Temperature and humidity measurement

K-type thermocouples were used for all the temperature measurement points

of the liquid side of the loops. These thermocouples where all calibrated using

a temperature controlled water bath. The calibrations were performed at 5℃

intervals in the temperatures range between 5℃ and 70℃ with the

thermocouples resting in the bath for 15 min before 2 min of data was acquired

and averaged. A reference thermocouple, which was already calibrated, was

also inserted in the bath to give reference temperature readings which have

an uncertainty of ±0.5℃. Once the data was collected, the reference

thermocouple and all other thermocouples were calibrated to match its output.

The calibration was accomplished through linear functions which describe the

offset between the reference thermocouple measurements and all other

thermocouple measurements. Since the K-type thermocouples were all

calibrated to match the reference thermocouple readings, then the uncertainty

in all the temperature readings is equal to the reference thermocouple

uncertainty of ±0.5℃.

Two temperature/humidity (air type) sensors were used in the experiment; one

at the inlet section of the AHU (wall type from Carel DPWC110000) to

measure the ambient conditions and the other one to measure the air

conditions of humidity and temperature (duct type from Carel DPDC210000)

after the heat exchanger. The two airside temperature and humidity sensors

were calibrated against a reference commercial thermo-hygrometer which is

in turn calibrated by the factory (C.A 1244) with an uncertainty of ±0.3℃ and

1.8% (in the range of 15 to 25℃ ) for the temperature and relative humidity,

respectively. This results in an uncertainty of ±0.3℃ and 1.8% for the airside

temperature and humidity sensors, respectively. An average temperature

sensor is also installed after the heat exchanger to ensure accurate

measurement of the temperature especially in the wet case operation of the

AHU.
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4.3.2 Flow rate measurements

Four flow rate measurement points are located in the test facility;

1. Air flow rate in the AHU.

The air flow rate was calculated from the pressure drop across the fan and the

fan speed in rpm from the manufacturer fan performance curve. This

measurement technique was calibrated against the ASHRAE standard of

measuring the air flow rate in ducts [143].

The air flow rate through a duct is calculated from the following equation:

̇ = ഥ 4.1

Where,

̇ - is the air volume flow rate in m3/s;

 - is the cross-sectional area of the duct in m2;

–�തതത is the average air velocity measured by the traversing method across the

cross section of the ducts in m/s.

The average air velocity is measured using the log-Tchebycheff method [143].

This method is based on dividing the duct into concentric circles contain equal

points. To obtain the best average velocity, an equal number of readings is

recorded from each circular area. As the duct diameter is relatively large

(80cm), four concentric circles of 10 measurement points per diameter are

chosen. For this, four holes are drilled in the duct at 45° angles from each

other. The location of these measurement points is shown in figure 4.2. the

arithmetic average of the measured velocities is taken to calculate the mean

air velocity:

=�തതത
∑ ௨

సభ


4.2

where,

-ݑ is the measured velocity in each point (m/s)

݊- is the number of measurement points (10 × 4 = 40)
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Figure 4.2 Locations of measurement points on the cross section of the
duct using the traversing method.

2. Process water flowmeter.

The recirculated water flow rate is based on the pressure difference between

two known points across the pump. The flowmeter was calibrated in the

factory by Airedale, and it was also recalibrated in the lab using a graduated

cylinder-stop watch standard. It is worth mentioning that the flow rate

increases with stressing the servers as the working temperature is increasing

which in turn decrease the density and viscosity of the water.

3. Spray water flowmeter

The spray flow rate is taken from the Carel system. This was obtained based

on the characteristics of the pump of the spray pump speed and pressure

drop. To ensure that the spray system flow rate is reading correctly, a

calibrated external flow meter was installed on the supply section pipe of the

spray pump. The latter is only measuring the water consumption, and hence

the spray was running on different flow rates and the water consumption was

recorded and compared with the spray reading per unit of time.

4. Secondary loop water flowmeter

The flow meter in the secondary loop is of the rotary type and calibrated by

CoolIT Systems. The sensor was also recalibrated in the lab using a graded

container with stop watch at the ambient temperature of the lab (23℃). The
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flow rate in the secondary loop is sensitive to the temperature as the

temperature in this loop is higher than the primary loop. It was noted that the

flow rate increases by about 1.56 l/min when the rack is stressed at 100%

utilisation compared with idle operation.

4.3.3 Pressure drop measurements

The differential pressure transducers were chosen from Johnson Controls

(DP2500). The transducers are subjected to a total uncertainty in differential

pressure measurement of ±1.5% + 1ܲܽ including general accuracy,

temperature drift, hysteresis, linearity, long term stability, and repetition error.

The response time of 0.8s is selected using the selectable jumper. The

designed operation of the transducer’s temperature and humidity ranges from

-10 to 50℃ and 0 to 95%, respectively.

4.4 Data logging

All the sensors in the servers and the CHx40 are dynamically logged by the

master server (eng01) with a network timestamp that can be downloaded and

processed later.

The AHU sensors are also dynamically logged with network timestamps and

can be accessed via a central programmed panel. The system is remote (over

ethernet) monitored and controlled using a pCOWeb card (essentially a linux

based ARM system). A HTML page was set up, and hosted by the pCOWeb

card which returns valid data from the controller in the pump skid control panel.

The card is also configured to send an email with a log of data every 24 hours

to a provided email address. A mail server is installed on the headnode

(eng01) for emails to be forwarded to the email client with the data.

4.5 SPECpower_ssj2008

SPECpower_ssj2008 [144] is a benchmark product proposed by the Standard

Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC). It is designed to use Java

server applications to provide a view of a server system’s power consumption.

The general approach of the SPEC is to compare measured power
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consumption with measured performance. The main requirement of the SPEC

is to include power measurement data of a server running at different target

load levels which reflects the fact that data centre server system runs at

different load targets relative to the greatest throughput. The

SPECpower_ssj2008 consists of three software components [145]:

1. Server Side Java (SSJ) – Workload

The SSJ workload is a Java program which has the capability to exercise the

CPUs, memory, Java virtual machine (JVM), just in time compilers (JIT), and

other aspects of the operating system of the server under test (SUT). The SUT

is chosen to be eng06 in the present rack configuration. The essential function

of the SSJ is to control the workload instance, synchronise different workload

instances, track the state of the workload, and consolidate the results and

pass it to the network (CCS). The SSJ is also responsible for the schedule

and executes transactions, determine workload intervals and state, and

generate reports.

2. Power and Temperature Daemon (PTDaemon)

The PTDaemon is installed on the control server (eng01 in the present rack

configuration) to offload the work controlling the power analyser during

measurement intervals from the SUT (eng06) to the controlled servers

eng01.

3. Control and Collect System (CCS)

The CCS is a multi-threaded Java software which controls and enables the

coordinated collection of data between eng01 and eng06.

The basic hardware of the SPECpower_ssj2008 consists of three components

that work together to gather the server power consumption and performance

data by applying eng06 with a predefined workload. These components are

the SUT, Power Analyser, and Controller system as shown in figure 4.3
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Figure 4.3 Architecture illustration of SPECpower_ssj2008 [145].

The target loads are measured based on the performance of a fixed specified

workload that runs on eng06. The completed number of transactions per

second over a fixed period which are generated through a mix of transactions

by the Java application workload is used to define the server performance.

The application starts by conducting a calibration phase used to determine the

maximum output of the server, by establishing the maximum rate of

transactions which can be completed. The calibration phase consists of three

stages, each stage has been chosen to be of five-minute iterations, allowing

the Java runtimes the opportunity to utilise just-in-time compilation and other

runtime adaptations sufficiently; the maximum output used to determine the

target loads is the average of the output realised in the last two iterations in

the calibration phase.

After the maximum output has been identified, the Java application then

determines the specified output load value which corresponds to a percent of

the target load of the maximum value as calibrated (for example 25% load

which means 25% of the maximum load). After this is obtained, the benchmark

then enters the measurement period during which the workload iterates
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through the specified target loads where they are specified according to the

experiment. When applying more than one load in the same experiment, every

single load generating transactions for completion at the specified target rate,

providing a randomized distribution to determine the times at which

transactions are issued.

A Voltech PM1000+ [146] is used to measure the power during the

experiments which is logged and monitored. The Voltech PM1000+ is a

powerful and wide application use precision power analyser. The power

measurement is based on the basic definition of the true power:

ܲ =
ଵ

்
∫ ݀ܫܸ�ܨ ݐ
்


4.3

Where, ܲ is the power, ܶ is the total time of the experiment, ܨ is the power

factor ܸand areܫ the instantaneous voltage and current respectively.

4.6 Synthetic load generation and load scenarios

The rack servers are stressed with a range of loading levels using Stress

Linux. Stress Linux is compatible with the command line which makes the

process of writing the scripts easy and flexible to achieve the required load

target. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the server in the top of the rack

(eng01) is the master server which is connected to the remaining servers via

a local network, the Stress Linux script is implemented through a secure

channel. For this, a secure shell (SSH) is provided by the secure channel to

send the stress command line to the slave servers (eng02 to eng30). This

also enables the master servers to connect to the IPMI of the slave servers

for monitoring purposes such as the temperature readings of the embedded

thermocouples in the servers.

4.7 Characterisation of the data centre components

Thermal and hydraulic characterisation of liquid cooled data centres is crucial

to establish metrics and behaviour of the system for various alterations of the

operating conditions within the cooling loops. The thermal resistance across
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heat exchange stages in the data centre cooling systems is a key interest point

to data centre designers. The comprehensive thermal resistance of the data

centre from the heat generation to the environment will be determined by

characterising these individual thermal resistances. Under varying conditions,

it is important to ensure thermal benefits are derived from particular operating

conditions which can be achieved by measuring power consumption of the

cooling equipment to make sure it does not come with a significant energy

cost.

In the present work, the three main heat exchange units in the cooling system

will be characterised regarding the effect of varying the secondary and primary

flow rates of each unit. To represent the steady state condition of the system

under operational conditions, each test is carried out for 40 minutes, and the

average of the last five minutes of the collected data of each test is used as

steady state conditions are expected to have been reached.

4.7.1 CHx40 unit

The impact of the flow variation in the internal and external loops on the

thermal resistance of the CHx40 heat exchanger is investigated. The

approach thermal resistance of the CHx40 (ܴு௫), equation 4.4 is the relevant

thermal metrics of significance:

ܴு௫ =
ௐ భ்�ି ௐ య்

ொಹೣ
4.4

Where, ܳு௫ is the heat exchange across the CHx40, calculated from the

average between the sensible heating of the primary water loop and the

sensible cooling of the secondary water loop as they pass through the CHx40

unit.

ܳு௫ =
ொುಹೣାொೄಹೣ

ଶ
4.5

ܳಹೣ = ݉ሶଶܥ௪ (ܹ ସܶ− ܹ ଷܶ) 4.6

ܳௌಹೣ = ݉ሶଵܥ௪ (ܹ ଵܶ− ܹ ଶܶ) 4.7

The experiments are conducted at constant inlet temperature (25℃) to the

CHx40 in the primary loop. This will be controlled by setting the AHU in auto
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spray mode and selecting the inlet temperature to the IT as the set point

variable. The rack is loaded at full power (100% utilisation) for all the servers.

The secondary loop flow rate is altered manually using the two speed

controllers of the two pumps in the CHx40. The primary loop flow rate is

changed using the controller from the pCOweb page.

4.7.2 Rear door unit

The RDHx thermal resistance is altered by the small fans of the servers which

are PID controlled depending on the stress load and the primary flow rate

where the water is passing through the rear door before going to the CHx40

HE. For this the RDHx thermal resistance will be calculated for different

primary loop flow rate where it has a direct effect on the performance while

the effect of the AHU fan speed will also alter the heat rejected from the loop

and will also be investigated.

The RDHx thermal resistance can be calculated from equation 4.8. The actual

heat exchange to the RDHx will be calculated based on the water side as the

associated error will be high if the heat transfer is calculated from the air side

of the heat exchanger.

ܴோு௫ =
 మ்ିௐ ఱ்

ொೃವಹೣ
4.8

ܳோு௫ = ݉ሶଶܥ௪ (ܹ ଷܶ− ܹ ହܶ) 4.9

4.7.3 AHU unit

The thermal resistance of the AHU can be characterised based on the primary

water flow rates and the air flow rates in the heat exchanger. The thermal

resistance approach for the AHU heat exchanger ( ܴு ) is given in equation

4.10.

ܴு =
ௐ ళ்�ି  ర்

ொಲಹೆ
4.10

The heat exchange through the AHU heat exchanger (ܳு ) is calculated from

the average heat gained by the passing air (ܳ ) (the air and spray in the spray

case) and the primary water (ܳಲಹೆ ) that passes through the heat exchanger.
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ܳு =
ொುಲಹೆ ାொೌ

ଶ
4.11

Depending on the setting of the AHU operation, the spray system can be on

or off. It is also possible to have both scenarios in the same experiment

depending on the weather and setting conditions. For both dry and spray

cases, the heat transfer on the water side is calculated using equation 4.12.

ܳಲಹೆ = ݉ሶଶܥ௪ (ܹ ܶ− ܹ ଼ܶ ) 4.12

In the dry case, the air side capacity is calculated using equation 4.13

ܳ = ݉ሶܥ(ܣ ܶ− ܣ ସܶ) 4.13

For the spray case, the heat transferred in the air side is the sum of the heat

transfer to the passing air (ܳ,௦) which includes sensible and latent heat

exchange, and the sensible heat transferred to the spray water (ܳ௦௪ ).

ܳ = ܳ,௦+ ܳ௦௪ 4.14

ܳ,௦ = ݉ሶ൫ℎ,௨௧− ℎ,൯ 4.15

The latent heat ℎ,௨௧ is at ܣ ܶ and ,ଷܪܴ and the ℎ, is at ܣ ସܶ and ଶܪܴ

conditions.

ܳ௦௪ = ܹ)௪݉ሶܥ ଵܶ− ܹ ଽܶ) 4.16

݉ሶ = ൫݉ ሶଷ− ൫ݔ,௨௧− ,൯݉ݔ ሶ൯ 4.17

The humidity ratio ,௨௧ݔ is at ܣ ܶ and ,ଷܪܴ and the ,ݔ is at ܣ ସܶ and ଶܪܴ

conditions.

Several performance parameters are also introduced to characterise the spray

cooling conditions beside the thermal resistance and the effectiveness. Spray

efficiency (SE) is defined as the measure of how much water actually

evaporates into the air for different air flow rates and spray flow rates as shown

in equation 4.18 which is defined as the ratio of the evaporation rate to the

spray flow rate.

ܵܧ =
 ̇ ೌ൫௫ೌ,ೠି ௫ೌ,൯

 ̇ య
4.18

Where ݉ሶ is the air flow rate in kg/s.
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The pressure drop across the heat exchanger is also important as it is

associated with the fan power and in turn the total power consumption of the

data centre. For this, the pressure drop penalty ratio (∆) is also calculated

to identify the effect of the air and spray flow rates on the pressure drop across

the heat exchanger. The pressure drop penalty ratio is defined as the ratio

between the pressure drop in the spray conditions (௦௬∆) at a specific spray

flow rate to the pressure drop in the dry conditions .(ௗ௬∆)

∆ =
∆ೞೌ

∆
4.19

4.8 Impact of weather and data centre operating conditions

in long duration operation

To study the impact of weather conditions and mimic the different operation

loads on the thermal performance and cooling energy consumption of the

whole data centre, the data centre facility is tested in different weather

conditions under the following data centre loads:

1. One hour comprised of 100% stress pulses for 5 minutes and another

5 minutes of idle.

2. One hour comprised of 100% stress pulses for 15 minutes and another

15 minutes of idle.

3. One hour of Idle operation

4. One hour of 25% utilisation.

5. One hour of 50% utilisation

6. One hour of 75% utilisation

7. One hour of 100% utilisation

This load scenario is proposed to mimic a potentially real dynamic operational

workload of a real data centre. The set point temperature was maintained
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constant during the 7 hours of experiments so that the AHU has to regulate

the temperature of the data center with both modes of dry and wet conditions.

4.9 Performance metrics of data centre

Many metrics have been established by research organisations and various

industrialists to assess the performance of data centres. As mentioned in

chapter two, there are more than thirty metrics that have been proposed in the

literature to determine different aspect of the efficiency of data centres.

However, the power usage effectiveness (PUE) has been chosen as the

standard metric to evaluate the effectiveness. The PUE is a simple metric

which provides an easy way to understand the data centre infrastructure

energy consumption for a specific IT load. The PUE is defined as the ratio of

the total power consumed by the whole data centre facility to the power

consumed by the IT equipment as in equation 4.20. The power consumed by

the facility includes, the IT, lighting, cooling infrastructure, fire suppression

systems, UPS, etc [32].

ܧܷܲ =
ೌ


4.20

In this present work, the cooling load and the IT load will be considered as the

facility power consumption only. For this, the partial power usage

effectiveness (pPUE) is defined instead of the PUE.

ܧܷܲ =
ା


= 1 +




4.21

Where the ܲ, is the total cooling power consumed by the CHx40 ( ܲு௫)

and the AHU ( ܲு ).

ܲ = ܲு + ܲு௫ 4.22

ܲு = ܲ + ܲ௦௦�௨  + ௦ܲ௬�௨  + ܲ௧�௨௧ 4.23

ܲு௫ = 2 ܲு௫�௨  + ܲு௫�௧�௨௧ 4.24

In practice, there is a variability in defining the borders between the IT and the

cooling side in calculating the effectiveness of data centres. Although, the

PUE is widely used in considering the performance of data centres, but it has
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shortcomings regarding not being able to account for the cooling and the

power distribution losses inside the IT. For this, the total usage effectiveness

(TUE), which was introduced by [38], will be used. The TUE is defined as the

ratio of the total energy consumed by the whole facility of the data centre to

the power supplied to the computational components inside the IT ( ܲ ௨௧).

ܧܷܶ =
ೌ

 ೠ
4.25

In the present study, it is difficult to measure the power losses in the power

supply unit (PSU) and the voltage regulator (VR) of the servers. Thus, the

power losses in the PSU and the VR will be neglected. As a result, a new

metric called total cooling usage effectiveness (TCUE) is proposed. The

TCUE metric can be defined as the ratio of the total cooling power

consumption in the data centre including any cooling devices inside the

servers to the power supplied to the computational components inside the IT.

The power consumption of the fans inside the servers will be calculated from

the fan speed-power consumption curve that was obtained by [115] in a study

on a single Sun Fire V20z server. As mentioned earlier, every server in the

rack has four small fans for cooling the PSU and RAM. The server fan speeds

are logged and the power consumption of every fan in the servers of the rack

for a specific IT operation is captured from the fan curve in figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 Servers small fan speed versus power consumption [115].

As mentioned in chapter three, the CPU pumps can be active or passive

depending on the settings of the experiments as will be explained intensively

later in the chapter. The CPU pumps can be powered from the server’s PCB

(printed circuit board), and they all have a fixed speed and power consumption

of 1.44W each.

Hence the TCUE is calculated from the following relationship.

ܧܷܥܶ =


 ೠ
4.26

ܲ = ܲு + ܲு௫ + ௦ܲ 4.27

௦ܲ = ܲ௨�௨ ௦+ ௦ܲ௩௦�௦ 4.28

Where ௦ܲ௩௦�௦ is the total power consumed by the fans of the servers,

and ܲ௨�௨ ௦ is the total power consumed by the DCLC head pumps of the

CPUs in the active case.

The ܲ ௨௧ will be calculated from the total rack power consumption ( ܲ)

subtracted from the cooling components inside the servers.
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ܲ ௨௧ = ܲ − ௦ܲ 4.29

The pPUE and its modified version in the present study ,ܧܷܥܶ stands for data

centre effectiveness not efficiency. Thus, the effectiveness cannot be

considered as a comprehensive metric to define the full operational

performance of data centre. As a result, a metric based on the energy

efficiency of the compute was developed as found in [42]. This metric is called

performance per power consumption (performance/Watt). In the present

study, the aforementioned SPECPower2008 is used to measure the number

of transactions of the CPUs per power consumption of the server in the units

of FLOPS/Watt and will be called workload power efficiency (WPE).

ܹ ܧܲ =
୬୳୫ ୠ ୰ୣ�୭�େୱ�୭୮ ୰ୣୟ୲୧୭୬�୧୬�ୗ

ୟ୴ ୰ୣୟୣ�୮୭୵ ୰ୣ�ୡ୭୬ୱ୳୫ ୮୲୧୭୬�୭�୲୦ �ୣୱୣ ୰୴ ୰ୣ
4.30

The gap between the effectiveness (pPUE) and efficiency (WPE) of the data

centre makes it possible to improve one of them at the expense of the other

one. For example, increasing the inlet water temperature to the rack will

improve the pPUE as a result of less required power to run the cooling system

this has a negative effect on the IT performance as the CPU efficiency reduces

with increasing the CPU temperature. For this, a metric was found in the

literature, which was introduced by [44], bridging the gap between the

effectiveness and efficiency metrics which is called Data Centre Workload

Power Efficiency (DWPE). The DWPE is defined as the ratio between the

efficiency and effectiveness of data centre. As the pPUE is calculated in the

present study and not the full PUE, hence the partial DWPE (pDWPE) will be

defined in the present study.

ܹܦ ܧܲ =
 

୮
4.31

4.10 Secondary loop pumping configuration and flow

distribution

In the process of optimising the data centre operation by using minimal energy

consumption per maximal IT performance, the 30 Sun Fire V20z servers are

tested in a rack level and the effect of pumping configuration and coolant flow
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rate in terms of power consumption, IT performance, and the server

component temperatures are reported. The study provides comparative data

for the pumping configuration of central and distributed setups. As mentioned

previously, each server has two CPUs which are cooled by two DCLC cold

plates integrated with two pumps connected in series while the remaining

components of the servers are air cooled. The configuration that consists of

the DCLC pumps being powered on is referred to as distributed pumping.

While, the configuration with the DCLC pumps being powered off and the flow

is only pumped by the two central pumps that are connected in series in the

CHx40 is termed central pumping. It is important to mention that the DCLC

pumps are of a fixed speed and the CHx40 pumps remained the same in the

distributed pumping configuration. The flow rate in the secondary loop is

controlled manually by changing the CHx40 pumps’ speeds.

4.10.1 Test conditions

The primary goal of the experiments is to measure CPUs temperatures and

cooling power consumption associated with the servers at different coolant

flow rate varying from 4.5 l/min to 13.5 l/min for central pumping and from 7.2

l/min to 15.6 l/min for distributed pumping.

The first part of the experiment is to set the desired inlet temperature to the

CHx40 which is regulated by the AHU. This is chosen to be 20℃ to ensure

that the inlet temperature to the rack falls within the ASHRAE W4 liquid cooled

server envelope [52]. The primary loop flow rate is also kept constant at 18

l/min for all the experiments.

The second part of the experiment is to load the rack with the required

synthetic computational load. Five load levels are tested in the experiments

which are idle load (0%), 25%, 50%, 75%, and full (100%) utilisation (U).

The third part of the test is to set the secondary loop flow rate. As mentioned

earlier, the flow rate is changed manually using the CHx40 pumps speed

controller in both configurations of central and distributed. Five speeds are

chosen that give a specific flow rate in each case. It is worth mentioning that
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both pumps are set to the same speed in each experiment to keep the

redundancy of the pumps design.

4.10.2 Measurement methodology

The experimental process for each case is started by setting the inlet

temperature to the CHx40, then loading the rack with a specified synthetic

computation load. At this point, the chosen secondary loop flow rate is set.

The test for each flow rate runs for 40 minutes before changing the pump

speed for the next test. Every experiment is repeated three times to check

repeatability. The data is collected and averaged for the last 15 minutes as

steady state is likely to have been reached. Finally, the steady state data of

the three experiments are averaged for further processing.

4.10.3 Flow distribution analysis inside the rack

The role of uniform flow distribution of the coolant in the servers of the rack is

very important to ensure the reliability of the servers. Coolant discharge and

collection into and from the servers’ branches of the distribution and collection

manifolds is accompanied by static pressure losses due to the manifold

internal wall friction and the change of the coolant momentum as it passes

through the branches. In the servers’ branches, the pressure falls due to the

friction of the wall while the pressure rises due to the sudden changes in the

direction of portion of the coolant. Contrarily, the pressure falls in the manifolds

due to the direction changes. Thus, the flow rate in the servers’ branches vary

even for identical DCLC heads as it is impossible to keep the static pressure

inside the manifolds constant.

To understand and examine the flow distribution inside the rack, the open

source EPANET 2.0 software [147] is used. EPANET allows simulation of

water hydraulic behaviour and quality within pipe networks. The network

consists of pipes, pipe junctions, storage tanks, pumps, and valves. It

calculates the flow rate of water in each pipe in the network, the pressure at

each point in the system, the water level in the tanks or reservoirs, water

quality and water age calculations. EPANET is based on analytical

experiments for major and minor losses in the pipe networks.
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The simulation procedures start by drawing the network representation of the

secondary loop system. Two configurations are simulated, one for the central

pumping and the other for the distributed pumping. The next step, is to define

the properties of the nodes, tank, pipes and pumps. This step includes

defining the minor losses coefficients, friction factor of the pipes, length of the

pipe, diameter, elevation of every node, and pump characteristic curves. The

secondary loop conditions are divided into three sections:

1. DCLC heads.

The number of the DCLC heads is 30 which represents the whole rack. Each

DCLC head is represented as a pipe of equivalent head losses in the case of

central pumping and represented as a two pipes segment connected by two

pumps in series in the distributed pumping case, as shown in figure 4.5 and

4.6, respectively. The DCLC head’s pump curve is fed into the software in the

case of distributed pumping. The minor losses coefficient for the DCLC heads

is taken from a recent study by Alkharabsheh et al [92] where they analysed

the pressure drop in a direct liquid cooled rack. The DCLC heads are assumed

identical in the present analysis. The DCLC heads have a higher pressure

drop in the loop as it has corrugated hoses, microchannel heat sinks, change

of flow direction and plumbing. Table 4.1 shows the conditions that define the

server modules in the EPANET software.

Table 4.1 Defining DCLC head properties in EPANET

Number of
server modules

Diameter (mm) Pipe length (m) Losses
coefficient

Roughness

30 6 2.45 350 0.001524

2. Discharge and collection manifolds

Each manifold is divided into 42 sections (84 sections in total) to represent the

Stäubli valve T-junctions. The manifolds have square cross sections, thus the

characteristic hydraulic diameter is calculated to be fed into the software. The

pressure losses in the manifolds are calculated based on defining the two

losses coefficients of major due to the friction and minor losses due to the

change in the flow direction and T-junction losses. The minor losses
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coefficients are fed into the EPANET based on the minor losses coefficient

standard tables [148]. Table 4.2 shows the conditions that define the

manifolds in the EPANET analysis.

Table 4.2 Defining properties of the two manifolds in EPANET

Number of
segments

Hydraulic
diameter (mm)

Segment length
(mm)

Losses
coefficient

Roughness

84 25 45 4 0.072

3. CHx40 module unit

The secondary loop of the CHx40 contains mainly pipes, fittings, Stäubli

valves, a tank, two pumps and a heat exchanger loop. The tank and the two

pumps will be physically represented in the modelling while the other

components will be represented by the head losses. The pump characteristic

curves are fed into the program, and every pump has five curves depending

on the speed settings used, as shown in figure 4.7. The tank in the CHx40 is

of rectangular shape of dimensions of (30 × 15 × 10�ܿ݉ ଷ), hence the tank is

fed as a cylindrical tank to the software with an equivalent diameter of 19.53

cm ܦ) = 1.128 × √ܹ × .(ܮ Table 4.3 shows the conditions that define the

reservoir characteristics in the EPANET analysis.

Table 4.3 Defining properties of the reservoir in EPANET

Equivalent
diameter (cm)

Max level (mm) Min level (mm) Initial level
(mm)

Elevation (m)

19.53 100 0 80 2.1

The software results are validated first against the experimental data and then

they will be used to study the flow distribution for the current design, to analyse

and then optimise the design for better flow distribution for all the servers in

the rack.
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Figure 4.5 Secondary loop design for centralised pumping in EPANET
software
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Figure 4.6 Secondary loop design for distributed pumping in EPANET
software
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Figure 4.7 Characteristics curve of the central pumps; the blue shaded
area represents the pump head against the flow rate at 12V while
the yellow shaded area represents the power consumption. The

solid and dashed yellow curves represent the pump head and the
power consumption at 24V, respectively. The number on the curve
refers to the pump speed setting (D5 series-Brass VARIO pump)

[149].

4.11Effect of rack inlet water temperature

The goal of testing the effect of different inlet water temperatures to the rack

is to collect thermal, power, and performance data to validate the DCLC

servers in a rack system for efficient cooling. To perform the study,

temperature readings are collected at various measurement points from CPUs

to the external heat rejection system and power consumptions of all the

systems are measured using the same approach mentioned earlier in this

chapter. All the remaining reading and data processing which are presented

through this chapter are followed to calculate the different aspects and

performance metrics of the rack operation. The inlet temperature to the rack

is controlled using the controller in the AHU, which is set in auto mode of

operation to supply the required temperature for different conditions of

operation.
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120-hours of experiments with three repeated trials were performed under

different inlet water temperatures to the rack varying from 15℃ to 40℃ in

increments of 5℃. It should be noted that this temperature range of control is

representing the inlet temperature of the primary loop to the rear door before

passing through the CHx40 primary loop and not the inlet temperature to the

servers. This is to highlight that the study is to investigate the effect of inlet

temperature to the servers within the ASHRAE W4 liquid cooling

recommendation range [52], ranging from 2℃ to 45℃. The rack was loaded

computationally using the aforementioned scripts with idle, 25%, 50%, 75%,

and 100% CPU stress to provide a complete set of data under different data

centre loadings. Each computational stress level was run for 8 hours, and the

inlet temperature point was changed every one hour starting in the third hour

of the stress to allow the system to reach steady state. The data of the last 20

minutes of every hour was considered as the steady state data which was

taken for further analysis.
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Chapter 5 Operational performance of the data centre

cooling system

5.1 Introduction

Bringing the liquid in direct contact with the heat generation sources in data

centres with economisation could potentially yield significant improvement in

data centre energy metrics. The proposed bespoke AHU and the cooling

facility was designed to provide a way to quantify possible energy savings and

provide a reliable means of cooling for HPC systems under a wide range of

ambient conditions and IT loads.

Figure 5.1 Block diagram showing the general structure of the sections
of this chapter.

In this chapter, the results of several experimental tests on the designed data

centre cooling facility are reported and analysed. The detailed analysis of the

dynamic responses of each heat exchange component in the loop and the

whole system are presented under varying IT loads and weather conditions.

The thermal and power characteristics of each component in the system will

be determined as a function of the primary flow rate, secondary flow rate, fan

speed, and the spray flow rate. The study will also cover the results of long
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accompanied effect on power consumption and thermal characteristics.

Finally, the different operational scenarios of the rack load will be considered

to evaluate the performance of the designed cooling system under possible

operation loads of a real data centre. Figure 5.1 shows the general structure

of this chapter.

5.2 Impact of operation conditions on power consumption,

flow conditions, and pressure drop in the designed

facility

5.2.1 Air flow rate and pressure drop in the AHU

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the air flow rate is measured based on

the pressure drop across the fan and the characteristic curve which was

calibrated by the traversing method. Figure 5.2 shows the relationship

between the fan speed in rpm and the volumetric air flow rate in m3/min. The

fitted data shows a polynomial relationship, as in equation 5.1, with a

regression factor of 0.99.

ܳ = +௦ܨܽ ௦ܨܾ
ଶ 5.1

Where, ܳ is the air flow rate in (m3/min), Fs is the fan speed in (rpm), and a

and b are the constants of the equation which are respectively; 21.39 and

0.012.

The pressure drop across the AHU HE is shown in figure 5.3 for the dry and

wet cases as the fan speed is varied. The pressure drop increases 33% when

increasing the fan speed from 250 rpm to 1000 rpm in the dry operation.

However, the addition of the spray shows a significant increase in the pressure

losses in all the tested cases and a maximum increase of about 145% was

recorded at the higher fan speed and spray flow rate. Figure 5.4 shows the

relationship between the pressure drop, fan speed and the spray flow rate.

The data has been fitted to a quadratic model with a regression factor of 0.98,

using the Design of Expert software (DoE V10) [144], as in equation 5.2. The

comparison between the predicted results of the model (equation 5.2) and the

actual data obtained from the experiments is shown in figure 5.5.
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=∆
ଵ

(ାிೞାொೞାௗிೞொೞାிೞ
మାொೞ

మ)మ
5.2

Where ∆ and ܳ௦ are the pressure drop across the AHU HE and the spray

flow rate in (l/min), respectively.

Table 5.1 constants of equation 5.2

a b c d e g
0.29431 −9.4094

× 10ିହ
−4.497
× 10ିସ

4.545
× 10ି

1.792
× 10ି଼

−8.3203
× 10ିହ

Figure 5.2 The air flow rate vs the fan speed of the AHU.
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Figure 5.3 Pressure drop across the AHU heat exchanger as a function
of the fan speed for different spray water flow rates.
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Figure 5.4 Approached pressure drop surface for the AHU heat
exchanger as a function of fan speed and spray flow rate; (i) 3D

graph showing the surface, and (ii) 2D graph showing the
measurement points.
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Figure 5.5 The actual vales of the pressure drop from the experiments
against the predicated values using equation 5.2.
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higher than the distributed pumping for the same flow rate because the part

of the power consumed by the cooling side will be transferred to the IT side

according to the pPUE relationship.

The power consumption of the primary loop pump and the spray pump is

shown in figures 5.7 and 5.8, respectively. The power consumption of the

primary loop pump varies from ~5ܹ at 3�݈/݉ ݅݊ to ~255ܹ at the maximum

flow rate of 19�݈/݉ ݅݊ . However, the spray pump has a higher power

consumption where it consumes ~175ܹ at the minimum flow rate of 2.5�݈/ℎݎ

up to ~300ܹ at 30�݈/ℎݎ. The reason of high power consumption of the spray

unit is that the pumps need to overcome the high pressure drop associated

with the nozzles and the solenoid valves. As a result, the addition of the spray

increases the power consumption, water usage, and pressure drop in the data

centre cooling system. Consequently, using spray within the loop must be

weighed against the thermal benefit which is obtained from the evaporative

cooling.

Finally, the power consumed by the AHU fan over the speed range of 100 to

1000 rpm is shown in figure 5.9. The power consumption of the fan is very low

at 100 rpm of 5ܹ and increases rapidly with increasing the fan speed to reach

960ܹ at the maximum speed limit. The is due to the high pressure drop

associated with increasing the fan speed which is a result of the HE, ducts,

damper and the building exhaust duct resistances. The power consumed by

the fan is comparable with the power consumed by the primary loop pump at

speeds up to about 600 rpm. However, beyond that limit, the power

consumption by the fan increases rapidly which makes the operation

undesirable with fan speeds greater than 600 rpm. However, under some

conditions it is required to use more power on the cooling to provide the

required safe temperature to the data centre thus requiring a balance between

higher fan speeds and activating the spray. The associated losses of using

the spray is not only the power consumption of the pump and the solenoid

valves but also there is an associated water loss which adds requirement for

water treatment, water consumption, and the potential risks of using the spray

which are associated with the health and safety. Thus, the spray was designed
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to be activated only when the fan reaches 800 rpm to reduce the increase in

the fan power consumption and to increase the thermal capacity of the AHU

HE when the fan cannot on its own manage the cooling load. This implies that

using the spray under some cases could have a significance on improving the

pPUE metric of the data centre but at the same time it has a negative impact

on the water usage effectiveness and the total operation cost of the data

centre.

Figure 5.6 CHx40 Power consumption as a function of the secondary
loop flow rate for the central and distributed pumping

configurations.
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Figure 5.7 Primary loop pump power consumption as a function of the
primary loop flow rate.

Figure 5.8 Spray pump power consumption as a function of the spray
flow rate.
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Figure 5.9 AHU fan power consumption as a function of fan speed.
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ܴு௫ =
ଵ

൫ାொାொೞାௗொொೞାொ
మାொೞ

మ൯
మ 5.3

Where the constants of the equation are given in table 5.2

Table 5.2 Constants of equation 5.3

a b c d e f

0.167 0.0241 0.0308
1.175
× 10ିଷ

−1.073
× 10ିଷ

−1.0889
× 10ିଷ

It can be seen from figure 5.10 that the higher thermal resistance of the CHx40

HE is at lower flow rates of the primary and secondary loops. The thermal

resistance improves as the primary and secondary flow rates increase. The

decrease or increase of the thermal resistance depends mainly on the

conductance of the heat exchanger as it can also be expressed as a function

of the HE effectiveness and the heat capacities of the secondary and primary

loops as in equation 5.4. Hence, if the HE conductance term is high, then the

thermal resistance will be improved with increasing the secondary loop flow

rate which is the case in the CHx40. However, the thermal resistance may

increase with increasing the secondary loop flow rate depending on the

thermal conductance of the HE.

ܴு௫ =
ଵ

ఌ.ೞ
−

ଵ


5.4

Where ,ߝ ௦ܥ and ܥ are the effectiveness, heat capacity of the secondary loop,

and the heat capacity of the primary loop, respectively.
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Figure 5.10 Thermal resistance of the CHx40 HE as a function of
primary (external) () and secondary (internal) ) ) flow rates; (i)

Shows the predicted 3D graph and (ii) shows the predicted and the
actual points on 2D graph.
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Figure 5.11 The actual values of the RCHx from the experiments against
the predicated values using equation 5.3.
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are shown in figure 5.13.
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Table 5.3 Constants of equation 5.5

A b c d e f

5.59 −0.211
−7.393

× 10ିସ

−1.705

× 10ିହ

2.035

× 10ିଷ

2.901

× 10ି

The thermal resistance is higher at the lower coolant flow rate and fan speed,

and strongly reduces with increasing primary loop flow rate. The thermal

resistance also decreases with increasing fan speed. However, the effect of

increasing the primary loop flow rate on the thermal benefits outweigh the

effect of increasing the fan speed (air flow rate). Similar to the CHx40 HE, the

thermal resistance of the AHU HE is also a function of the effectiveness and

thermal capacities of the primary coolant loop and the air flow rate as shown

in equation 5.6.

ܴு_ௗ௬ =
ଵ

ఌ.ೌ
−

ଵ


5.6

ܥ is the heat capacity of the air loop in the AHU.

In the current case, increasing the primary loop flow rate results relatively in a

higher reduction in the term (
ଵ

ఌ.ೌ
) and compared to the reduction in the term

(
ଵ


) due to the high thermal conductance of the HE exchanger surface.

However, this is not always the case as David et al [96] found that there is a

deterioration in the thermal resistance of a dry cooler with increasing flow rate

in the liquid side.
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Figure 5.12 Thermal resistance of the AHU HE as a function of the
primary loop flow rate and the AHU fan speed in the dry case; (i)

Shows the predicted 3D graph and (ii) shows the predicted and the
actual points on 2D graph.
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Figure 5.13 Fitted _ from equation 5.5 vs the actual values

calculated from the experiment in the dry case.
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ܴு_௪௧ =
ଵ

൫ାொାிೞାௗொிೞାொ
మାிೞ

మ൯
మ 5.7

Table 5.4 Constants of equation 5.7

a b c d e f

2.397 −0.159
−3.252

× 10ିହ

−2.087

× 10ି

5.032

× 10ିଷ

−1.145

× 10ି଼
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Figure 5.14 Thermal resistance of the AHU HE as a function of the
primary loop flow rate and the AHU fan speed in the spray case; (i)
Shows the predicted 3D graph and (ii) shows the predicted and the

actual points on 2D graph.
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Figure 5.15 Calculated _ from equation 5.7 vs the actual values
calculated from the experiment in the spray case.

5.3.3 Thermal operation of the RDHx

The rear door HE (RDHx) is used to exchange the heat generated by the RAM

and the other auxiliary components of the servers with the process coolant

loop. As mentioned in the previous chapters, the RDHx exchanges the heat

in a passive way using the small fans in the servers to pass hot air through

the (wavy) RDHx’s fins. The servers’ fan speeds are driven by a complex

algorithm depending on the servers’ temperature. Hence, it is difficult to

measure and control the air flow rate through the RDHx. As a result, the effect

of primary coolant flow rate on the thermal resistance of the RDHx was only
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function of the primary loop flow rate. It can be seen that the thermal

resistance of the HE decreases with increasing the flow rate and can be

represented by a polynomial law as shown in equation 5.8 with a regression
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ܴோு௫ = ܽܳ + ܾܳ
ଶ +c 5.8

Table 5.5 Constants of equation 5.8

a b c

0.05864 −0.02651 11.436

Figure 5.16 Thermal resistance of the rear door heat exchanger as a
function of the primary loop flow rate.
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and given by equation 5.9, with a regression factor of 0.98. The actual and

predicted values by equation 5.9 are shown in figure 5.18.

ܵܧ = ܽ+ ܾܳ + +௦ܿܨ ݀ܳܨ௦+ ݁ܳ 
ଶ + ௦ܨ݂

ଶ + ௦ܳܨ݃
ଶ+ ℎܳܨ௦

ଶ + ݅ܳ 
ଷ + ௦݆ܨ

ଷ 5.9

The equation constants are given in table 5.6

Table 5.6 Constants of equation 5.9

a b c d e f g h i j

−0.276 0.101
3.14

× 10ିସ

−3.5

× 10ିହ
−0.007

−1.17

× 10ି

1.455

× 10ି

4.326

× 10ିଵ

1.93

× 10ିସ

7.193

× 10ିଵଵ

The results show that the maximum amount of water that can be effectively

and potentially used to boost the heat exchanger capacity using the latent

heat of evaporation is about 25% of the total sprayed water. This was at

maximum flow rates of coolant and air. As a result, it is necessary to manage

the use of the spray effectively when it is needed only in the cases when the

ambient temperature is high or the AHU is unable to provide the required

target temperature.
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Figure 5.17 Spray efficiency as a function of the primary flow rate and
fan speed, (i) shows the 3D graph of the predicted spray efficiency

and (ii) shows the design points on the 2D graph.

(ii)

(i)
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Figure 5.18 Calculated spray efficiency from equation 5.9 against the
actual values calculated from the experiment.

5.4 Holistic thermal performance of the cooling system

The cooling system components are connected through each others through

the cooling fluid mediums as shown in figure 5.19. Starting from the initiation

of cooling at the AHU where the heat is rejected to the environment, the AHU

thermal performance was found to improve with the increase of the AHU fan

speed, primary loop flow rate and the spray flow rate as shown in section

5.3.2. However, the AHU is connected thermally to the remaining components

of the system by the primary coolant loop where it passes through the RDHx

and then to the CHx40 before been recirculated back to the AHU to reject the

collected heat away from the data centre enclosure. The RDHx thermal

performances was found to be improved with increasing the primary loop flow

rate as shown in section 5.3.3. The CHx40 has two liquid loops where it

connects between the primary loop of the AHU and the secondary loop which

is in direct contact with the CPUs of the rack. The CHx40 thermal performance
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was also found to improve with increasing the flow rate of both loops side as

shown in section 5.3.1. Hence the increase in the primary loop flow rate is

associated with the increase in the thermal performance of the three

components; AHU, RDHx and the CHx40. Finally, increasing the secondary

loop flow rate improves the thermal performance at the DCLC heads and as

a result higher heat transfer from the chips inside the servers.

Figure 5.19 The effect of different operational conditions on the holistic
thermal performance of the cooling system.

5.5 Operation conditions of the system under long diurnal

runs.

Studying the impact of diurnal and weather variation on the thermal

performance and power consumption of the data centre as a whole is valuable

along with investigating the effect of various operation conditions of fan

speeds, flow rates, and the type of cooling in the data centre facility. To study

the long diurnal operation, the designed data centre facility was continuously

run for three days under full utilisation of all the servers. The tests were run

over different times to cover various weather conditions.

Overall, the system was run for 74 hours at winter environmental conditions

of maximum and minimum ambient temperature of 11°C and 3°C,

respectively. The internal and external flow rates in the system were kept

constant at 15l/min and 18l/min, respectively. The AHU was kept on auto
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mode to regulate the inlet temperature to the IT which was set to 22°C. To

achieve this temperature, the AHU had to use different fan speeds, spray, and

bypasses to regulate the required temperature as mentioned in the control

algorithms in chapter 3. Temperature, flow, and power measurements were

taken every minute to be analysed for the purpose of comparison as

mentioned in chapter 4. The investigations were made at all levels of the

system from the CPU temperatures to the AHU.

5.5.1 AHU operation

The key temperatures in the AHU at various stages of the primary loop and

the ambient temperature over the three days test are shown in figure 5.20.

The ambient temperature fluctuated during the three days and reached the

minimum of about 3°C in the night of the third day and reached the maximum

of about 10°C at the beginning of the second day. The inlet temperature to the

heat exchanger (WT7) has a similar value to the temperature outlet from the

IT (WT6). This is due to the fact that the heat exchanger bypass loop was kept

closed. The outlet temperature from the AHU HE (WT8) is lower than the inlet

temperature to the IT (WT5) which indicates that the cooling capacity of the

heat exchanger is higher than the heating load as the ambient temperature is

relatively low. However, the supplied temperature to the IT (WT5) is regulated

to be kept almost constant at 22°C regardless of the ambient temperature.

This was obtained using the bypass loop which works to keep the temperature

fixed at the required level for more reliable operation of the data centre.

It can be seen from figure 5.20 that at the higher ambient temperature, the

outlet temperature from the HE (WT8) approached the inlet temperature to the

IT (WT5) to compensate for the increase in the ambient temperature which

required less bypassing of the coolant to keep the temperature at the set

value. Conversely, the large drop in the ambient temperature (point A in figure

5.20) shows a comparable reduction in the coolant temperature out of the HE

which also has an effect of dropping the supplied temperature to the IT before

the bypass loop manged to keep the temperature back on the track of 22°C.

Finally, the fluctuation in the temperature inlet to the IT is still within the
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required limit which is a result of changing the amount of the coolant that

bypasses the AHU HE.

Figure 5.20 Temperature trace in the AHU for the long diurnal operation
(the sensor numbers in the legend indicate the position in figure

4.1).

Figure 5.21 shows the usage of the primary loop pump, AHU fan and the spray

pump for the long diurnal operation of the designed data centre facility. It can

be seen that the primary loop pump speed is almost constant at about 88% of

maximum pump speed to reach the target flow rate of 18l/min in the primary

loop. However, there is a fluctuation of about ±2.5% which is due to the

opening and closing of the bypass loop that changes the pressure drop in the

loop which in turn triggers the flow rate in the loop where the pCOWeb

controller must adjust the pump speed to reach the target flow rate. As

mentioned previously, the fan speed is changing to achieve the required

temperature assisted by using the spray when the fan reaches 80% of its

maximum speed. At some points during the operation, the fan speed stayed

below 80% which saves using the spray. This appears when the bypass loop

is open and the water was almost fully recirculated with AHU heat exchanger
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which saves the extra power required to regulate the temperature using the

bypass loop and when the ambient temperature dropped which makes the

high speed usage of the fan unnecessary.

Figure 5.21 AHU fan, process coolant pump, and evaporative cooling
usage during the long diurnal operation of the data centre.

The power consumption of the AHU unit is shown in figure 5.22. This includes

the power consumption of all the components of the AHU collectively. It is

shown that the power consumption of the unit decreases to about 35% when
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Figure 5.22 Power consumption of the AHU during the long diurnal run
of the data centre.

5.5.2 CHx40 operation

The CHx40 key temperatures show a clear response to the output
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Figure 5.23 Temperature trace of the CHx40 for the long diurnal run
(the sensor numbers in the legend indicate the position in figure

4.1).

5.5.3 Servers operation during the long diurnal operation

To determine the operational characteristics of the servers, different

temperature points inside the servers were taken. All the thirty servers were

configured to give different temperature readings of the components which

are used in the analysis presented in subsequent chapters. Figure 5.24 shows

the temperature measurements inside three selected servers, namely eng06

towards the top quarter of the rack, eng15 in the middle of the rack and eng23

towards the bottom of the rack. The figure shows the temperatures of CPU0,

CPU1, RAM0, RAM1, Ethernet, HDD, and the ambient temperature inside the

servers. As mentioned previously, the CPUs are cooled by water while the

other components are cooled by air. The CPUs have the highest temperature

of all the components and the temperature of CPU1 within any server being

always higher than CPU0 for the maximum utilisation load as they are

connected in series in the cooling loop and the flow passes through CPU0
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before CPU1 which means that the latter receives coolant at a higher

temperature. The server fans are directly positioned to cool the RAM, HDDs,

the power supply, the service processor (SP) and Ethernet. The RAM

temperatures are found to have a response of 1℃ when the temperature

supplied to the CPUs is dropped due to a drop in ambient conditions. This is

also affected the primary loop as the air through the RAMs is cooled by the

RDHx. The temperature is found to be different for the CPUs of different

servers which is attributed to the flow distribution inside the rack and the

variation in the pressure drop of different heads as will be investigated in the

next chapter.
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Figure 5.24 Temperature measurements inside three selected servers
during the long diurnal run; (a) eng06, (b) eng15, (b) eng23.
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5.5.4 Effectiveness of the data centre

The power consumption of all the components are logged and the average

value of every minute is recorded to report the power consumption for the

three-day experiment. The effectiveness of the data centre is reported through

two metrics: pPUE and TCUE as explained in chapter 4. The instantaneous

pPUE and TCUE over the long diurnal experiment for the variable weather

conditions are shown in figure 5.25. The TCUE is calculated by subtracting

the small fans’ power consumption of the servers from the IT side based on

the reported speeds of each fan in the server. As expected, both forms of

effectiveness show some improvement as the power consumption of the AHU

dropped when the weather temperature dropped (as shown in point A in figure

5.25) and when the AHU was able to control the inlet temperature with less

use of the bypass loop (as shown in point B in figure 5.25).

Figure 5.25 Effectiveness of the data centre as a function of time over
the three days experiment.
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5.6 Operational performance of the design under different IT

loads

To study the operational performance of the design and examine the ability of

the designed cooling system to handle the cooling load and provide a control

of the temperature input to the data centre under different IT loads, a stress

load scenario was proposed, as mentioned in chapter 4, to mimic a potentially

real dynamic operational workload of a real data centre. In these experiments,

the secondary and primary loop flow rates were kept constant while the AHU

was set to auto dry mode or auto wet mode. As explained in previous chapters,

the auto mode is to set the control algorithm of the AHU to control the

temperatures inlet to the IT. The experiments were achieved at various

ambient temperature and the comparisons with the two types of AHU

operation modes were obtained under similar ambient temperatures.

5.6.1 Operational response of the AHU under variable IT load for

the dry and wet auto modes.

Two multi stress runs were carried out at an average ambient temperature of

13℃ over two consecutive days. The AHU in the first test was set to auto dry

mode while in the second day it was set to auto wet mode. The tests were

initiated with a secondary flow rate of 6l/min and primary flow rate of 18l/min.

The set point temperature was maintained at 20°C during the 7 hours of

experiments so that the AHU had to regulate the temperature of the data

centre with both modes of dry (figure 5.26) and wet (figure 5.27) conditions. It

should also be mentioned that these two experiments were carried out before

installing the RDHx so that the AHU is only cooling the CPUs of the servers

using the DCLC heads.

The rack workload profile has essentially four types which includes different

stress levels over a period of 7 hours:

1. Fluctuating load over 120 minutes. In this load, the first hour includes

pulsation of 5 minutes full utilisation and 5 minutes idle while the

second hour includes 15 minutes full utilisation pulsation followed by

15 minutes idle operation.
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2. Idle operation of the rack for one hour where the servers work on 0%

utilisation before the rack is stressed again.

3. Moderate load over 120 minutes. The first hour of the moderate load is

to stress the full rack at 25% and the second hour is to stress the rack

at 50%.

4. High load for 120 minutes. The last two hours are with the rack stressed

to 75% load for an hour and then at the full load of 100% utilisation for

the second hour.

Figures 5.26 and 5.27 show the operational history of the AHU and the power

consumption over the 7 hours of tests for the dry and wet operation,

respectively. The ambient temperature is in the same range for the two days.

The AHU managed to regulate and keep the inlet temperature to the IT (to the

CHx40 in these two experiments) constant for the different types of loads.

However, as expected, the power consumption of the AHU varies depending

on the load as well as the weather conditions and as a result the effectiveness

metrics of the data centre vary.

In the first hour of the test, where 5 minutes fluctuation tests were carried out,

the stress pulses result in fan speed pulses which cause an increase in the

power consumption of the AHU. In the wet experiment, the spray is activated

when the fan speed reaches 800 rpm, which results in an additional power

consumption as shown in figure 5.27. However, this is only shown for very

short times of less than a minute as the load is not continuous. For the second

hour of the test which consists of 15 minutes of load pulses, the AHU unit

responds to the load in a similar way but the fan keeps ramping to high speeds

as the load is imposed for longer. However, in the wet experiment, the power

consumption is again higher than the dry experiment (figure 5.26) due to the

activation of the spray.

In idle operation of the rack at the third hour of the test, the fluctuation in the

fan speed is relatively small compared with the other stress scenarios to

regulate the temperature. It can also be seen from figures 5.26 and 5.27, that

the power consumption of the unit is relatively similar for both dry and wet

operation of the AHU unit.
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In the first hour of the moderate load (the fourth hour in the test), the rack is

stressed for 25% utilisation. The power consumption of the unit is

approximately 15% higher than under idle operation while the fan speed

stayed beyond the point where the spray is needed which is shown from the

two figures 5.26 and 5.27. On the other hand, in the 50% utilisation stress in

the fifth hour of the test, the power consumed by the AHU was 30% higher

than the idle hour test for both dry and wet experiments. However, it is shown

in figure 5.27 for the 50% utilisation test that the power consumption of the

unit ramped up at three times very briefly while at some points it reached even

less than the dry case as of using the spray which resulted in using less fan

speeds for short times after activating the spray.

Finally, for the high IT load of 75% and 100% utilisation, the average power

consumption of the AHU is almost the same for both stress levels in the dry

and wet cases. However, the power consumption in the wet case is higher

than in the dry case by about 16%. This is due to the fact that the heat

generated by the servers is low since only the CPUs heat is captured by the

system while the remaining heat generated by the servers is transferred to the

room and becomes part of the cooling load of the building and not part of the

cooling load of the AHU. However, the AHU managed to deliver almost stable

temperature at 20° for both cases of dry and wet operations. In the wet

operation and as the fan reaches the 80% threshold, the spray is activated

even if the cooling load is low which increases the power consumption peaks.
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Figure 5.26 Operational characteristics of the AHU in the dry case.

Figure 5.27 Operational characteristics of the AHU in the wet case.
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5.6.2 Operational response of the designed cooling system under

variable IT load for different ambient conditions.

5.6.2.1 AHU operation

Further sets of experiments were carried out with the same stress scenarios

as in the previous section. However, these experiments reveal the effect of

ambient temperature on the stress level during these tests. It was difficult to

obtain stable ambient conditions for seven hours in any day. For this, the first

experiment was achieved at relatively higher ambient conditions (between

12.5°C and 14°C) and the second experiment was achieved at lower ambient

conditions (between 9.5°C to 12°C). It should be mentioned that these

experiments were carried out after installing the RDHx which means that all

the heat generated by the servers is captured by the cooling system and

transferred to the environment by the AHU.

Figures 5.28 and 5.29 show the temperature characteristics in the AHU for the

relatively higher and lower ambient conditions, respectively. It is shown in both

figures that there is a lag of about 10 minutes between the start of the

fluctuation stresses and the response of the AHU. It is also shown that the

outlet temperature from the IT (WT6), the inlet temperature to the HE (WT7)

and the outlet temperature from the HE (WT8) are all affected by the changes

in the IT stress level and the ambient conditions. However, the supplied

temperature inlet to the IT (WT5) is more stable to the changes of stress level

and ambient conditions as a result of the bypass loop temperature regulation

control. From the comparison of the two figures, it is clearly seen that the AHU

control algorithm managed to control the inlet temperature to the IT for the

different IT loads and ambient conditions.
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Figure 5.28 Temperature characteristics of the AHU at relatively higher
ambient temperature (12.5°C and 14°C).

Figure 5.29 Temperature characteristics of the AHU at relatively lower
ambient temperature (9.5°C to 12°C).
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Figures 5.30 and 5.31 shows the AHU fan speed, process water pump speed,

spray pump speed, and the utilisation for the seven hours experiments of the

relatively high and low ambient temperatures, respectively. The process water

pump is working in a limited range between 85% and 93% of its maximum

speed to achieve the required flow rate of 18l/min. As discussed previously,

the small variation of the process water pump speed is due to the process of

opening and closing the bypass loops to regulate the temperature where the

AHU HE is connected and disconnected from the loop which is altering the

pressure drop in the system and hence the pump must adjust its speed to

achieve the targeted flow rate. The fan speed is following the control algorithm

to regulate the temperature and it can be seen in both figures that the fan

speed is linked to the stress level where it is fluctuating in the first two hours

for the fluctuation loads, reduces in speed for the third hour of the idle

operation followed by a step increase in the average speed of each hour

following the load increase until the end of the experiment. The spray pump

was activated twice in the fluctuation load at the higher ambient temperature

experiment where the fan speed exceeded 800rpm and twice in the high load

hours (the 6th and 7th hours of the experiment) where the fan ramped up to

provide the required inlet temperature to the IT.
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Figure 5.30 AHU components usage during the 7 hours operation at the
relatively higher ambient temperature (12.5°C and 14°C).

Figure 5.31 AHU components usage during the 7 hours operation at the
relatively lower ambient temperature (9.5°C to 12°C).
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The total power consumption of the AHU in the two experiments is shown in

figures 5.32 and 5.33, respectively. The effect of the ambient temperature is

shown clearly on the power consumption of the two experiments. In general,

the power consumption of the AHU at the cold ambient conditions is less than

the power consumption at the higher ambient temperature for the seven

different types of rack utilisation loads. At the low ambient temperature

experiment (figure 5.33), the power consumption at the 5 minutes fluctuation

experiment never exceeded 600 W while for the high ambient temperature

(figure 5.32) this happened occasionally. The difference in power consumption

is also clearer at the 25% utilisation load where the power required to keep

the temperature at the targeted level is about 500W in the high ambient

temperature experiment while it is about 380W for the low ambient

temperature experiment.

Figure 5.32 Power consumption of the AHU at the relatively higher
ambient conditions (12.5°C and 14°C).
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Figure 5.33 Power consumption of the AHU at the relatively lower
ambient conditions (9.5°C to 12°C).
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loop all follow those of the 7 stress level scenarios. The ambient temperature

inside the rack is measured by the CHx40 sensor, which is also used to

determine the dew point temperature to be used in the control system to

prevent condensation inside the IT equipment. It is also measured during the

7 hours experiment and shows a direct relationship with the rack load.

Figure 5.34 Temperature and power trace of the CHx40 for the multi-
stress level run.
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As mentioned previously, every server has two CPUs (CPU0 and CPU1)

which are connected in series in the cooling loop which means that CPU0

receives the coolant with lower temperature than CPU1. It is shown in figure

5.35 that the temperature of CPU0 is lower than CPU1 for the 1st, 2nd,3rd and

7th hours of the experiments. However, for the remaining stress levels (4th, 5th,

and 6th) the CPU1 can have lower temperature than CPU0. The main reason

for this is that at 100% utilisation of the servers, both CPUs of each servers

are stressed to maximum percentage so that they generate the same amount

of heat. Stresses lower than 100%, the controller of the CPUs distribute the

load arbitrarily, and CPU1 can carry less load than CPU0 and vice versa which

affects the temperature distribution of the CPUs. This is shown in figure 5.35

for the two selected servers at the 4th and 6th hours of the experiment.

To include the CPUs temperature in the analysis and investigate the effect of

different operation characteristics on the servers operation, the average CPU

temperature (CPU0 and CPU1) is considered across all the servers. Figure

5.36 shows the CPU temperatures for all the rack under the seven hours

experiment for the multi-stress levels. The CPU temperature of the servers

are different from each other depending on many factors such as CPUs head

pump assembly, thermal paste, and server position. This will be investigated

in detail in chapter 6.
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Figure 5.35 Temperature measurements inside three selected servers
for the multi-stress level run; (a) eng06 and (b) eng23.
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Figure 5.36 Average CPUs temperature for all the servers of the rack
under the multi-stresses level experiment (the numbers in the

legend represent the servers number in the rack).

5.7 Summary
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the proper fan for the design as it was found that the pressure drop increases

by 145% when the spray flow rate is 30l/min.

The AHU fan power consumption constitutes the largest portion of the power

consumption of the cooling system and increases dramatically in the high

speeds of more than 600rpm where it consumes 960W at the speed of

1000rpm. The second largest contribution to power consumption is the spray

pump where it consumes up to 300W at the maximum speed. The high power

consumption of the spray pump is due to the high pressure drop in the nozzles

and the solenoid valves. This is follows by the power consumption of the

process water pump of 250W at the highest speed.

Activating the spray should be weighed up against the thermal benefits which

are obtained from the latent heat of evaporation. Using the spray found to

reduce the thermal resistance of the AHU heat exchanger by 50%. However,

the amount of water that evaporates is only 25% of the total sprayed at the

maximum air flow rate and primary water flow rate. Therefore, a proper design

for the AHU is necessarily to collect the unevaporated water to be reused. It

is also important to not over spray the heat exchanger with unnecessary

amounts of water, which adds direct costs of pump power consumption and

indirect costs associated with water usage.

The designed cooling system managed to provide stable coolant temperature

to the IT regardless of the ambient conditions and the IT load. However, there

is a lag of about 10 min between the actions produced by the servers and the

response of the AHU. Therefore, it is important to consider this time lag in

future designs of data centre cooling to be reduced.

Finally, it was observed that CPU0 of the servers in the rack generally had

lower temperature than CPU1. This is justified by the fact that CPU1 receives

higher coolant temperature than CPU0. However, CPU1 can have lower

temperatures than CPU0 in some cases depending on the IT load distribution

between the CPUs of a partially loaded server. Moreover, it was spotted that

the CPUs of different servers in the rack have different temperatures for the

same IT load.
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Chapter 6 Flow distribution and pumping configuration

inside the DCLC rack

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the thirty liquid cooled servers at the rack level are tested with

regard to the coolant flow rates, pumping configurations, and flow distribution.

The effect of these parameters on the CPU temperatures, power

consumption, effectiveness, and efficiency of the rack is investigated. The

study is also extended to optimising the rack design through examining flow

maldistribution. The results of this chapter address the gap in the research of

characterisation of the flow distribution in liquid cooled servers at the rack level

as well as exploring the effect of the flow rate and pumping configuration on

the IT.

As explained previously in chapters 3 and 4, the pumping configuration in the

rack is either central or distributed. With central pumping, the two large pumps

(connected in series) used to pump the coolant inside the rack and through

the CPU cooling units, with distributed pumping, the pumps inside the servers

at the CPU heads are running in addition to the central pumps. It should be

mentioned that the pumping is purely a distributed model only when the

pumps in the CHx40 are deactivated. However, in this study, the term

“distributed pumping” refers to the configuration state when the servers’

pumps are activated while the CHx40 pumps are either switched on for

different speeds or off.

The objectives of this chapter are:

1. The flow distribution and the effect of this on the CPU temperatures of

the servers will be investigated.

2. Optimisation of the design to obtain uniform flow distribution inside the

servers.
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3. The effect of the flow rate and flow configuration on the CPU

temperatures under different IT loads will be studied.

4. The effect of these parameters on the effectiveness of the data centre

including the pPUE and TCUE under different pumping configurations

will be investigated.

6.2 Flow distribution

As discussed in section 4.10 of chapter 4, the uniform flow distribution in the

rack for all the servers is necessary for reliable operation of the IT equipment.

Experiments show that there is a high variation of the CPU temperatures of

the different servers in the rack for the same IT load as shown in figure 5.35

in chapter 5. It was also noticed that some of the servers reach the critical

CPU temperature while other servers still work in the safe CPU temperature

range. The CPU temperature variation was attributed to the flow

maldistribution due to the pressure drop in the manifolds, differences in

pressure drop across servers’ modules, the thermal interface material

between the servers’ module and the CPU surfaces, and the way of

assembling the server module over the CPU. The present study focuses on

the flow maldistribution due to the losses in the manifolds.

To study the flow distribution, EPANET open source software is used to

analyse the flow in the rack for the central and distributed pumping under

different CHx40 pumps speeds. To simulate the cooling loop system, every

component in the loop is drawn and represented as shown in figures 4.5 and

4.6 in chapter 4. The software is capable of representing the pipe segments,

tanks, distribution nodes, and pumps. The properties of each component are

fed into the software such as the length and diameter of the pipes, elevations,

minor and major losses, tank properties and different pump curves for different

speeds. The full methodology and the boundary conditions of the simulation

have been discussed in chapter 4.
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6.2.1 Model validation

The models of the rack level flow network are validated against the

experimental results for the two configurations of the central and distributed

pumping. This is also achieved across five CHx40 pump speeds and also for

the case where the CHx40 pumps are deactivated.

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 shows that the EPANET software model of the flow inside

the rack agree with good accuracy when compared with the experimental

results. The average percentage error between the experimental and

calculated results for the central and distributed pumping is 2.3% while the

maximum error is 3.5% for the central pumping and 5% for the distributed

pumping.

The figures represent the relationship between the total coolant flow rate and

the pump speed. As mentioned in chapter 4 (refer to figure 4.7), the installed

central (CHx40) pumps have five different speeds with pump speed 0

representing the point where both of the pumps are off. For the central

pumping case, there is no flow in the loop when the CHx40 pumps are off

(Pump speed 0) as the servers’ modules pumps are deactivated. However, in

the distributed pumping configuration, there is a flow rate of about 7 l/min when

the central pumps are off.

In both cases, figure 6.1 and 6.2, the benefit of increasing coolant flow rate

between pump speed 4 and 5 are small compared with the other pumps

speeds. This can be attributed to the pumps operation curve as shown in

figure 4.7 (refer to chapter 4) where the pump curves are very close to each

other between pump speed 4 and 5 beyond the flow rate of 7.5 l/min.
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Figure 6.1 Validation of the calculated loop flow rate using the EPANET
software against the experimental data for the central pumping

case.

Figure 6.2 Validation of the calculated loop flow rate using the EPANET
software against the experimental data for the distributed

pumping case.
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6.2.2 Centralised pumping

The calculated flow distribution in the rack of the thirty servers is presented in

this section for the centralised pumping configuration. The flow distribution is

shown in figure 6.3. It can be seen that the flow through servers at the top of

the rack are larger than the ones at the bottom of the rack. As mentioned in

chapter 4, the calculations assume that all the servers’ modules have the

same pressure drop resistance which is due to the major and minor losses in

the servers’ modules caused by the stäubli valves, the flexible corrugated

hose and the microchannels of the heat sink. As a result, the resulted flow

maldistribution is only caused by the frictional losses in the supply and

collection manifolds of the rack. These losses are caused by the friction

between the coolant and the internal manifold surface and the change of the

flow direction although this is constant across all the servers.

The results of simulation show that the server at the top of the rack (eng01)

receives the coolant with a flow rate of 28% higher than the server in the

bottom of the rack (eng30) when the CHx40 pumps at the highest speed (5).

This variation reduces to about 24% at the lowest CHx40 pumps speed (1).

The results also show that the differences between pump speed 4 and 5 are

minimal. Since the total flow affects the heat transfer characteristics, with

larger flows having a lower thermal resistance and a greater thermal capacity

then this corresponds with servers at the top of the rack having a lower CPU

temperature than those towards the bottom of the rack.
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Figure 6.3 Rack flow distribution in the centralised pumping case.

6.2.3 Distributed pumping

The flow distribution in the distributed pumping configuration is shown in figure

6.4 for the case where the CHx40 pumps are deactivated (pump speed 0) and

for the cases where the CHx40 pumps are enabled at the five different pump

speeds. The flow maldistribution in the distributed pumping configuration

shows to be higher than the centralised pumping case. The received flow rate

by the server at the top of the rack is higher by 33% than the lowest in the

rack. The differences decrease with reducing CHx40 pump speeds with a

minimum of 24% when the CHx40 pumps are turned off.

The flow rates through the bottommost ten servers in the rack are almost the

same (either for centralised or distributed pumping configurations). It follows

that, the CPUs temperature of the lower ten servers in the bottom of the rack

should be the same as the flow rate across these 10 servers. The CPU

temperature distribution will be discussed in the next section.
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Figure 6.4 Rack flow distribution in the distributed pumping case.

6.2.4 CPU temperature variation

The average CPU temperature distribution of all the servers at 100%

utilisation is shown in figure 6.5 with the central pumps speed of 5. The general

trends of the servers’ CPU temperatures statistically show that the servers at

the top of the rack have a lower temperature than the servers in the bottom of

the rack. This is proven based on the statistical analysis of the data which

show that the temperature distribution can be represented by a quadratic

model with a regression factor of 0.72.

The lower temperature is shown to be in the CPUs of server 3 (eng03) of

about 42.5℃ and the maximum temperature is shown in the CPUs of server

30 (eng30) which is about 55℃. However, the average temperature of all the

CPUs of the rack is about 49℃.
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Figure 6.5 CPU Temperature distribution of the servers at 100% load
operation.

The temperature distribution of the servers for all the rack at the idle operation

is shown in figure 6.6. The CPU temperatures shows high variation between

the servers. It is also difficult to show the effect of flow maldistribution as the

CPUs are in idle mode and the effect of flow distribution is insignificant and

overweighted by other factors such as the pressure drop variation. The

minimum temperature is also shown to be in the CPUs of server 3 (eng03) of

about 33℃ and the maximum temperature is shown in server 24 (eng24) in

the bottom of the rack of about 41℃ and the average CPUs temperature of all

the rack is about 37℃.
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Figure 6.6 CPU Temperature distribution of the servers in idle
operation

6.2.5 Variation of average CPU temperatures for the same

server flow rates

The results of temperature variations under the same load in the previous

section especially in the last ten servers of the rack, which theoretically have

the same flow rate, indicate that there are other factors that is also affecting

on the flow maldistribution and in turn different CPU temperatures. However,

to calculate the effect of the flow distribution on the CPU temperature

variation, the experimental CPU temperatures are shown against the

theoretical server module flow rates for both cases of full load and idle

operation of the servers.

The CPU temperature as a function of server flow rate is shown in figure 6.7

for the 100% utilisation load. It can be seen that the servers of lower flow rate,

which are the servers in the bottom of the rack, have a temperature variation

from about 47 to 54℃ even if the flow rate is the same. This indicates that the
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server module also drives the amount of the coolant flow rate that passes

through it. This issue is attributed to different factors such as the placement of

the server module over the CPU, corrosion and blockage that may occur in

the microchannel of the heat sink of the servers’ modules. This is supported

by a previous recent study by Alkharabsheh et al. [92] where they found that

the servers’ modules have different flow resistance and that the position of the

corrugated tubes also have a high effect on the pressure drop of the servers’

modules.

The relationship between the CPU temperatures and the server module flow

rates can be best fitted with the polynomial fit of the second order with a

regression factor of 0.47. The low regression factor is also attributed to the

aforementioned factors that results in different CPU temperatures for the

same flow rate through the DCLC heads of different servers.

The CPU temperature as a function of the calculated flow rate for the idle

operation of the servers is shown in figure 6.8. The decrease in the CPU

temperatures as a function of increasing the server flow rate is within the CPU

temperature variation for the same flow rate. These results indicate that the

effect of the flow rate variation is statistically within the effect of the variation

in server modules pressure drop. Given this, it is difficult to evaluate the effect

of flow variation in the idle case as the CPUs of the servers have relatively

lower temperature even if the general trend of the CPU temperatures is still

decreasing with increasing server flow rates.
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Figure 6.7 Average CPU temperatures as a function of the server flow
rates at 100% stress level of the rack.

Figure 6.8 Average CPU temperatures as a function of the server flow
rates at idle operation of the rack.
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6.3 Optimisation of the secondary loop in the rack for

uniform flow distribution

One of the requirements in the process of optimising the DCLC servers is to

achieve uniform flow distribution through the servers of the rack. Improving

the pressure drops in the components of the DCLC servers loop should be

included in the optimisation of these systems to achieve uniform flow

distribution, reduce the energy consumption and increase the IT performance.

Optimising the DCLC design should take two paths: Improving the servers’

module design to reduce the pressure drop in these segments of the loop and

improving the design of the supply and collection manifolds. The scope of the

current study will focus on optimising the manifolds design to reduce the

pressure drop to achieve uniform flow distribution.

Figure 6.9 shows the resulted improvement between the flow distribution and

the equivalent manifold diameter as well as the improvement in the total loop

flow rate for the central pumping of the system. It can be seen that the

percentage difference between flow rates of the server in the top of the rack

and the server in the bottom of the rack diminishes from 28% to 2% when the

equivalent hydraulic diameter of the manifold is doubled from 2.5cm to 5cm.

For this, the total loop flow rate improves by about 9%, as well as reducing the

maldistribution of the flow.

Figure 6.10 shows the decrease in the percentage difference between the flow

rate of the coolant through the server module in the top of the rack and the

server module in the bottom of the rack for the distributed pumping

configuration. The total improvement of the flow rate is also presented for

increasing hydraulic diameter of the manifolds. It is shown that the percentage

difference between the highest and lowest flow rates through the servers’

modules improves with increasing the hydraulic diameter. The total loop flow

rate improves by about 10% when changing the hydraulic manifold diameter

from 2.5 to 5cm.

The results of optimising the cooling loop are crucial when designing the

overall system to improve the energy efficiency and increase the reliability and
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robustness of using the DCLC servers in the data centre industry. The results

indicate that doubling the hydraulic diameter from 2.5cm to 5cm will have a

high impact in achieving uniform flow for all the servers which are connected

in parallel in the loop.

Figure 6.9 Manifold size effect on the flow distribution in the central
pumping configuration (the CHx40 pumps are running only).
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Figure 6.10 Manifold size effect on the flow distribution in the
distributed pumping configuration (the CHx40 pumps are kept

running as well as the small pumps at the CPUs).
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Figure 6.11 Average temperature of selected servers CPUs as a
function of secondary loop flow rate under idle operation (the

numbers in the graph legend are referred to the servers number
from top to bottom of the rack while the CP and DP refer to the

centralised and distributed pumping respectively).

As shown in figures 6.11 to 6.15, the CPU temperatures on average are higher

for the distributed pumping (DP) than the central pumping (CP) for the same

flow rate. The differences between the DP and the CP configurations is within

the percentage error for the four selected servers in the idle case as shown in

figure 6.11. The improvement in the CPU temperatures with increasing the

coolant flow rate is relatively small and within 1℃ for both the CP and DP

configurations.
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Figure 6.12 Average temperature of selected servers CPUs as a
function of secondary loop flow rate at 25% utilisation (the

numbers in the graph legend are referred to the servers number
from top to bottom of the rack while the CP and DP refer to the

centralised and distributed pumping respectively).

The differences between the CPUs temperature of the CP and DP is shown

to be greater when the servers are loaded to 25% stress level as compared

to idle, as shown in figure 6.12. However, the difference between the DP and

CP is still minimal, at ~1% and also within the error bars of the experiment.

The improvement in the CPU temperatures was found to be about 4.2% on

average for increasing the flow rate from the minimum value of about 4.7 l/min

to about 13.5 l/min for CP case and of about 4% for increasing the flow rate

from 7.2 l/min to about 15.8 for DP case.

At 50% load, the CPU temperatures show a high temperature increase of

about 1.5ºC on average for the DP than the CP configuration as shown in

figure 6.13. The response of the CPU temperatures is higher to the loop flow

rate than the idle and 25% load levels.
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Figure 6.13 Average temperature of selected servers CPUs as a
function of secondary loop flow rate at 50% utilisation operation

(the numbers in the graph legend are referred to the servers
number from top to bottom of the rack while the CP and DP refer

to the centralised and distributed pumping respectively).
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as 2℃ as shown in figures 6.14 and 6.15, respectively. The average reduction

in the CPUs temperature is of about 6% when increasing the pump speed

from 4.3 to 13.7 l/min for the CP configuration and of about 4% when

increasing the flow rate from the 7.5 to 15.8 l/min for the DP configuration.

It should be mentioned that reducing the coolant flow rate shows a small
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the servers remained within the safe margin of CPU temperature operation

even at the lower flow rate where the CHx40 pumps were deactivated.

Figure 6.14 Average temperature of selected servers CPUs as a
function of secondary loop flow rate at 75% utilisation operation

(the numbers in the graph legend are referred to the servers
number from top to bottom of the rack while the CP and DP refer

to the centralised and distributed pumping respectively).

It can be concluded from the results of this section that activating the DPs

should be automated with a specific algorithm to activate the local CPU pumps

when the CPU reaches the critical temperature to aid in reducing the pressure

drop of the server module and increase the flow rate through that particular

server.
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Figure 6.15 Average temperature of selected servers CPUs as a
function of secondary loop flow rate at 100% utilisation operation

(the numbers in the graph legend are referred to the servers
number from top to bottom of the rack while the CP and DP refer

to the centralised and distributed pumping respectively).
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accurate in terms of describing the actual power consumed by cooling of data

centre and the power consumed by the IT itself to carry out the operations.

Figure 6.16 shows the pPUE and TCUE in the idle operation of the servers

under the two types of coolant pumping: centralised or distributed. The pPUE

is lower in the DP case than the CP case for the same range of the flow rate

of the secondary loop. The reason is that in the DP configuration, the servers’

modules pumps are activated which are assisting the CHx40 pumps and also

reduces the pressure drop in the servers’ modules. Moreover, from the pPUE

definition, the power consumption by the servers’ modules are added to the

IT side which in turn reduces the calculated power consumed by the cooling

side and as a result lower pPUE. In the TCUE calculations, the case is

different from the pPUE where the power consumed by the fans and the

servers’ modules pumps are added to the cooling side. As a result, the TCUE

deteriorate in the case of the DP configuration than the CP configuration for

the same IT load as shown in figure 6.16.

The effectiveness metrics for the full operational load of the IT is shown in

figure 6.17 for the centralised and distributed pumping configurations. The

same behaviour is observed of an improvement in the pPUE metric when

activating the server module pumps while TCUE deteriorates. However, there

is a slightly higher increase in the TCUE of DP and CP in the full load than the

idle case. This is due to the increase in the fan speeds of the servers which

casuses deterioration to the TCUE by increasing the power consumed by

cooling inside the servers. However, this increases in the power consmuption

of the servers is due to the increase in the fan speeds improving the pPUE as

it is considered as part of the IT side in this case. It should also be noted that

the power consumed by the server modules is a fixed value regardless of the

CPU temperatures.
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Figure 6.16 pPUE and TCUE of the rack level as a function of the
secondary loop flow rate for the idle operation under centralised
and distributed pumping (the CP and DP refer to the centralised

and distributed pumping respectively).

It can be seen from figures 6.16 and 6.17 that both effectiveness metrics

increase with increasing of the secondary loop flow rate for both pumping

configurations of distributed and central. The reason for this is that increasing

the secondary flow rate increases the power consumed by the CHx40 which

is always part of the cooling side of the effectiveness metrics. It should be

mentioned that increasing the secondary loop flow rate have an improvement

in CPU temperatures of about 2℃ as noticed in the previous section for the

100%U load. The temperature reduction in the CPU temperatures is

accompanied by a decrease in the power consumption of the server as will be

investigated in detail in Chapter 7. However, the improvement of increasing

the flow rate of the secondary loop to reduce the power consumption is

insignificant.
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Providing sufficient flow rate to the servers is necessary for safe and reliable

operation. The experiments revealed that reducing the coolant flow rate in the

rack less than 8 l/min could lead to rising problems in some of the servers that

have high pressure drop in their cold plate modules. This issue was observed

in the high IT load experiments although the tests that were carried out in the

cooler temperature margin of ASHRAE W4 [20] recommendation for liquid

cooling.

Figure 6.17 pPUE and TCUE of the rack level as a function of the
secondary loop flow rate for the 100% IT load under centralised
and distributed pumping (the CP and DP refer to the centralised

and distributed pumping respectively).
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6.6 Summary

This chapter aimed to address the issue of flow maldistribution and the

relationship with the components temperature variations. This was studied to

optimise the design to obtain uniform flow for all the servers. The coolant

pumping configuration and the flow rate in the rack was also investigated for

various possible IT loads in terms of the component temperatures. The pPUE

and TCUE metrics of the data centre were calculated for each case to produce

a general understanding of the effectiveness of the design and power

consumption.

The EPANET open source software was used to analyse the flow in the rack

for the two types of pumping configurations: centralised and distributing

pumping. The model predicted the flow rate in the rack with a good accuracy

of 2.3% compared with the experimental results. The results of the analysis

showed that the server in the top of the rack (eng01) receives higher flow rate

than the server in the bottom of the rack (eng30) and this difference is 28%

in the centralised pumping and 30% in the distributed pumping case. The

differences in the coolant flow rate received by every server resulted in a

general increase in the CPU temperatures of the servers from the top to the

bottom of the rack.

The flow maldistribution and the resulting temperature differences of the CPUs

of different server positions in the rack is attributed to the friction losses in the

manifolds and different pressure drop of different DCLC heads. Optimisation

analysis on the discharge and collection manifolds showed that increasing the

hydraulic diameter from 2.5 to 5cm provides uniform flow for all the servers

and increases the total rack flow rate of about 10%.

The CPU temperatures in the rack was found to be higher for the distributed

pumping configuration than the central pumping configuration at the same flow

rate. This increase becomes more evident at the high IT loads where it showed

a difference of 2℃ on average for the 100% utilisation of the rack. Increasing

the total flow rate of the rack showed less effect on the components

temperature at the low level loads while it was more significant in the high
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level loads. However, two servers encountered shut down when the rack flow

rate was reduced to a minimum at the 100% utilisation load in the central

pumping configuration case. Therefore, the server pumps can be controlled

using an algorithm in future designs to activate the module server pump when

the CPU temperature reaches a specific critical value to increase the flow rate

for that server.

The pPUE and TCUE metrics increase with higher flow rate as more power is

added to the cooling side by the CHx40. The TCUE is more sensitive to the IT

load as in the high loads the fan speeds ramped up which adds more power

to the cooling side and hence higher TCUE whilst for the pPUE, the server

fans are added to the IT side and hence the pPUE decreases.
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Chapter 7 Impact of the rack inlet temperature on the

DCLC servers performance

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the 30 Sun Fire V20z servers are tested at a rack level to

investigate the effect of the inlet water temperature to the rack on the CPU

temperatures, rack power consumption, IT performance, effectiveness, and

the data centre workload power efficiency. The effect of the inlet water

temperature will also be tested for a range of IT loads (from idle to full). This

study will also serve to optimise the DCLC servers in terms of weighting

between the power consumption of the data centre and the computational

efficiency of the servers.

The general trend of the data centre industry is to reduce the power

consumption of the cooling facilities by increasing the supplied temperature to

the IT thereby requiring less work within the cooling facility to provide the

targeted temperature. This will result in a lower power consumption and higher

effectiveness of the data centre. However, higher inlet water temperature to

the servers increases the operating temperature of the CPUs which can have

a negative impact on the power consumption of the servers and the

operational performance of the CPUs [150].

The main goal of this chapter is to critically evaluate the performance of the

rack under a range of operating temperatures within the ASHRAE W4

envolope [151] for data centre liquid cooling. This will also include examining

the power consumption required for cooling, the power consumption of the

rack and the computational performance of the servers. Following these

objectives, the effect of the rack inlet temperature on the CPU temperatures

of selected servers will be presented first. Then the effect of the rack inlet

temperature on the rack power consumption and computational performance

will be presented. Then the effectiveness of the data centre in terms of pPUE

and TCUE will be given. Finally, the pDWPE which shows the compromise
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between the effectiveness and the efficiency of the data centre will be

discussed.

7.2 Brief review of the experimental methodology

As described in chapter 4, the AHU is set on auto mode to adjust the inlet

temperature to the rack at the required setpoint. The temperature range is

between 15℃ and 40℃ which is the temperature delivered to the RDHx before

passing into the CHx40. For this range of temperatures, the inlet temperature

to the rack from the CHx40 is within the ASHRAE W4 recommended range

for server liquid cooling. CPU temperatures of selected servers are chosen to

be presented. Power measurements will also be taken for all the components

of the system from the servers to the AHU. The computational operation of a

selected server will be calculated per unit of power consumption of the

selected server. The results of experiments in this chapter are for distributed

pumping configuration.

7.3 Idle operation of the rack

Five servers are selected to present the average CPU temperatures for the

tested range of rack inlet coolant temperature. These servers are eng02,

eng06, eng10, eng20 and eng30. These servers are selected to present the

different servers in different levels of the rack from top to bottom.

The selected servers CPU temperatures show a clear increase with increasing

the rack inlet temperature as shown in figure 7.1. The average CPU

temperature is about 34℃ when the inlet water temperature to the rack is 20℃

and increases to about 52℃ when increasing the rack inlet water temperature

to 38℃. The relationship between the CPUs temperature and the rack inlet

coolant temperature is shown to be linear. Again the variation between the

CPU temperatures of different servers is due to the flow maldistribution inside

the rack that resulted from the pressure drop in the manifolds and the variation

of the pressure drop in the different servers’ modules as mentioned in chapter
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6. It should also be mentioned that all the selected servers respond to all the

inlet water temperatures consistently.

Figure 7.1 Average CPUs temperature of the five selected servers in

the rack as a function of the rack inlet water temperature in the idle

operation of the servers.

In the idle operation of the servers, the CPUs are not performing any

computational calculations hence the Flops per watt is zero for all the

experiments regardless of the servers supplied temperature as shown in

figure 7.2. The average power consumption of the rack is measured over the

experiments for different inlet water temperature as shown in figure 7.2. The

increase in the total power consumption of the rack when the inlet water

temperature was stepped from 20℃ to 38℃ is very marginal of less than 0.5%

(about 19W). The reason for this is that the servers are not under any

computational process and the slight increase is only due to the slight increase

in the static power in keeping the server on.

The effectiveness metrics of the pPUE and TCUE were also calculated as
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inlet to the IT is set to 15℃. The reason for this is that these experiments were

carried out in summer ambient conditions which were challenging for the AHU

to reach the low target temperature even with the servers are in idle operation.

Hence the power consumption by the AHU was high whereas the power

consumed by the rack was relatively small which results in a high pPUE. The

TCUE follows the same trend as the pPUE with a fixed difference between

them for all the range of temperatures as the servers fans were kept relatively

constant as the temperature remained within the targeted margin of the

operation of the servers.

It can also be seen from figure 7.3 that the pPUE and the TCUE are

decreasing with increasing the rack inlet temperature. This is due to the

decrease in the power consumption of the AHU as the required work to

achieve the targeted temperature is reduced and the increase in the power

consumption of the rack is minimal which have almost no effect on the power

effectiveness metrics.

Figure 7.2 Workload power efficiency and rack power consumption as
a function of the rack inlet temperature in the idle operation.
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Figure 7.3 Effectiveness of the rack level as a function of the rack inlet
water temperature for the idle operation.
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Figure 7.4 Average CPU temperature of the five selected servers in the
rack as a function of the rack inlet water temperature at 25% load.

Figure 7.5 Average CPU temperature of the five selected servers in the
rack as a function of the rack inlet water temperature at 50% load.
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The workload power efficiency and the rack power consumption

measurements were calculated for the two moderate stress levels (25% and

50% utilisations) under various rack inlet water temperature. For the 25%U

experiments, the WPE was considerably reduced by about 5% when

increasing the rack inlet temperature from 20 to 41℃. Whereas, the power

consumption of the rack increased by about 5% for this increase in

temperature. On the other hand, for the 50%U load, the WPE decreased by

about 3% and the rack power consumption increased by about 4% when the

rack inlet temperature stepped from 22 to 43℃. The server fan power

consumption is included in the rack power consumption in these calculations.

Hence the increase in the rack power consumption is due mainly to the

increase in what is called the sub-threshold leakage, which is a leakage

mechanism of power that is directly related to temperature, and the ramp up

of the server fan speeds when the CPU temperatures increase.

Figure 7.6 workload power efficiency and rack power consumption as
a function of the rack inlet temperature at 25% load.
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Figure 7.7 workload power efficiency and rack power consumption as
a function of the rack inlet temperature at 50% load.

The corresponding effectiveness metrics for the 25% and 50% utilisation

experiments are shown in figures 7.8 and 7.9, respectively. The reduction in

the AHU power consumption due to the reduction in the work required by

increasing the target temperature improves the pPUE and the TCUE. It should

be mentioned that the increase in the power consumption of the rack due to

the increase of the CPU temperatures as a result of increasing the rack inlet

temperature results in an improvement in effectiveness metrics, but it has a

negative impact on the total power consumption of the data centre. It was also

observed that the speed of the server fans increases when the rack inlet

temperature is high even if the DCLC adequately cools the CPUs. These fans

are responsible for cooling the RAM that is associated with each CPU. For

this, the rate of the improvement of TCUE reduces when the inlet temperature

to the rack is higher than 28℃ due to the ramp up of the server fans which

adds extra power consumption to the servers, but it will be added to the

cooling side when calculating the TCUE.
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Figure 7.8 Effectiveness of the rack level as a function of the rack inlet
water temperature for the 25% load operation.

Figure 7.9 Effectiveness of the rack level as a function of the rack inlet
water temperature for the 50% load operation.
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7.5 High IT load of the rack

The high IT operational load includes the 75% and the 100% utilisation

computational loads. The CPUs temperature is profoundly affected by the rack

inlet temperature as shown in figure 7.10 and 7.11 for the 75% and 100%

utilisation respectively. The average CPUs temperature increases from 44 to

66℃when the rack inlet temperature increases from 22℃ to 44℃, respectively

for the 75% utilisation load. The CPUs of two servers reached the critical

temperature and shut down when the rack inlet temperature was 40℃. Under

100% utilisation, the CPUs temperature increased from 48 to 65℃ when the

rack inlet temperature increased from 24 to 42℃ respectively. Here, four

servers encountered shut down when the rack inlet temperature is higher than

42℃. Two of the servers’ CPUs reached the critical temperature and shut

down when the rack inlet temperature was 37℃.

Figure 7.10 Average CPUs temperature of the five selected servers in
the rack as a function of the rack inlet water temperature at 75%

load
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Figure 7.11 Average CPUs temperature of the five selected servers in
the rack as a function of the rack inlet water temperature at 100%

load

The average workload power efficiency was measured for the 75% and 100%
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decrease in the efficiency of the rack is reduced by 3% and the rack power

consumption is increased by 4% when increasing the rack inlet temperature

from 24 to 42℃
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Figure 7.12 workload power efficiency and rack power consumption as
a function of the rack inlet temperature at 75% load.

Figure 7.13 workload power efficiency and rack power consumption as
a function of the rack inlet temperature at 100% load.
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The effectiveness of the rack level is also measured in terms of the pPUE and

the TCUE for the two stress level experiments of 75% and 100% utilisation as

shown in figures 7.14 and 7.15, respectively. The pPUE is also improving with

increasing rack inlet temperature as the power consumed by the AHU is

decreasing and the power consumed by the rack is increasing for the two

stress levels. The TCUE is also improving with increasing rack inlet

temperature. However, the rate of improvement in the TCUE decreases at a

rack inlet temperature of 30℃. The reason for this is that the fan speeds ramp

up when the water inlet temperature to the rack is high and as the load level

is high which means the CPUs do more work which makes it more sensitive

to the inlet water temperature.

Figure 7.14 Effectiveness of the rack level as a function of the rack inlet
water temperature for the 75% load operation.
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Figure 7.15 Effectiveness of the rack level as a function of the rack inlet
water temperature for the 100% load operation.

7.6 Data centre workload power efficiency
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pDWPE metric which is bridging the gap between the effectiveness (pPUE)

and the efficiency (WPE) is calculated in the present study to understand the

relationship between these performance metrics and to help in choosing the

best operating temperature to the rack. The pDWPE for the range of utilisation

loads of the servers for various rack inlet water temperatures are shown in

figures 7.16 and 7.17, respectively.

It can be seen from figure 7.16 that for the idle operation of the servers there

is no pDWPE as the WPE is zero. It was also revealed in section 7.3 that the

power consumption of the rack was altered slightly with increasing the rack

inlet temperature. From this, it can be concluded that the rack inlet

temperature can be as high as 38℃ with a significant improvement in the total

energy consumption of the data centre and higher effectiveness. On the other

hand, for the 25% and the 50% utilisation loads, the pDWPE is increasing with

increasing rack inlet temperature. However, there is little change for inlet

temperatures above 30℃.

The pDWPE for the experiments at high stress levels are shown in figure 7.17

for the 75% and 100% utilisation loads. As before, the pDWPE also improves

with increasing rack inlet temperature. However, there is a high risk of

equipment shut down when working with rack inlet temperatures higher than

35℃ as some of the server CPUs reach the critical temperature. From this

analysis, working with operating temperatures of 30℃ for the high level

stresses is ideal for high energy effectiveness, high efficiency and less total

power consumption of the whole data centre.

From the above discussion, it can be concluded that the operating

temperature of 30℃ can be the safest temperature to overcome some of the

CPUs overheating as well as for better energy and operational performance

of the rack of Sun Fire V20z servers of the current configuration.
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Figure 7.16 pDWPE as a function of the rack inlet water temperature for
the idle and moderate loads.

Figure 7.17 pDWPE as a function of the rack inlet water temperature for
the high loads.
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7.7 Summary

This chapter investigated the influence of rack inlet temperature on the CPU

temperatures, the power consumption of the rack, the computing efficiency of

the servers, the power effectiveness metrics and the compromise relation

between the effectiveness and computational efficiency (pDWPE).

The CPUs temperature is strongly linked to the inlet coolant temperature to

the rack. This influence is strongly affected by the computational load level.

Some servers encountered shutdown when the inlet coolant temperature to

the rack was high. At 50% utilisation load, two servers shutdown. The first

shutdown happened at the inlet coolant temperature of 37℃ and the second

shutdown at a temperature of 41℃. However, at the 100% utilisation load, four

servers shutdown when the coolant inlet temperature increased to 37℃.

Increasing the inlet coolant temperature to the rack results in a high reduction

in the power consumption of the AHU. On the other, the power consumption

of the rack increases due to the higher current losses and higher fan speeds

inside the servers with higher CPUs temperature. However, decreasing the

power consumption of the AHU and increasing the power consumption of the

IT have improved the effectiveness metrics (pPUE and TCUE) with increasing

rack inlet temperature.

The computational efficiency of the servers was found to be adversely affected

by increasing coolant inlet temperature. At 75% utilisation load, increasing the

temperature inlet from 22 to 44℃ resulted in a 4% reduction in the WPE of the

rack. Whilst at 100% utilisation, the WPE reduced by 3% when the rack inlet

temperature was increased from 24 to 42℃.

Supplying high temperatures to the IT should be analysed critically as its

benefits of energy savings of supplying less work on cooling should be

weighed up against the draw backs of increasing rack power consumption and

decreasing the computational efficiency as well as the detrimental effects on

the operation of the servers such as server shutdown. Therefore, supplying

coolant temperature of 30℃ is ideal for high IT load of the current servers and

configurations.
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Chapter 8 Droplet evaporation over heated surfaces

8.1 Introduction

The important role of the droplet evaporation phenomena in many applications

has motivated many experimental and theoretical investigations. The

importance of these applications is particularly well demonstrated in cooling

systems [152-155] which form the link with the work presented in earlier

chapters. Due to the high heat transfer associated with the phase change and

evaporation process, work has been developed to show value in the use of

evaporation and boiling in data centre cooling in general and in particular on

chip cooling [2, 16]. Studies concerning droplet evaporation over heated

surfaces explored the effect of the different parameters on the evaporation of

droplets with particular focus on determining the effect of substrate thermal

conductivity, roughness, and wettability on the evaporation process. A further

link is with evaporation of liquid on heat exchangers surface where this

exploits the high latent heat of evaporation. Single droplet studies are

idealised since experience using spray cooling (chapter five) shows a deluge

of water and film evaporation studies may be more pertinent [156-159].

Nevertheless, droplet studies do allow some of the underlying physics to be

explored.

Droplet evaporation is still a challenging subject of discussions due to the

associated complexity of fluid flow dynamics, the substrate physical surface

chemistry and heat and mass transfer issues. Studies have explored the

influence of substrate thermal conductivity on the evaporation lifetime of

droplets [160-162], This has a key influence on the evaporation rate, for

example David et al.[160] and Sobac and Brutin [162] have shown that there

is a significant difference between the evaporation rate of nonmetallic and

metallic substrates with the same hydrophilic properties while there are no

major differences between different metallic substrates with similar hydrophilic

properties. Surface wettability also has a key influence on the droplet

evaporation processes. Both experimental and numerical studies have been

developed to explain the interaction between droplet evaporation and wetting
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characteristics of surfaces. The majority of these studies have concentrated

on studying hydrophobic and super-hydrophobic surfaces [154, 162-166]

while comparatively few have investigated droplet evaporation over

hydrophilic substrates [162, 163]. Studies concerning free droplet evaporation

(no substrate temperature control) have received more attention [154, 163-

165, 167-171] than evaporation under controlled substrate temperatures [162,

166, 167].

Characterising surface properties and the interactions between the droplet

and the substrate is necessary for numerical investigations. Deegan et al.

[172] proposed a model to predict the local evaporation flux over the droplet

surface as a function of the contact angle. Popov [173] developed a model to

calculate the total rate of evaporation based on the local evaporation flux

model of Deegan et al. which is called the vapour-diffusion model. This model

underpins many studies for different surface wettability spanning hydrophilic

[162, 172], pinned hydrophobic [162], de-pinned hydrophobic [166, 174] and

super-hydrophobic surfaces [164]. The model predicts the evaporation rate

with a reasonable accuracy for the hydrophobic [166] and hydrophilic [162,

166] surfaces while the model was found to significantly under predict the total

time of evaporation for the super-hydrophobic surfaces [166, 174]. Dash and

Garimella [174] proposed a correction factor for the vapour-diffusion model to

reduce the discrepancy of the predicted results for the super-hydrophobic

surfaces. Gleason and Putnam [175] introduced a modification for the local

mass flux and the evaporation rate models by applying a temperature

distribution across the liquid-vapour interface of the droplet. Pan et al. [176]

attributed the discrepancy of the vapour-diffusion model for the evaporative

cooling while Carle et al. [177] claimed this underestimation to be due to the

natural convection driven by the buoyancy in the gas phase for the heated

surfaces. However, others have attributed the underestimation to the effect of

substrate thermal conductivity which is not included in the model [162, 164,

178].

Two main evaporation modes have been discovered by experimental

observations which are related to the surface properties and characterised by
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the pinning and de-pinning properties of the droplet contact line: (i) constant

contact radius mode (CCR), in which the contact angle of the droplet vanishes;

(ii) the constant contact angle mode (CCA), in which the contact radius of the

droplet vanishes [179]. However, another phase of evaporation have also

been reported to occur shortly in some cases at which both of the contact

angle and the contact radius collapse [171, 180]. The forces associated with

the role of evaporation mode depends mainly on the surface roughness[181],

wettability [182] and surface energy [183]. Mollaret et al. [161] found that for

high surface energy the pinning force increase with increased substrate

temperature while there is a little dependence on temperature for the low

energy surfaces. Blake and Coninck [184] and Putnam et al. [182] both

examined the effect of surface wettability on the pinning and de-pinning forces

and found that the pining force is more dominant for the contact angles of

lower than 90° (hydrophilic surfaces) and reduces with increasing the contact

angle (hydrophobic surfaces). Therefore, hydrophobic surfaces are

associated with the CCA evaporation mode [174, 185], although wettability is

not the only defining factor for all the hydrophobic surfaces [164]. Kulinich and

Farzaneh [186] determined that the mode of evaporation can be discovered

from the contact angle hysteresis of the surface and cannot be explained by

the initial contact angle of the droplet.

The mode of evaporation is vital in determining the evaporation mass flux and

the total time of evaporation. Models focus either on a single mode of

evaporation (CCR or CCA) that has the largest portion of the total evaporation

time based on the experimental visual observation [162, 166, 174], whilst

others have considered using both of the models (CCR and CCA) to describe

the evaporation process where the droplet evaporates at the CCR mode and

then shifts to CCA mode based on the experimental data where both of the

contact angle and the droplet radius are visually measured and monitored to

be used to identify the point at which the modes of evaporations are shifted

[154, 171, 187, 188]. Some studies have developed an experimental control

methodology (such as creating a trench in the substrate) to force the droplet

to evaporate at constant contact radius allowing theoretical predictions for a
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specific model of operation [175]. However, these aforementioned models are

essentially based on the experimental visual observations of all the droplet

evaporation processes on the studied surfaces to be depicted and applied in

the proposed evaporation model. Stauber et al. [187] proposed a relationship

between the initial contact angle and the point at which the droplet shifts into

the de-pining mode based on the experimental data of droplet evaporation

from different studies in the literature. Recently, Hu and Wu [188] studied

theoretically the effect of different receding contact angles on the total time of

evaporation assuming the droplet evaporates under pinned mode and then in

the de-pinning mode once the receding contact angle was reached.

The majority of studies have considered evaporation of droplets with volumes

between ݈ߤ1 and ݈ߤ5 [154, 162, 164-166, 170], since these are consistent with

the assumption of a spherical droplet cap where surface tension dominates

over gravity to yield a homogeneous and regular droplet shape. This then

allows a visualization method to be adopted based on imaging the droplet from

the side in order to determine the contact angle, contact radius, and droplet

height [154, 160-171, 174, 189, 190]. The Young-Laplace approach, valid for

axisymmetric droplets, is the most common way to fit the data. However, this

approach has limitations since estimates of the contact line position is a very

sensitive process which is associated with large errors in the predicted contact

line and contact angle [191]. The associated error increases at small contact

angles and rates of droplet evaporation are often extrapolated from data

where de-pinning occurs [160, 162, 178, 192]. There is an additional error at

large droplet sizes associated with a non-circular contact line [164]. Moreover,

Srinivasan et al [191] have shown that a small variation in the lighting and

focus conditions can also lead to a difference of several degrees in the

measured contact angle which in turn leads to significant errors in the

calculated droplet volumes.

In this chapter, the evaporation of sessile droplets over heated surfaces is

examined experimentally and theoretically using the vapour-diffusion model.

The originality of the present work is to:
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1. Propose a new way of measuring the droplet evaporation using a

precise measurement balance to overcome the limitation through the

conventional imaging methods. A self-contained compact and light

weight (50 grams) experimental heating stage is designed with a PID

controller to control the substrate surface temperature. The light weight

component allows the use of a 10-microgram resolution balance with a

maximum stage load of 220 grams to study droplet evaporation over a

large droplet size range ݈ߤ�2) to ݈ߤ�30 ) for hydrophobic and hydrophilic

surfaces.

2. Postulate a new method of using the theoretical model to predict the

evaporation rates over the whole period of drying with a switch from

CCR to CCA modes (stick-slip mode) based on a measured receding

contact angle. As previously discussed, the use of the stick-slip mode

of evaporation reported in the literature has been limited to

experimental observation of the whole evaporation process.

8.2 Experimental setup

The principle of the experiment consists of deposition of a droplet of a

controlled volume on a heated substrate, which is then allowed to evaporate.

The time evolution of the weight of the droplet is monitored and measured.

To investigate the influence of the sample substrate temperature, a compact

light weight (50 grams) cylindrical container was designed to carry the

substrate sample with the electronic circuit to heat and control the temperature

as shown in figure 8.1. The substrate is heated using a thick film electrical

resistor powered by a small LiPo battery and controlled using an embedded

PID controller. A microcontroller (Teensy 3.1) was used to build a PID

algorithm (Appendix A) which is designed and programmed to control the

power input to the thermal resistor based on the measured temperature in the

substrate as shown in figure 8.2. A K-type thermocouple is connected to an

analogue output amplifier (Adafruit AD8495) which in turn is connected to the

microcontroller. The temperature sensor was calibrated against a commercial
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temperature measurement system in a range of temperatures from 0 to 100℃.

The microcontroller is connected to a Mosfet (FQP30N06L) which in turn

allows the current to flow to the thermal resistor. The amount of current

passing across the Mosfet to the thermal resistor is proportional to the

incoming voltage signal from the microcontroller. This signal is an analogue

signal which is converted from a digital signal in the microcontroller using

Pulse Width Modulation (PWM). All of the electronic components are powered

by a compact light weight polymer lithium ion battery (3.7V, 1Ah). The circuit

enables the substrate temperature to be kept constant with a variation of

±0.5℃ by modulating the amount of current to the resistor. Using the PID

controller loop means that any temperature disturbance (e.g. reduced heat

load during drying) will be automatically compensated for. The substrate under

test is attached to the thermal resistor with a thin uniform layer of thermally

conductive ethoxy paste (Electrolube TCER75S). For every temperature set

point, the code was modified and re-uploaded. After uploading the code, the

temperature in the substrate sample was monitored until it reached a steady

state at the set temperature point. To ensure for the reliability of the

temperature controller, the temperature is also monitored by an external

thermocouple via the hole that was designed to be extended to the outside of

the container (as shown in figure 8.1 (point 4)). After that the circuit is packed

into the designed container to be weighted in the balance.

An analytical balance (METTLER TOLEDO XP 205) is used to measure and

digitally record the droplet mass evolution as a function of time with a

resolution of 10 micrograms. The design of the heated stage allows the self-

contained unit to sit on the weighing pan, with sides around the balance to

prevent air currents. The balance is tared for every experiment and connected

to a computer via the Real Term software and the weight is recorded every

half a second.

A camera (Basler acA1300-30݉ߤ and lens CCS SE-16SM) is used to obtain

side and top views of the droplet. The recorded frames allow monitoring of the

droplet lifetime as well as the shape of the droplet especially at the last stage

of the droplet life.
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The droplet is created using a micropipette to control the droplet size, which

is gently laid down on the plate sample to evaporate into the air inside a cubic

cell of dimensions (15 × 18 × 21cmଷ) to avoid any perturbation from potential

external flow. To ensure repeatability of the results, each experiment is

repeated four times. Before each measurement, a cleaning procedure is

adopted by rinsing the substrate with deionized water and drying by a blower.

The temperature and relative humidity inside the room containing the balance

are monitored using local room control and maintained at 21±0.2℃ and

30±1%, respectively. The effect of substrate temperature was investigated

over five different temperatures: 40, 45, 50, 55 and 60℃ (with an error of

±0.5℃).

Deionized water droplets of four different initial volumes (2, 4, 8 and ݈ߤ30 ) are

investigated in the experiment. The range of droplet volumes over droplet

shapes dominated by surface tension through to these dominated by gravity;

the Bond number (ܤ�) [193] varies from ܤ� < 1 and ܤ� > 1, respectively. The

Bond number is defined by:

ܤ� =
∆ఘோమ

ఊ
8.1

Where �isߩ∆ the density difference between the water and air, ݃ is the

gravitational acceleration, ߛ is the surface tension between water and air at

the substrate temperature, and ܴ is the droplet contact radius.
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Figure 8.1 Experimental rig setup to track droplet evaporation.
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Figure 8.2 PID electronic circuit temperature controller.

8.3 Sample preparation and characterization

Two different substrates were studied, hydrophobic treated aluminium and

hydrophilic treated aluminium. Disks of material were formed by machining an

aluminium bar of 10mm diameter into disks of 3mm thickness. The

hydrophobic coated disks were polished from both sides with an emery paper

of 1200 grade before being coated using Oxford nanoSystems [194]

nanoFLUX® process to produce a dendritic surface structure of nano sizes

and morphologies. Each disk has two holes (from the sides) for temperature

measurement, one of these holes is used to embed the electronic circuit

thermocouple sensor whereas the other one is used for temperature

calibration purposes (see figure 8.1, label 4).
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8.3.1 Contact angle and receding contact angle measurements

The contact angle for all the samples was measured using CAM 200 from

KSV. Each measurement was taken as the average of five different

measurements after dispensing the droplet to ensure the dynamic forces of

dispensing do not affect the reading. This was repeated at four locations

across the surface. The static contact angles of the hydrophobic and

hydrophilic aluminium surfaces were 120°±1.83 and 49°±1.13, respectively.

To measure the receding contact angle, the First Ten Angstroms (FTA) 4000

Microdrop is used. This method is a video droplet shape analysis system for

small droplets from picolitres up to microlitre regimes. It automates the vertical

motion to control the dispense tip and the droplet volume. The optimal height

of the tip can be adjusted using real time image processing to be positioned

above the sample surface to touch off the droplet. Two microscopes are fitted

to record the frames, which are the primary and secondary microscopes as

shown in figure 8.3. The primary microscope is an analytical microscope which

has a zoomed horizontal field of view from 2mm to 200 microns to capture the

side views of the droplet which is back lit by a high intensity LED source.

Whereas the secondary microscope is to view the droplet and the substrate

sample from 60° angle, which is provided with incandescent light from the top

side [195].

The measurement procedure is first started by growing water droplets onto

the sample using the provided piezo pump and letting it stabilize for 20s to

release the droplet from stresses. To ensure the reliability of the results, three

different droplet sizes are chosen. Then, the needle is inserted inside the drop

either by changing the vertical position of the needle or by changing the

vertical position of the sample. After that, the droplet size is then reduced

slowly by sucking the droplet liquid using the piezo pump until the droplet

contact radius just starts moving. The video recording commencing at an

appropriate timing where many frame captures should be taken covering the

point at which the droplet contact area starts moving, representing the

receding contact angle. Finally, the Non-Spherical fitting method is used with
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manual baseline determination to acquire the receding contact angle values

which are calculated as the average between the left and right angles.

Figure 8.3 FTA4000 microdrop rig for measuring the receding contact
angle.

The measured receding contact angle was found to be 10° ± 0.6 for the

aluminium hydrophobic surface. For the aluminium hydrophilic surface, the

contact line starts receding at a value of 6° ± 2. The high error is due to the

strong pinning force in the hydrophilic surfaces as was observed previously in

the literature [182, 184]. Another error source is the precision of the

instrumentation, where higher errors are associated with small receding

contact angles found on hydrophilic surfaces.

8.3.2 Surface topography of the substrates

The surface roughness of the samples were determined using white light

interferometry (Bruker Np-Flex). The 3-D images of the solid surfaces were

obtained over a region of 0.838 × 1.12�݉ ݉ ଶ as shown in figures 8.4, and 8.5.

The root mean square roughness (RMS) was found to be 2.468 and 0.677µm

Secondary Microscope

Primary Microscope

Needle

Sample
stage

Syringe

Electronic piezo
pump

Automated
needle stage

Automated
sample stage
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whereas the arithmetic mean height (Sa) values were 1.9 and 0.238 µm for

the hydrophobic and hydrophilic aluminium surfaces, respectively.

Figure 8.4 Aluminium-hydrophobic coating surface.

Figure 8.5 Aluminium-hydrophilic coated surface.
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8.4 Theoretical analysis

The theoretical analysis presented here predicts the evaporation of a sessile

droplet due to forced evaporation through heating of the substrate, allowing

comparison with experimental data.

In the diffusion driven evaporation model, the limiting rate of mass transfer

between the liquid and vapour medias is due to diffusion at the liquid-vapour

interface. The second Fick’s law of diffusion governs the evaporation of the

microdroplet

డ

డ௧
= ଶܿ∇ܦ 8.2

where, ,ܦ ܿ and areݐ the diffusion constant, vapour concentration and time

respectively.

The time scale analysis indicates that the droplet evaporation can be assumed

to be as quasi-steady when the droplet lifetime is much larger than the mass

transfer as indicated by Fourier number ܴ/ܦ)
ଶ), where ܴ is the initial droplet

radius. In this case, the transient term in Fick’s law can be neglected, resulting

in the Laplace’s equation.

∇ଶܿ= 0 8.3

Figure 8.6 Droplet schematic and the boundary conditions.

ߠ

ܶ = ஶܶ ஶܥ,∅,

,௦ܥ ௗܶ = ௦ܶ௨

2R

ܶ = ௦ܶ௨

h
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The droplet size adapted in this theoretical analysis is considered to satisfy

the spherical cap assumption and to indicate symmetry across the central axis

of the droplet. The boundary conditions (as shown in figure 8.6) to satisfy

Laplace’s equation are (i) saturated vapour at the surface of the droplet at the

substrate temperature ( ௦ܿ), (ii) the vapour concentration far from the droplet

surface is defined by the ambient conditions ( ஶܿ = ∅ ஶܿ ,ୱ), where ∅ is the

relative humidity and ஶܿ ,ୱ is the saturated vapour concentration at the ambient

temperature, (iii) all the phase change occurs across the liquid-vapour

interface of the droplet, and (iv) the diffusion coefficient is calculated based on

the substrate temperature. By transforming the domain into toroidal coordinate

system as explained by Lebedev [196], Laplace’s equation can be solved for

the vapour concentration around the droplet and the solution can be described

as

(∝ିఉ)ିಮ

ೞି ಮ
= ඥ2 cosh ∝−2 cosߚ× ∫

ୡ୭ୱ୦(ఏఛ)ୡ୭ୱ୦(ଶగିఉ)ఛ

ୡ୭ୱ୦(గఛ)ୡ୭ୱ୦(గିఉ)ఛ

ஶ


ܲభ

మ
ାఛ

(coshߙ)݀߬ 8.4

Where ܲభ

మ
ାఛ

(coshߙ) is the hyperbolic Legendre function.

From equation (8.3) and (8.4), the Deegan model can be obtained which

governs the local evaporation flux [172, 173]

(∝)ܬ =
(ೞି ಮ )

ோ

ଵ

ଶ
sin2√+ߠ(coshߙ+ cosߠ)ଷ/ଶ × ∫

த�ୡ୭ୱ୦(ఏఛ)

ୡ୭ୱ୦(గఛ)

ஶ


tanh[(ߨ−

(ߠ ]߬ܲ
ఛି

భ

�మ

(coshߙ)݀ ൨߬ 8.5

The total mass loss of the droplet during evaporation can be obtained by

integrating the Deegan model, equation (8.5), over the liquid-vapour interface

which results in Popov’s model [173, 174]

ௗெ

ௗ௧
= ߩ

ௗ

ௗ௧
= )ܦܴߨ− ௦ܿ− ஶܿ ) (ߠ݂) 8.6

(ߠ݂) =
ୱ୧୬ఏ

ଵାୡ୭ୱఏ
+ 4∫

ଵାୡ୭ୱ୦ଶఏఛ

ୱ୧୬ଶగఛ

ஶ


tanh[(ߨ− (ߠ ]߬݀߬ 8.7

whereܯ� , ,ߩ ܸ, and ܴ are the mass, density, volume, and contact radius of

the droplet respectively.
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The rate of mass change of the droplet of spherical cap can be calculated as

a function of the base radius and contact angle. Two stages of evaporation

are observed experimentally in which the major part of evaporation occurs

when the droplet base radius, R, is constant and the contact angle is a function

of time,ߠ� = ,(ݐ)ߠ until it reaches the receding contact angle, ߠ = ,ߠ where the

droplet starts de-pining and the evaporation becomes a function of base

radius only, ܴ = (ݐ)ܴ with the contact angle remaining fixed at the receding

angle until complete evaporation. The evolution of the contact angle during

the first stage of evaporation of a pinned droplet and the second stage of

evaporation of de-pinned droplet can be respectively represented as

ௗఏ

ௗ௧
=

(ೞି ಮ )

ఘோ
మ (1 + cosߠ)ଶ (ߠ݂) 8.8

ௗோ

ௗ௧
=

(ೞି ಮ )

ఘோమ

(ଵାୡ୭ୱఏ)మ

ଶାୡ୭ୱఏ
ቂ

ଵ

ଵାୡ୭ୱఏ
+ 4∫

ଵାୡ୭ୱ୦ଶఏఛ

ୱ୧୬ఏୱ୧୬୦(ଶగఛ)

ஶ


tanh[(ߨ− (ߠ ]߬݀ �߬ቃ 8.9

The new mass of the droplet after each time step based on the new contact

angle or the new base radius is calculated based on the spherical cap

assumption as ܯ) = (ܸߩ

ܯ =
గఘோయ

ଷ

(ଵିୡ୭ୱఏ)మ(ଶାୡ୭ୱఏ)

ୱ୧୬యఏ
8.10

The transient contact angle in equation (8.8) and the transient base radius in

equation (8.9) were numerically integrated using the Trapezoidal rule method

using Matlab [197]. The calculations procedure is explained in figure 8.7. The

diffusion only model calculations are solved using the MATLAB code. The

code was written to enable the user to choose the simplified assumption on

which Popov model can be solved. These assumptions can be based on the

CCR mode or the CCA mode or the SSR mode. In any assumptions used, the

initial and boundary conditions are needed to be fed into the code. These

conditions are: initial droplet radius (ܴ), ambient relative humidity (∅), ambient

temperature ( ஶܶ ), substrate temperature ( ௦ܶ), water density ,(ߩ) initial contact

angle ,(ߠ) and the receding contact angle .(ߠ)
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The latent heat of evaporation (ℎ) is linearly decreasing with temperature

and can be calculated from the following relationship for the range of

temperatures in the present experiments [198]:

ℎ = −2.4ܶ+ 2502.8 8.11

Where ܶ is the temperature in degree Celsius.

While the saturated vapour pressure can be calculated using the Clausius–

Clapeyron equation [199].

݈݊



=

ெ 

ோ
൬

ଵ

்
−

ଵ

்
൰ 8.12

Where: ܲ is the saturation pressure, ܶ is the temperature at the required

saturated vapour pressure, ܲ is the known reference pressure at the

reference temperature ( ܶ), ܯ �is the molar mass of water vapour and ܴ is

the universal gas constant.

The ideal gas law is used to calculate the saturated vapour concentration ( )ܿ

at the droplet surface and the ambient as follows:

ܿ=
ெ 

ோ்
8.13

The droplet surface concentration ௦ܿ is considered to be saturated and can be

calculated based on the substrate temperature�ܶ௦. While the ambient vapour

concentration ஶܿ is calculated based on the ambient temperature ஶܶ and the

relative humidity of the surrounding air.

The diffusion coefficient of water vapour into air varies with the substrate

temperature. In most of the studies, this value is assumed constant in the

droplet modelling. However, in the present study where the range of

temperatures are between 313K and 333K, the Marrero and Mason empirical

correlation is used [200, 201]:

ܦ = 1.87 × 10ିଵ ೞ்
మ.బళమ

ೌ 
8.14

Where ( ܲ௧ ) is the ambient pressure in atmosphere (1atm), and the

substrate temperature ௦ܶ is in kelvin.
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Figure 8.7 Calculation procedures of the diffusion only model based on
the selected mode of evaporation.
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8.5 Influence of the surface wettability and substrate

temperature on the evaporation flux.

The spatial variation of vapour concentration based on the Deegan model,

equation (8.5), is shown in figures 8.8 and 8.9 for the hydrophobic and

hydrophilic surfaces, respectively. The arc length is calculated from the droplet

surface radial, which is described by


ோ
= sinhߙ/(coshߙ+ cosߠ), and the

vertical coordinate, which is described by
௭

ோ
= sinߠ/(coshߙ+ cosߠ). The local

evaporation flux is presented for all the cases as a function of the normalized

arc length which is defined as the line around the gas-liquid interface from the

point of the gas-liquid-solid contact line to the point of maximum height. This

is normalized by the total arc length of the droplet. Substrates temperatures

of 40, 50 and 60℃ and initial droplet sizes of ݈ߤ2 and ݈ߤ4 are chosen to

illustrate the difference in the variation of the evaporation flux on the droplet

surface.

The evaporation flux at the start of the evaporation process, calculated using

equation 8.5 for droplet sizes of ݈ߤ2 and ݈ߤ4 on the hydrophobic surface with

different substrate temperatures is shown in figure 8.8. The results in figure

8.8 show that the evaporation flux is higher for the smaller droplet size; in all

cases the maximum flux is at the point of maximum height of the droplet, and

largely constant before rapidly reducing close to the contact line. This agrees

with previous theoretical results [174], which show that the evaporation flux by

natural diffusion (no substrate heating) of the sessile droplet with hydrophobic

contact angle remains almost uniform along the upper half of the droplet

surface. The behaviour with the hydrophilic surface is significantly different.

Figure 8.9 shows equivalent data to that in figure 8.8, but for the initial

conditions of the droplet with contact angle of 49°. It can be seen that the

diffusion flux rapidly increases as the contact line is approached. In both cases

reducing the temperature causes a reduction in evaporative flux, however the

general overall pattern remains the same.
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Figure 8.8 Local evaporation flux along 2μl and 4μl water droplet over 
aluminium hydrophobic surface for various substrate

temperatures at time 0.

Figure 8.9 Local evaporation flux along 2μl and 4μl water droplet over 
aluminium hydrophilic surface for various substrate temperatures

at time 0.
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8.6 Total time of droplet evaporation over hydrophilic and

hydrophobic surfaces

The total time of droplet evaporation over a surface is highly dependent on the

surface temperature and wettability. Figures 8.10 shows the total time for the

complete evaporation of 2, 4 and ݈ߤ8 water droplets, for the hydrophobic and

hydrophilic aluminium surfaces, together with the predicted values using the

diffusion only model. Substrate temperature and wettability causes a reduction

in the time taken for complete evaporation.

The stick-slip receding contact angle model (SSR) postulated here is

considered for the mode of evaporation, where the droplet initially evaporates

under a constant contact radius mode until the contact angle falls below the

receding angle switching behaviour to a constant contact angle mode until

complete evaporation. For most real surfaces, the modes of droplet

evaporation are usually unknown a priori, however the combined model

developed in this study (SSR) can mimic the physical behaviour of the droplet

evaporation based on the measured static contact angle and the receding

contact angle. Using this method will save a significant amount of time that is

required to monitor the droplet life time for each surface required to be studied

using the traditional visualization method to follow the receding behaviour

when the droplet is de-pinning [171, 187, 188].

In the case of the aluminium hydrophobic surface for the droplet sizes

dominated by the surface tension force (2, 4 and ݈ߤ�8 ), the total time of

evaporation calculated by the vapour-diffusion model based on the SSR mode

is generally in excellent agreement with that measured during the experiment

where an average relative deviation of less than 4% is observed as shown in

figures 8.10a-c. This means that the vapour-diffusion model, based on the

stick-slip behaviour where the slip happens when the receding contact angle

is reached, succeeds in describing the entire influence of substrate heating

throughout the evaporation process. In the case of an aluminium hydrophilic

surface, the results of the model are presented for the range of measured

receding contact angles between 4 and 8°. However, a considerable under
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prediction of 22% is observed when the surface is aluminium hydrophilic as

shown in figures 8.10a-c.

The relative deviations between the experimental and analytical results are

likely due to the disputing effect of the buoyant convection in the vapour phase

[202] and the evaporative cooling along the interface [166] which are not

included in the model. The buoyant convection is induced by the generated

air flow around the droplet and substrate due to the temperature difference

which enhances the evaporation rate of the droplet, while the evaporative

cooling along the interface is induced mainly by the thermal resistance of the

droplet layers and thermal conductivity of the substrate which reduces the

evaporation rate of the droplet. The evaporative cooling along the interface is

directly related to the ratio of the droplet height to the contact radius (ℎ/ܴ)

while the buoyant convection was noted to increase with substrate

temperature [162, 166, 202]. In the case of hydrophobic surface, the ℎ/ܴ ratio

is high which gives an equivalent effect between the evaporative cooling

across the interface and the buoyant convection resulting in good agreement

between the experimental and analytical results for the Al-hydrophobic

surface. On the other hand, the ℎ/ܴ aspect ratio is small for the hydrophilic

surface resulting in minimizing the evaporative cooling along the interface.

This supports the assertion for the mismatch between the measured and

predicted total time of evaporation on the hydrophilic surface.
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Figure 8.10 Total time for droplet evaporation on aluminium hydrophilic
and hydrophobic surfaces as a function of substrate temperature.

(a) 2μl, (b) 4μl and (c) 8μl. 
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8.7 Droplet weight evolution

8.7.1 Evaporation of droplet shapes dominated by surface

tension

In this section, experimental and numerical results of the evaporation of water

droplet are presented for Bond numbers in the range between 0.07 and 0.7

allowing the droplet shape to be considered as a spherical cap.

The reduction in droplet weight with time during evaporation of the droplets

over the aluminium hydrophobic surface for three different temperatures

(40, 50 and 60℃) are shown in figure 8.11 for droplet sizes of 2, 4 and 8μl. The 

evolution of weight is consistent with the earlier observation of droplet

evaporation using the traditional visualization measurement technique over

hydrophobic aluminium substrates coated with Teflon [166, 171] and PFC

[162] coatings. The weight evolution of droplet evaporation over the aluminium

hydrophobic surface was found to be predicted well by the vapour-diffusion

model based on the stick-slip behaviour mode (SSR). This is in agreement

with earlier observations using the CCA [166] and the CCR [162] modes.

The weight evolution of the water droplet over time during evaporation over

the aluminium hydrophilic surface for three different temperatures

(40, 50 and 60℃) is shown in figure 8.12 for the droplet sizes of 2, 4 and ݈ߤ8 .

As the initial contact angle is relatively small (49°) and the contact area is

relatively large between the droplet and the surface, the temporal weight

variation is rapidly decreasing with time, which is not the case for the

hydrophobic surfaces. In the case of the hydrophilic surface, as mentioned

previously, the vapour-diffusion model based on the SSR mode underpredicts

the experimental evaporation rate with a percentage error of 22%. This

mismatch between the experimental and theoretical results has been

attributed to the high effect of the buoyant convection in the vapour phase

compared to the evaporative cooling along the droplet interface which are not

included in the present model.

The top and side views of an ݈ߤ8 droplet on a heated substrate (60℃) is shown

in table 8.1 for the initial droplet and at the point where 90% of mass has
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evaporated. It is shown that the droplet shape can be measured easily using

the traditional visualization methods at the initial stage. However, for the last

2% and 10% of the total time of evaporation of the hydrophobic and

hydrophilic surfaces (respectively), there is a high associated error if one is

calculating the droplet volume based on the contact angle and contact radius

as the droplet shape is irregular. This is consistent with the previous

observations [164, 191]. The high associated error in calculating the droplet

size at the last stages of evaporation has resulted in a high uncertainty in

calculating the total time of droplet evaporation and the rates of droplet

evaporation are often extrapolated [154, 164, 192]. On the contrary to these

results, the present way of weight measurements for the droplet evolution is

shown to be superior regarding the independency on the droplet shape and

the contact angle and can trace the evaporation process of any size of droplet

which sits on any type of surface until the complete evaporation of the droplet

without the need for any approximation or extrapolation.
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Figure 8.11 Temporal variation of droplet weight on the aluminium-
hydrophobic surface. (a) 2μl, (b) 4μl and (c) 8μl. 
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Figure 8.12 Temporal variation of droplet weight on the aluminium-
hydrophilic surface. (a) 2μl, (b) 4μl and (c) 8μl. 
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Table 8.1 Time-dependent images of an 8μl water droplet during the 
evaporation under the substrate temperature of 60℃ for the Al-

hydrophobic and Al-hydrophilic surfaces (t* is the normalized time
which is the ratio between the instantaneous time and the total

time of evaporation).
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8.7.2 Evaporation of droplet shapes dominated by gravity

In this section, the evaporation of relatively large water droplet volume ݈ߤ30) )

is studied. The temporal mass evolution of the droplet with time is shown in

Figures 8.13a and 8.13b over the aluminium hydrophobic and hydrophilic

surfaces respectively, for three different substrate temperatures (40, 50 and

60℃).

The chosen initial droplet volume gives higher gravity force over surface

tension force which results in a Bond number larger than 1 (up to 1.7 for the

hydrophilic surface). This is also associated with larger contact radius

compared to the capillary length (݇ିଵ) of the droplet (݇ିଵ = ට
ఊ

ఘ
). Therefore,

the ݈ߤ30 droplet shape is no longer considered as a spherical cap and the

droplet surface tends to be flattened and contact area is irregular especially

with the hydrophilic substrate. In both surfaces of hydrophobic and hydrophilic

cases, the proposed method of measurement based on the weight evolution

is successfully tracked by the droplet mass for the studied range of

temperatures.

The SSR model was also used to predict the evaporation of the droplet for the

range of temperatures and both types of surfaces as shown in figure 8.13. The

percentage error in the hydrophobic case, shown in figure 8.13a, is 13% on

average. However, the average error amplified to 47% for the hydrophilic

case. The reason for the high percentage error is due to the irregularity in the

droplet surface due to the high Bond number especially in the hydrophilic

surface case and the assumption of the spherical cap of droplet in the model

while it is intended to flatten with large initial droplet size.
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Figure 8.13 Temporal variation of 30μl droplet on the (a) aluminium 
hydrophobic and (b) aluminium hydrophilic surfaces.
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8.8 Summary

A comprehensive experimental and theoritical investigation of droplet

evaporation on heated hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces is provided.

Measurements of the droplet evaporation is achieved using a precise

analytical balance. A container to carry the PID controller circuit and the

samples was designed to control the substrate temperature in the range of 40

to 60℃. The measurement technique has succefully managed to record and

follow the total lifetime of any initial droplet size until complete evaporation.

A theoretical model is postulated here based on the stick-slip behaviour

(SSR). To fully identify the point of shifting from CCR mode to CCA mode in

the model, the receding contact angle is measured using the needle suction

method to be considered as the point where the slip mode (CCA) starts. The

theoretical predictions agree well with the experimental results for the

aluminium hydrophobic surface with an average percentage error of 4%. The

SSR model significantly underpredicts the evaporation rate for the aluminium

hydrophilic surface with an average error of 22%. Moreover, the model

showed that the error becomes significant for the big initial droplet sizes due

to the increase in droplet irrgularities caused by the increase of the gravity

force relative to the droplet surface tension force.

The evaporation flux was shown to be higher for smaller initial droplet size for

both cases of hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces. This was also higher for

droplet evaporating over hydrophilic surface compared with the hydrophobic

surface which resulted in rapid evaporation of the droplet over the hydrophilic

surface.

The result of this chapter has shown the importance of surface wettability to

decrease the droplet evaporation time and increase the cooling performance.

This cooncept can be appplied in heat exchangers that use spray evaporative

cooling in data centres (AHU). However, this study can be extended in future

research to cover the film evaporation over horizontal tubes and examine the

effect of surface wetability which may be more pertinent than single droplet.
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Chapter 9 Conclusion and recommendation

9.1 General discussion

The main aim of this thesis was to introduce better understanding of thermal

and energy management of DCLC data centres through the integrated

interactions between three different levels: server level, rack level and facility

level. Therefore, multiple objectives were followed and achieved through the

previous chapters.

In the first phase, a full scale of chiller-less DCLC data centre from the chip to

the environment was designed. This included designing the control

methodology, installations and commissioning. The main work involved two

sections: IT environment and outdoor environment.

 The IT environment consisted of thirty Sun Fire V20z servers arranged

in a standard data centre rack. These servers have their CPUs direct

liquid cooled and the remaining of the components are air cooled. The

heat generated by the CPUs of all the servers is collected through a

coolant loop (secondary loop) and directly transferred to an external

loop (primary loop) through a liquid/liquid heat exchanger identified as

the CHx40. Whereas the heat generated by the air-cooled components

of the servers is transferred to the external coolant loop using a passive

rear door heat exchanger (RDHx).

 The outdoor environment involved a chiller-less heat rejection system

which is called an Air Handling Unit (AHU) which represents the final

point at which the heat is transferred to the environment. The AHU was

designed to utilise spray evaporation to increase the performance of

the heat exchanger. The primary loop is responsible for carrying the

heat away from the IT environment to be transferred to the outdoor

environment through the AHU.

The second phase in this thesis was to characterise and examine the

designed cooling system to quantify the energy saving potentials and provide
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the required means of cooling for safe operation of DCLC servers. This phase

dealt with the whole facility (facility level) at which the dynamic responses of

the components were characterised in terms of thermal and power

consumption management. The system was also tested under long hour

operation and for different IT computational workloads.

The third phase of the thesis involved focusing on the flow maldistribution in

the rack and the resulted CPU temperature variations of different locations of

the servers. The EPANET software was used to study and analyse the flow

distribution validated by the experimental results. The flow distribution results

were compared against the CPU temperatures of the servers. Moreover, the

pumping configuration of the coolant in the rack was also investigated

regarding the influences on the server component temperatures, power

consumption and the effectiveness metrics (pPUE and TCUE) of the whole

system.

The fourth phase constituted studying the effect of the coolant inlet

temperature on the power consumption of the whole system, computational

efficiency of the servers (WPE), power effectiveness metrics (pPUE and

TCUE) and the relationship between the effectiveness and efficiency

(pDWPE).

Finally, the last phase of this thesis involved investigation into the evaporation

of droplets on surfaces. The underlying physics of this study can be applied in

cold plate chip cooling and the AHU heat exchanger that utilise spray cooling.

In this phase, the evaporation of sessile droplets on different heated surface

wettability was investigated using a novel experimental technique based on

weight measurements. Theoretical analysis based on the diffusion only model

was developed to predict the droplet evaporation based on the initial

experimental measurements of droplet size, static contact angle and the

receding contact angle using the needle suction method. By using this

method, it can easily predict the receding action of the droplet without the need

for full imaging experiment.
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9.2 Research contribution

The scope of this work included design of a chiller-less liquid cooled data

centre and evaluated holistically the impact of ambient conditions, workload,

flow, and temperature on the thermal, energy and IT computational

performance. This investigation helps to introduce a better understanding of

the integrated interactions between different levels of DCLC data centres. The

contributions and novelty of the current work are summarised as follow:

1. Presented full design guidelines for chiller-less thermal and energy

efficient direct contact liquid cooled data centre.

2. Identified the temperature variation of the CPUs of different servers in

the rack and determined the causes of these differences.

3. Investigated the flow maldistribution in the DCLC rack and suggested

recommendation for running conditions, operation and design to

weaken and eliminate the flow maldistribution.

4. Evaluated the impact of different methods of pumping the coolant in the

rack on the thermal and energy performance.

5. Evaluated the IT inlet coolant temperature on the thermal, energy and

computational performance of the DCLC rack.

6. Considered the data centre holistically (DWPE) and combined the

compute efficiency (FLOPS/W) and power effectiveness (PUE).

7. Introduced a new technique to measure droplet evaporation on heated

surfaces for any droplet surface tension force.

8. Introduced a new method of simulating droplet evaporation based on

the initial conditions of static contact angles and receding contact

angles regardless of the evaporation mode.
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9.3 Concluding remarks

As mentioned previously, the aim of this thesis was achieved through multiple

objectives. Therefore, the findings of this thesis will be summarised and

categorised based on these objectives as follows:

I. The main conclusion points of the design of the chiller-less DCLC cooling

system and the characterisation of the components and operation are as

follows:

1. The designed (bespoke) heat rejection system can maintain a constant

supplied cooling temperature to the servers despite variations in

environmental and digital workloads.

2. Using DCLC with an AHU and an evaporative spray system has the

potential to operate at a low pPUE/TCUE.

3. Enabling the spray should be tightly controlled to make sure that the

heat rejection system is not consuming more power than necessary –

resulting in a higher pPUE/TCUE.

4. Using the spray evaporation found to reduce the thermal resistance of

the heat exchanger by 50%. However, only 25% of the spray flow rate

was found to evaporate and being converted into useful latent heat of

evaporation.

5. High pressure drop is associated with higher power consumption and

less thermal benefits. The pressure drop across the heat exchanger of

the AHU was found to increase by 30% when increasing the fan speed

from 250rpm to 1000rpm. The fan should be chosen properly to

overcome the pressure drop especially when using the spray in the

design as adding the spray increase the pressure drop up to 145%

across the heat exchanger.

6. A lag of 10 min between the actions producing more heat in the servers

and the response of the AHU was recorded. Therefore, it is important

to consider this time lag in future designs.

7. CPU0 of a server in the rack generally have a lower temperature than

CPU1. This is justified by the fact that CPU1 receives higher coolant
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temperature than CPU0. However, depending on the IT load

distribution, CPU1 can have a lower temperature than CPU0 in some

cases.

II. The main concluding remarks of the flow distribution and flow configuration

inside the rack are:

1. The EPANET software model was able to predict the flow rate in the

rack with a good accuracy of 2.3% compared with the experimental

results.

2. The current design showed that the server in top of the rack (eng01)

receives a greater coolant flow rate than the server in the bottom of the

rack (eng30), namely an increase of 28% and 30% for the centralised

and distributed pumping configurations, respectively.

3. The flow maldistribution resulted in a general increase in the CPU

temperatures of the servers from the top to the bottom of the rack.

4. The flow maldistribution in the servers is due mainly to two factors:

friction losses in the manifolds, and the pressure drop variations in the

server modules.

5. The optimisation analysis showed that increasing the hydraulic

diameter of the manifolds from 2.5 to 5cm yields an enhancement in

the flow distribution to the servers. Moreover, the overall flow rate was

also found to increase by 9% and 10% for the central and distributed

pumping configurations, respectively.

6. The CPU temperatures were shown to be higher by 2℃ in the

distributed pumping configuration case compared with the central

pumping configuration for high IT loads for the same flow rate.

7. The CPU temperatures are clearly affected by the total flow rate of the

coolant in the rack at the high IT load levels.

8. Some servers encountered shutdown at low coolant flow rates in the

central pumping case. Therefore, it can be very effective to control the

server module pumps to switch on using an algorithm based on the

CPU temperature of the server.
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9. The pPUE and TCUE deteriorate with higher flow rate as more power

is added to the cooling side. However, the TCUE is more sensitive to

the IT load as the servers’ fans ramp up, which adds more power to the

cooling side while this increase in power is added to the IT side for the

pPUE.

III. The main conclusion points for the influence of the rack inlet coolant

temperature are as follows:

1. The CPU temperatures are profoundly linked to the rack inlet

temperature and shutdown is encountered for a couple of servers when

the rack inlet temperature was higher than 37℃ for the IT loads higher

than 50%.

2. Increasing the rack inlet temperature found to reduce the AHU power

consumption but also increase the rack power consumption. Therefore,

both of these effects have helped to lower the pPUE and TCUE metrics.

3. Depending on the IT load level, supplying higher coolant inlet

temperature to the rack reduces the computational performance of the

rack. For example, at 75% IT load level, the WPE decreased by 4%

when the rack inlet temperature increased from 22 to 44℃.

4. This work highlighted the important fact that high effectiveness of the

data centre does not necessarily mean high efficiency. As the pPUE

and TCUE could be improved by supplying less power for the cooling

system while the servers performance can deteriorate.

5. Considering the effectiveness and efficiency of the current rack design

of the Sun Fire V20z cloud servers, supplying an inlet temperature of

30℃ can be ideal to work in the safe operation conditions.

IV. The most important conclusions for the droplet evaporation on heated

surfaces are:

1. The proposed weight measurement technique of droplet evaporation

over heated surfaces has successfully shown to record the whole life

time of the droplet enabling study of any size of droplet from surface

tension domination to gravity domination.
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2. The evaporation behaviour and total time of evaporation are strongly

linked to the surface wettability, initial droplet size and substrate

temperature. The evaporation rate improves considerably with lower

contact angle, smaller initial droplet size and higher substrate

temperature.

3. The proposed SSR model predicts the total time of evaporation over

hydrophobic surfaces to good accuracy with less than 4% difference

between theory and experiment. However, the model showed a

significant underestimation of the total evaporation rate with an error of

22% for the hydrophilic surfaces.

9.4 Recommendation for future work

The following points highlight some aspects which are suggested based on

this thesis to be covered as possible future work:

1. Investigate the use of chiller-less DCLC design on various servers from

different venders.

2. Evaluate the performance of the servers under real data centre

operations.

3. Extend the study to different environmental conditions to cover the

performance of the AHU for a wide range of locations.

4. Extend the study to cover the dynamic response and failure scenarios

that might occur in different components of the designed cooling

system.

5. Develop an analytical model to describe the heat transfer from the chip

to the environment in the DCLC chiller-less arrangement.

6. Study the feasibility of using different heat exchanger inclination in the

AHU with spray evaporation on the cooling performance.

7. Extend the study to cover the behaviour of the troublesome servers by

enabling their module pumps while other module pumps are turned off.

8. Develop an algorithm to control the server module pumps operation

based on the need and the component temperature of the servers and

study the feasibility of this approach.
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9. Apply the possibility of using droplet evaporation on real cold plate

surfaces to explore the potential of increasing the heat transfer

capacity.

10.Study the effect of the AHU heat exchanger surface wettability on the

cooling performance under spray evaporation.
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Appendix A - PID code to control the substrate

temperature

/********************************************************
* PID code to control the substrate temperature
********************************************************/

#include <PID_v1.h>

//Define Variables we'll be connecting to
double Setpoint, Input, Output;

int sensorPin = 0; //the analog pin the TMP36's Vout (sense) pin is connected
to

//the resolution is 10 mV / degree centigrade with a
//500 mV offset to allow for negative temperatures

int heaterPin = 9;
int adjustedOutput; // to adjust the output of PID to arduino output (from 0
to 255)
//Specify the links and initial tuning parameters
PID myPID(&Input, &Output, &Setpoint,2,5,1, DIRECT);

void setup()
{

pinMode(heaterPin, OUTPUT);
Serial.begin(9500);
while (! Serial);
Serial.println("Speed 0 to 255");
//initialize the variables we're linked to
//Input = temperatureC;
Setpoint = 45;

//turn the PID on
myPID.SetMode(AUTOMATIC);

}

void loop()
{

//getting the voltage reading from the temperature sensor
int reading = analogRead(sensorPin);

// converting that reading to voltage, for 3.3v arduino use 3.3
float voltage = reading * 5.0;
voltage /= 1024.0;

// now print out the temperature
float temperatureC = (voltage - 1.25) / 0.005 ; //converting from 10 mv per
degree wit 500 mV offset

//to degrees ((voltage - 500mV)
times 100)
Serial.print(temperatureC); Serial.println(" degrees C");

Input = temperatureC;
myPID.Compute();
adjustedOutput = Output * 1.96;
analogWrite(heaterPin,adjustedOutput);

}


